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O F F I C I A L N O T I C E S .<r 
REGARDING TRANSFERS 
1. Before issuing a transfer note that 
the member wishing to transfer must be 
a member not less than 6 months in good 
standing in your local. 
2. When issuing a transfer write 
across his name on his dues book the 
word, "Cancelled," the date and your 
(Secretary's) signature. 
3. Let the member write his name in 
his dues,book and also in the space pro-
vided for this purpose in the margin of 
the traveling card. 
4. -Before accepting a transfer let the 
transferred member sign his name anl 
compare his signatures. 
5. On accepting a transfer issue to 
the member a new dues book and don't 
paste the dues stamps into his old can-
celled book.-
The attention of local officers and secretaries 
is called to the change in the Constitution, 
article 12, section 4, requiring financial secre-
taries to send in to the General Office a 
monthly as well as a quarterly report on offi-
cial blanks supplied by uW G. S. T. The 
monthly, report is to be accompanied by the 
duplicate green sheets. Locals failing to com-
ply with these requirements will be fined $5, 
as provided in this section. 
DO YOU WEAR A PIN OR A BUTTON BEARING 
THE EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNION? 
IF NOT? WHY NOT? 
Get one from your Local Secretary and shpw your 
employer and your shopmates that you are a loyal mem-




Named shoes are frequently made in 
Non-Union factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP. 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
B O O T A N D S H O E W O R K E R S 5 UNION 
2 4 6 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOR IN, />r#«. CHAS. 1. BAINE, Sec*y.-7V#as. 
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Labor Day, 1910-1912 
The Anniversary of an Epoch-Making Victory 
By A. Rosebury 
The coming round of Labor Day re* 
minds us of the successful termination 
two years ago, September 2nd, of a bit-
terly fought strike of cloakmakers in 
New York City. A document designed 
to bring about peace in the cloak indus-
try and agreed to by both parties to the 
contest was signed by the representatives 
of the Cloak Manufacturers and of the 
International Ladies' Garment Workers 
Union. In this document, termed the 
"Protocol,*' the ' manufacturers were 
pledged to grant the demand for the 
union shop, collective bargaining, a uni-
formly shorter work day, increase of 
wages, improved sanitary conditions and 
many other concessions of vital impor-
tance to the employees. Labor Day of 
1910 was therefore celebrated by our 
Cloakmaker's Locals with the enthusiasm 
born of their own heroic stand for better 
conditions and of the success attending 
their efforts. The enthusiasm thus gen-
erated ushered in a new epoch in the 
trade union movement among the ladies' 
'garment and other workers of New 
York and elsewhere. 
Last year our locals involved in this 
memorable struggle celebrated the anni-
versary by a grand two days' picnic in 
Long Island. This year, lest the events 
of 1910 should be forgotten by some, or 
selfishly perverted by others, we deem it 
in "keeping with the occasion to recapi-
tulate a few salient achievements in 
which those events culminated. 
Position of. the Union Before and After 
1910. 
One striking fact to be borne in mind 
by our friends and enemies alike is the 
present position of the union as com-
pared with former years. We cannot do 
better than quote the impartial statement 
of Charles H. Winslow, of the Depart-
ment of Commerce and Labor. In his 
introduction to the chapter "Conciliation 
in Cloak Industry in New York City'.' 
in bulletin No. 98 of the Bureau of 
Labor, Mr. Winslow says: 
"Cloak, suits and skirtmakers' unions have 
been in existence in New York City for a 
period of more than twenty-two years. Often 
their ranks have been depleted to a mere hand-
ful of men with a few staunch leader*. These 
same leaders have as frequently seen their 
ranks gradually swollen to the point where it 
has taken all of their foresight and energy to 
maintain discipline and prevent war measures 
taking the place of peace methods. This con-, 
dition is largely due to the influx of immi-
grants seeking admission to the garment-mak-
ign trades. Probably no other trade organiza-
tion has to deal with this problem to the same 
extent as the garment workers. It is estimated 
:-
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that ten thousand immigrants are absorbed by 
this industry each year. This in itself imposes 
no small task, as this heterogeneous multitude 
-of divers races and nationalities must be 
Jaught the lesspn of organization." 
The causes of. this instability were 
many and various. The ideas of organi-
zation and discipline existed in a very 
crude form in the minds of leaders and 
the rank and file. In those years the 
labor movement was conducted with an 
eye to the uncertain future rather than 
the living present. Strikers were then 
held to be a more important factor than 
organization and discipline. The mental 
process of some labor leaders at that 
time might be thus summarized: 
"Strikers are of the nature of revolt. 
The revolt of the workers would lead 
to revolution. Revolution must lead to 
the establishment of a Socialist State." 
Many labor leaders even went so far as 
to condemn organization and discipline 
as leading to force and the curtailment 
of freedom. Thus, in continually harp-
ing on the strain of the future and ne-
glecting the present they were like the 
Saint who, while directing his gaze 
heavenward, entangles his feet by ob-
stacles in his path on the solid earth and 
stumbles and falls. 
There, were at that time few, if any, 
well-conducted organizations from whom 
a proper knowledge and experience of 
tiade union methods and tactics could be 
learned. No one pointed to the fact 
that strikes, when not followed by thor-
ough organization and strict discipline, 
are not only useless as a means of im-
proving conditions, but harmful in caus-
ing a setback to the movement. Strikes 
were then of frequent occurrence, but 
for want of organization and'discipline, 
, their results to the workers of the trade 
were practically hill, and the workers 
continued to be oppressed and crushed 
down as much, if not more, than before 
such strikes. 
Nor did the idea of organization fare 
any better at the hands of the employer*. 
Ruthless competition had engendered 
mistrust. Their conception of organiza-
tion was even more primitive and crude. 
Furthermore, each individual employer 
mistakenly thought himself more or less 
in a position superior to any advantages 
that might accrue to him as a result of 
organization. And if they did organize 
with'the object of breaking up unions or 
strikes, their Organizations were even less 
lasting. This attitude of the employers 
reacted on the stupid and slavish masses 
that joined in strikes, but shunned the 
organization. Strikes and new unions 
had therefore been recurring in regular 
cycles without eliminating the sweat shop 
or improving conditions in the least. 
Gradually sounder and more practical 
ideas began to, spread in the trade-union 
movement about the needs of the living 
present. It had come to be seen that for 
any movement to succeed and for any 
trade or industry to obtain better con-
ditions, it was necessary to organize and 
maintain a permanent organization. Such 
was the lesson that the periodical shop 
and general strikes had taught the lead-
ers in our trade. This idea was con-
stantly in their mind while they were 
preparing for the struggle of 1910. It 
dominated them while the struggle was 
in progress. It possessed them while 
they had been conferring with the Manu-
facturers' Protective Association. It was 
this that caused them to insist on recog-
nition of the Union, which to them 
meant the recognition of the principle of 
collective bargaining. It was all very 
well for the manufacturers to make con-
cessions and promise improvements, but 
how were these promises to be guaran-
teed without some arrangement for the 
maintenance of a union shop? 
Precisely on this point the parties came 
to a deadlock and the negotiations were 
broken off for nearly a month. But the 
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manufacturers, advised by their able at-
torney, began to see the reasonableness 
of this demand for collective bargaining. \ 
And then the idea of Louis D. Brandeis 
appeared as the most practical compro-
mise that could be adopted by both sides 
as a sort of "peace with honor." That 
union men were to be preferred and not 
forced on him left to the employer the 
freedom of which he claimed the "closed 
shop" deprived him. Here it would be 
best to quote, the fourteenth section of 
the protocol: 
"Each member of the manufacturers 
is to maintain a union shop, a 'union 
shop' being understood to refer to a shop 
where union standards as to working 
conditions, hours of labor and rates of 
wages, as herein stipulated, prevail and 
where, when hiring help, union men are 
preferred; it being recognized that since 
there are differences in degrees of skill 
among those employed in the trade, em-
ployers shall have freedom of selection 
as between one union man and another, 
and shall not be confined to any list nor 
l>ound to follow any prescribed order 
whatever. 
"It is further understood that all ex-
isting arrangements and obligations of 
the employer, including those to present 
employees, shall be respected; the manu-
facturers, however, declare their belief in 
the union and that all who desire its ben-
efits should share in its burdens." 
This was a new method—new at least 
in the tailoring industry—of assuring the 
l>enefits gained from a great strike and 
equally assuring the existence and sta-
bility of the Union. True, it was not 
easy to persuade a small number of un-
compromising spirits to accept the plan. 
These radicals characterized the arrange-
ment outlined by the protocol as specu-
lative and risky, and gratuitously pre-
dicted failure, for nothing like it had 
ever been attempted in this trade. Thus 
the revolutionists who would inaugurate 
a new system of society at one blow, 
.nevertheless, hesitated, quibbled at, and 
Motioned an innovation that provided 
for joint committees to fix work prices, 
for a board of arbitration, a board tor 
the adjustment of petty grievances, and 
a board of sanitary control. However, 
the rapid growth of the union demon-
strated the practical nature vof the plan, 
and the Radicals subsequently became 
reconciled" thereto. For note what hap-
pened. 
The Cloak, Suit and Skirt Makers 
Unions, in May, 1910, represented a 
membership of 6,000, but by July 1st, or 
a week prior to the strike, have increased 
their membership to 22,000. The unions 
continued to recruit members during the 
period of the strike, so that at its expira-
tion the membership was approximately 
40,000, and now practically every mem-
ber working in the trade in New York 
is within the organization. 
Of course, difficulties and obstacles 
were bound to be encountered in the 
effort to adapt the experiment to daily 
life; for no human instrument has as 
yet proved perfect in every detail, not 
even the. Constitution of the United 
States, particularly one affecting' con-
tending parties and the separate interests 
of tens of thousands of people. Yet 
these difficulties and even misunder-
standings have been overcome by the 
readiness of each party to meet them 
half way in friendly conference. 
Unquestionably the employers had imL 
mensely benefited by the arrangement, in 
spite of the wail of a few isolated cranks 
and medievally minded crones. It would 
be futile not to admit the claim of the 
. manufacturers that the settlement was 
also a victory- for them. Had it been a • 
one-sided victory it would certainly have, 
proved short-lived. A victory favorable 
to-one party to an agreement involves 
the penalizing of the other party and in-
variably carries within itself the seed of 
its own destruction. The victory 0^1910 
was indeed a victory for justice, peace, 
and truth. It had also rendered perma-
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nent the organization of the manufac-
turers. From 75 establishments, employ-
ing approximately 10,000 workers, their 
membership was gradually increased to 
123 firms, employing some 15,000 people 
a t the time of signing the protocol, and 
has since been continually on the in-
crease. 
By far the most important concession 
granted by the unions was the giving up 
of the right to strike as long as the pro-
tocol is in force. The manufacturers 
were far-sighted enough to perceive in 
this concession a sufficient compensation 
for the imaginary inconvenience of the 
union shop. I t had no doubt meant very 
much to them to be assured of a long 
period of tranquility, during which they 
might devote themselves to the further 
development of their business and their 
trade. But while it afforded them this 
assurance, it has not, as some theorists 
vainly imagine, placed in jeopardy the 
best interests of the employees. True, 
the right to strike is given up, but these 
visionaries and dreamers of dreams do 
not see that at best the right to strike is 
a doubtful expedient, quite often only a 
negative force—a "double-edged sword," 
as the best leaders of thought in the 
labor movement have characterized it a t 
the International Socialist Congress held 
at Brussels in 1890, only to be used as 
. a last resort. 
Superior Advantages of Peace 
W e have already seen how disastrous 
to the work-people and the union the 
regularly recurring strikes had proved 
previous to 1910. We have seen that 
their general tendency was a back-
ward and reactionary one. We have 
seen that nothing had been gained by 
training the workers to revolt and revo-
lution. We have made it abundantly evi-
dent that it was ndt worth all the sacri-
fice of energy and waste of resources 
incurred in the process. Let us now re-
Capitulate the advantages derived from 
the peaceful relations subsisting between 
the manufacturers association and the 
union, apart altogether from the im-
proved labor conditions guaranteed bv 
the protocol: ' 
1. The practical working of the prin-
ciple of collective bargaining through 
the price-adjusting committees, and 
through the settlement of disputes by the 
Grievance Board and the Board of Arbi-
tration. These are sometimes unsatis-
factory to a few individual employees, 
but they secure the grea'test good to the 
greatest number and they assure 
2. The stability, growth and perma-
nence of the union. Our Locals in the 
cloak trade of New York are firmly es-
tablished and prosperous. All of them 
possess substantial treasuries, which in-
crease as time goes on, enhancing the 
prestige of the union. The prevailing 
peaceful relations further assure 
3. Great facilities for educating our 
members and teaching the masses the 
value of trade-union organization. 
4. Fifty thousand people who have 
gained increased leisure by the shorter 
work day are thus afforded opportunities 
for improving their mind, spending more 
time with their families and friends, and 
becoming not only- good unionists, but 
well-informed and enlightened citizens. 
5. By the establishment of the Joint 
Board of Sanitary Control the employees 
are getting an insight into an aspect of 
their lives that hitherto has been alto-. 
• gether neglected. They are learning 
what is quite as, if not more, important 
than increased wages, namely, how to 
safeguard their health, both in their work 
places and in their homes. To quote 
Charles H. Winslow: 
"The bulk of the workers in the industry 
are Russian, Galician, Roumanian, and Polish 
Hebrews. The greatest influx to the trade in 
recent years has come from the Italians, who 
constitute about 15 per cent 0/ the workers m 
. 
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the industry, but promise to become even a 
larger percentage in the near future. The per-
centage of native-born Americans of foreign 
parentage has increased during the last few 
years. s 
"The general average of intelligence among 
the workers is increasing rapidly, but never 
have such strides been made as during the 
past year and a half. This has been brought 
about through the working of the protocol, as 
much, perhaps, by the Board of Grievances as 
by the Board of Sanitary Control." 
T h u s t h e ^meaning of Labor D a y to 
o u r locals is twofold . N o t on ly does it 
mean tha t the day is set apar t for the 
laborer to contempla te himself as ibeing 
the most useful factor in the progress of 
civilization, but it par t icu la r ly means to 
t h e c loak-makers of N e w Y o r k C i ty tha t 
within twenty-four h o u r s of L a b o r Day 
two yea r s ago the re had been inaugu-
rated afi e ra of p rog re s s in the organiza-
tion of his t r ade such a s can only be 
b rought about by peace and friendly re -
lations. F o r " P e a c e h a t h its victories n o 
less than wa r . " 
Solomon Polakoff, One of the Pioneers 
A Cloakmakers' Banquet given to Solomon Polakoff, now First Vice-President of the 
International Union, by his friends and co-workers in the cause 
A VALEDICTORY GATHERING 
On Sunday, August 4th, a gathering of some 
70 persons, mostly business agents and secre-
taries attached to the great Cloakmakers' 
Union, met at Zeitlin's Restaurant, on Grand 
Street, at a banquet given in honor of Solomon 
Polakoff, and in recognition of his services to 
the Cloakmakers' Union. After three years of 
strenuous activity spent in preparation for the 
cloak strike of 1910 and in internal organiza-
tion and collective bargaining resulting from 
the successful issue of that strike, Polakoff 
has decided to seek a change of activity and 
surroundings as general organizer of the In-
ternational Union, and declined to be nomi-
nated as business manager of the biggest office 
under the control of the Joint Board of New 
York. This banquet, at which Polakoff was 
presented with a gold watch as a token of 
appreciation, was therefore a sort of valedic-
tory gathering. 
The guests included Ab. Rosenberg, Presi-
dent of the International Union; B. Schlesin-
gcr, of the "Forward"; Meyer London, attor-
ney for the Qoakmakers' Union; B. Wcinstein, 
Secretary of the United Hebrew Trades; A.. 
Bisno, Chairman of the Board of Directors of 
the Cloak and Skirtmakers' Union; S. Lefko-
witz, newly elected manager of the 19th Street 
office in PoIakofTs place; A. Guyer, Secretary 
of the Cloak Tailors' Union, Local 9 ; Dr. 
Hoffman, Editor of the "New Post"; A. Ca-
roti, Editor of "Di Loti de Classe"; M. Sig-
:nan, late manager of the 10th Street office 
. 
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and 2nd Vice-President of the International 
Union; J. Woolf, newly elected manager of 
the downtown office; J. Halpern, Chairman of 
the Joint Board; j . S. Grecnberger, J. Zimmer-
man, and. Ch. Baron, of "'Local 10; B. Fried, 
J. Abramsky, M. Perlstcin, and A. .Steinberg, 
Secretaries respectively of Locals 1, ^3, Joint 
\ • 
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Board of New York, and Local 64; J. Mitcjiel, 
n t h Vice-President of International Union; 
S. Slotchin, newly elected manager of the 10th 
Street office; M. Wishnefsky, manager of the 
Brooklyn office; S. Elstein, Aldo Cursi, R. 
Bernstein, H. Goldberg, Cutler, Goldofsky, 
Kaplowitz, J. Wishnak, S. Ringer, M. Deitch, 
P . Greifer, J. Lemanofsky, and many others, 
including quite a number of ladies. 
Polakoff belongs to that class of men whose 
superabundant energy overflows in some com-
monplace channels of Hfe until they are 
brought face to face with great tasks. Then 
not only do they discover themselves, but are 
discovered by others. As a child of the vast 
poverty-stricken and suffering inasses, some-
how barely existing in the benighted countries 
of Eastern Europe, Polakofrs life had been 
uneventful until he, landed on American soil. 
It was on joining Hmr, Cloakmakers' Union 
thirteen years ago that his opportunity came. 
It was then that he began/to see himself in his 
element. Then commenced his life's work that 
was destined to shape and prepare him for the 
career of labor leader in his own trade. 
During all those years, while, owing to many 
causes, trade unionism among the cloakmakers 
had several times reached its lowest ebb, Pola-
koff was one of the few who had not suc-
cumbed to that black pessimism that took hold 
of the great majority, but had kept aloft the 
banner of unionism. As a member ot tne 
Cloak Tailors' Union, Local 9, he was all the 
time i*mihcr one on- the members' ledger. 
In the summer of 1909, after the great in-
dustrial crisis had finally shown signs of ex-
haustion, Polakoff had been appointed busmess 
agent of the Cloakmakers' Union. Now, mark 
the way in which he had taken that appoint-
men t "My instinct told me," he once related 
to the writer, "that great and stirring times 
were in store for the Cloakmakers' Union, and 
I realized the great responsibility which that 
appointment devolved upon me. I told myself 
that I ought not to take that position unless I 
felt competent to crown the union movement 
among the cloakworkers with success. Whh 
that idea in my mind, I there and then deter-
mined to do my very best." 
This would seem to indicate that Polakoff 
doubted his capacity for the work. Yet that 
shadow of doubt did not come from his inner 
consciousness so much as from his surround-
ings. For many years Polakoff had lived and 
moved in the circle of ideas which in the 
labor movement had associated leadership with 
culture and education, termed in Russian im-
migrant circles jnteljgensia. But Polakoff did 
not $>elong4o that inteligenzia. He was neither 
educated nor cultured. He was a workingman 
with energy and common-sense, but yet only a 
workingman. 
"My first step," Polakoff went oh, "was to 
set myself in communication with B. Schiesin-
ger, who had formerly occupied that position. 
My next step was to interview newspaper edi-
tors and secure their promise to assist our 
cause." 
Polakoff became an ardent advocate of a 
general strike of cloakmakers. He never 
ceased to preach that gospel at every meeting 
of the rank and file he attended, and, speaking 
as a workingman to working men and women 
with that characteristic force and energy with 
which nature had endowed him, his message 
went .home to their hearts. 
When the historic struggle had broken out, 
on Jlily 7th, 19x0, it found in Polakoff one of 
the Anost zealous and indefatigable workers. 
He/was one of the trio that at the time had 
been pictured in the Yiddish comic papers as 
exploding a bomb-shell in the camp of the. 
cloak manufacturers with terrific effect. This 
' trio consisted of A. Rosenberg, John A. Dyche, 
and himself. A long time prior to the strike 
they stood at the head of a group of earnest 
and enthusiastic workers who quietly, though 
not secretly, laid the plans of the great tight 
that was to take the whole world by surprise. 
And of their labors during the strike little has 
been published beyond their immediate entour-
age. A persistent attempt had been made, 
without their effort to correct it, both during 
and after the strike, to place the credit for 
that successful struggle altogether outside of 
trade circles, in quarters where the movement 
for a general strike was not only ignored, but 
unreasonably opposed. Thus, in an article by 
Edith Wyatt, in MfClure's Magazine of April 
1911, on the cloakmakers* strike, these men, 
who made a great movement and created the 
biggest trade-union organization in New \ork 
City, are not even referred to by name and 
hardly referred to otherwise. 
Yet the issue of that great movement would 
have been very doubtful had it not been en-
gineered by practical men—men who were 
brought up in the trade, knew all its details. 
were acquainted with the methods employed by 
the manufacturers and the conditions ruling in 
the shops; and above all by men who possessed 
the complete and implicit confidence of the 
masses. The manufacturers were indeed 
powerful in all that money could buy, but at 
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ihe round-table conferences they were abso-
lutely powerless against the minutest knowl-
edge evinced and arguments advanced by these 
honest and straightforward representatives of 
the oppressed employees. Their bold attitude 
and the manner in which they marshalled their 
facts was half the battle won. Of course, the 
manufacturers cbuld reply with police, courts, 
and injunctions, but morally their position was 
in a state of collapse and could only be re-
trieved by granting the strikers' reasonable 
demands. 
While Ab. Rosenberg, as leader of the strikf, 
matured the plans and made them ripe for exe-
cution, and John A. Dyche brought his ripe 
knowledge and practical experience of trade-
union methods to bear on the negotiations with 
the manufacturers, Solomon Polakoff supplied 
the fire of enthusiasm and the tireless energy 
that proved an indispensable factor in the he-
roic stand of the strikers and the consequent 
victory. Subsequently, as manager of the 19th 
Street office and the Clerk of the Board of 
Grievances on the side of the union, Polakoff 
had over twenty thousand members under his 
control, and attended to their wants and griev-
ances with all the zeal and earnestness that 
forms a large part of his nature. 
If ever a man deserved to be banqueted and 
praised by his fellowmen, Polakoff is surely 
one of them, and at the banquet his friends 
were not stinting in their praise of his work 
for the cause of unionism. 
Here are a few extracts from some of the 
speeches made on the occasion: 
A. BISNO (the Toastmaster): "It is the 
first time a gathering of this kind takes place 
in the labor movement among the Jewish peo-
ple; the first time they are sufficiently organ-
ized to make it possible that a banquet should 
he given to a labor leader by labor leaders." 
B. SCHLESINGER: "Polakoff is the man 
to whom thanks are due for the present posi-
tion of the Goakmakers' Union. While almost 
every one despaired of the future, Polakoff 
persisted amid discouraging surroundings. He 
has shown an example of the few rare men 
who, despite lack of culture and education, 
contribute a good deal to the history of labor 
organization in their trade." 
OR HOFFMAN: "Polakoff helped to create 
• a movement that far outstripped his range of 
UMon. .Although "not an intellectual in the 
ordinary sense of the term, he has .given evi-
dence of possessing considerable intellect in be-
jnfc able to convey to the masses the massage 
of the labor movement in a clear, intelligent 
manner and to/grapple with intricate and im-
portant shop problems." 
A. GUYER (who on behalf of M friends 
presented the gold watch) : "Polakoff was wont 
to proceed with his work undeterred by criti-
cism and undismayed by untoward circum-
stances. When most of the rank and file had 
deserted the local union, Polakoff still retained 
hope and courage, even at the time when, ac-
cording to Rosenberg's reminiscences, the local 
was humorously called Local Polakoff, for the 
reason that Polakoff was left the only mem-
ber." 
M. SIGMAN: "Polakoff is not vindictive and 
cherishes no enmity to antagonists. 1 speak 
from my own experience, recalling the fact 
that in the past we quarreled over questions 
of method, questions of 'industrial' or 'craft 
unionism.' Yet, when it came to practical 
work for the union, Polakoff invariably sought 
my co-operation in the friendliest manner." 
J. WISHNAK: "Neither Polakoff himself 
nor any one else claims that he was an ideal 
leader or free from error. He made mistakes 
and also enemies, like all men of" character. 
But such commissions or omissions are insepa-
rable from hard, strenuous, and earnest work 
that Polakoff had done." 
S. LEFKOWITZ: "I never afereed with 
Polakoff as to principles. At one time I even 
thought very little of his work, and felt sure I 
could not work with him; but that was when 
for want of practical work we indulged in re-
criminations out of love for theory. Now all 
thatfis changed. The field of practical work is 
so immense that there is no time to wrangle 
about theories and abstract principles, and I 
appreciate PolakofTs work to the extent of 
becoming his worthy successor." 
B. WEINSTEIN: "Polakoff deserves credit 
because he began at the bottom rung of the 
ladder. I remember him many years ago, start-
ing a cloak-making co-operative concern in the ' 
belief that in that way he could better the lot 
of his fellows. That was his ruling idea alt-' 
these years, and he has the satisfaction of 
knowing that in a large measure he has suc-
ceeded." .
 ; ' ' 
MEYER LONDON: "No one has as yet 
truly estimated the forces that had built up 
the Cloakmakers' Union. That this gathering 
and the tributes paid to Polakoff arc, contrary 
to* general custom, so serious in character is 
due to the seriousness which the Jewish nature 
imparts even to after-dinner speeches. W^ are 
known to be a people divided into a thousand 
parties, with corresponding theories and fads. 
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Yet from this manner of building movements 
the Qoakmakers' Union became a power to be 
reckoned with and a good example to the 
workers of other trades. 
"One factor of the strength and stability of 
the Qoakmakers' Union is its capacity of pro-
viding careers for energetic young men. Ca-
reer and ambition is the foundation of move-
ments and individual energy is the secret of 
their success. Polakoff has devoted his indi-
vidual energy to the upbuilding of the union. 
It was his ambition to lead his fellow-workers 
in order to raise them to a higher level 
"A good deal has been said about intellectu-
ality and intelligence. I would define these 
terms to mean the capacity of seeing things in 
a wide range of vision and from many view-
points. That is one of Polakoff s qualities and 
that is what the Qoakmakers' Union is de-
veloping in many of its members. 
"Ideas and theories are very good in their 
way, but the energy that can carry them into 
practice is the quality that commands and 
should command our respect Polakoffs ac-
tivity was of that kind and therefore he de-
serves our respect. 
"What a mistake to think that Polakoff is 
leaving the union. Men of Polakoffs character 
cannot leave tfce movement, and if they do, it 
is mostly our fault We should do all in our 
power to prevent such men from leaving the 
movement. 
'The idea of the emancipation of the work-
ers is nowadays in everybody's mouth. But 
those who contribute most to its realization are 
those who, like Polakoff, are using their utmost 
energy to get the workers to organize in a 
trade union for their own benefit" 
J. WOOLF: "I-am surprised at the un-
founded, rumor that Polakoff is leaving the 
Qoakmakers' Union. That is hardly correct. 
He leave£ the cloakmakers of New York for a 
time, miybe, to work in the service of the 
International Union for the cloakmakers in 
other cities and towns. We must realize that 
there can be no Qoakmakers' Union without 
an International Union, and vice versa. I ven-
ture to predict that Polakoff will yet return 
to resume his invaluable labors for the cloak-
makers of New York City." 
J. Halpern, J. S. Greenberger, Aldo Cursi, 
S. Ringer, S. Elstein, S. Slotchin, and A. Rosen-
berg also paid their tributes to Polakoff's serv-
ices and sincerity of purpose, and the gathering 
dispersed after giving three cheers for the 
union. 
President Rosenberg ' Celebrates His Silver 
r*-
Wedding 
A Trade Union Sentiment marks the celebration from beginning to end 
President Ab. Rosenberg, of the Interna-
tional Union, celebrated his silver wedding on 
Sunday, August nth, at Beethoven Hall, 
where, besides all the members of his family, 
including his and Mrs. Rosenberg's parents, a 
large concourse of trade unionists, officials, and 
friends connected with the International Union 
and its locals in the cloak trade were present 
with their families and heartily rejoiced on this 
unique occasion. 
The assembled guests all felt that this was a 
festivity of a twofold nature. Not only had 
they come to rejoice with a friend who had 
passed twenty-five years of happy married life, 
but with Ab. Rosenberg the man, the devoted 
labor leader, who had spent all those years in 
the service of his fellowmen, who had given 
up bis best energies, and had made numerous 
personal sacrifices in order to help in organiz-
ing the workers of his and other trades. 
Throughout the festivity, which began Sun-
day afternoon and lasted well into the early 
hours of Monday morning, the idea uppermost 
in the minds of the guests was just this: "Here 
is a man who is not only a good husband, not 
only a true father of ten well brought-up chil-
dren (the youngest about two and a half 
years), but a man who has spent twenty-live 
of his best years in the noblest and most useful 
of efforts—that of helping to deliver his 
brothers and sisters in the cloak industry from 
the darkness and degradation of the sweat-shop 
into the light and knowledge of union condi-
tions. Well might he and Mrs. Rosenberg re-
joice, and well might bis friends who had 
associated and worked with him rejoice with 
them." 
More.than two hundred guests sat down to 
supper at well spread and fittingly decorated 
tables, and after they had done ample justice 
to an extremely enjoyable repast and listened 
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to numerous telegrams of congratulations from 
friends and well-wishers in the labor move-
ment, Meyer London, attorney for the Cloak-
makers' Union, delivered the festive address, 
which was throughout punctuated with hearty 
applause. In his characteristically lucid style 
London brought home the lesson afforded by 
Rosenberg's connection with the labor move-
ment, a connection which, he said, was marked 
by sterling, integrity, honesty of purpose, and 
unswerving from conviction and duty. Another 
lesson was afforded by Mrs. Rosenberg, who as 
a loyal, true wife and devoted mother had 
stood by him intermittently amid all the vicissi-
tudes, the rough and tumble, the sufferings, the 
many griefs and few joys of a workingman's 
life. In the name of the assembled guests he 
congratulated the happy couple upon their ex-
emplary past life and wished them a bright and 
hippy future. 
• In reply Ab. Rosenberg paid a thrilling 
tribute to his wife's devotion. He told of how 
she imperatively commanded him to stand by 
the union and do his duty, even under dis-
couraging circumstances. He recalled a strike 
of cloakmakers in 1890 when, as dnc of .the 
pickets, he was shot and wounded in an affray 
with scabs arid taken to a hospital, where he 
spent four days without his wife even knowing 
what had become of him. He was proud of 
having served the cause of labor even at times 
of dire stress and every material want, and he 
assured his friends that he was still domi-
nated by the same sense of duty. Twenty-five 
years of married life and active service had 
not damped his ardor or quenched his militant 
spirit, and he was ever ready to throw himself 
into the thick of the fight for the interests of 
labor in the future should occasion arise. 
On behalf of friends and colleagues, S. Pola-
koff presented Ab. Rosenberg with a silver 
loving-cup, A. Mitchell with a silver-mounted 
ivory gavel, and J. Wishnak presented Mrs. 
Rosenberg with a silver handbag. 
Dancing and merry-making continued until 
early the next morning. 
Miss Josephine Casey's Report 
The Fight at Toledo 
At the finish of my vacation, our In-
ternational President thought it would 
be well for me before starting West, to 
visit the girls' local 32 of Underwear 
Workers; at Peekskill, N. Y. The girls 
had complained that since they are a 
little out of the beaten path they do not 
receive so much attention as the other 
locals. Perhaps this is true to a certain 
extent. At the same time it must be 
remembered that Peekskill is almost in 
the shadow of New York City, and a 
call for assistance could be responded 
to within an hour. The girls are intelli-
gent and capable, so it did not seem so 
necessary to send an organizer there as 
often as to other places. When I ar-
rived I gound the girls busy getting 
ready for vacation. The factory closes 
for two weeks each* year during August 
and many of the girls were "planning 
to leave the city. Notwithstanding this 
handicap we had our meeting of the 
Union, and two receptions attended by 
Union members and some who had not 
yet joined. It seemed not wise to linger 
in Peekskill while a number of the girls 
were out of the city, so I wrote Presi-
dent Rosenberg that I thought it better 
to leave and to return at a more oppor-
tune time. I had just mailed this letter 
when I received one from him, practic-
ally suggesting what I had written. 
While preparing to depart, I was noti-
fied by wire to report to Toledo. I 
learned afterwards that Brothers M. J. 
Cohen and Meyer Rosenberg had re-
quested the International to be .repre-
sented in the fight now going on in 
Toledo, between the Citizens' Industrial 
Alliance and Organized Labor. Tke 
Tteamsters is the Union directly on the 
firing* line. The C. I. A. believes if it 
can beat the teamsters it can wipe out 
the Toledo labor movement. While thfc 
fight against the teamsters is being 
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waged the railway company is advertis- of ;the dead' brother, when others ha. 
ing for hundreds of men, which is indi-
cation to an organizer that the C. I. A. 
will try next to crush the Street Car 
Employees' Union. The labor move-
ment of the country, however, is alive 
to the danger here, and the International 
Unions are each sending an organizer 
into the field. At the big mass meet-
ing where I spoke soon after my arrival 
two international presidents made ad-
dresses. There would have been a third 
had he not been tied up with a serious 
situation at Chicago. Each night there 
are at least three^ meetings held in the 
open air. Speakers are whirled in auto-
mobiles from one meeting to another. 
Never in the history of Toledo has there 
been such a hot campaign as the present 
one. The slogan of ALL workers is 
"Enlist!" Join your respective unions!"' 
While representing our International 
]LJnion in this fight I am not forgetting 
our locals here. I met the boyst at their 
local first, and again at the funeral of one 
of our members. This funeral was very 
impressive. The firm had allowed all 
who had worked on the floor, where the 
deceased had worked, to attend the 
funeral. They assembled at the house, 
wearing badges and marched to the 
cemetery. As they passed the factory 
the place was shut down and the em-
ployers stood in the windows and doors. 
The service at the grave was conducted 
first in English. In refined, cultured 
tones the speaker quoted the prophets 
and spoke of faith and promise, and then 
stated he wished to conclude in the 
Mother language. If you have ever at-
tended a beautiful opera, where you only 
partly understood the language, you 
may have some idea how deeply touched 
I was when the sweet musical voice be-
gan the latter part of the service with 
the words "Union Arbeiter" As he 
went on I understood he was praising 
our boys for all they did for the family 
failed to render help. When money, 
advice or assistance of any kind was 
needed the Union had responded, even 
in the dark hour, when the last sad 
words were said, and near relatives had 
absented themselves the Union brother 
was near. i, 
It was a beautiful tribute to the trade 
union. (Tears were in every one's eyes. 
Not a person present but felt the spirit-
ual forte which united labor. 
Since coming here I have, hail two 
meetings with the girls and they have 
reorganized their local. At the last 
meeting they elected officers. I prefer 
to postpone giving a longer report about 
the situation of the girl workers until 
my next report. 
T H E BOAST OP THE SCAB 
I CLAIM the Right to Work— 
* For whatever the Boss will pay; 
If the wage is low, why, out you go, 
And in I come to stay! 
I've not your skill, 
But I've got the will 
To do as my masters say. 
I claim the Right to Work— 
Til! my very soul is raw; 
I claim that Right for day and night 
So long as a cent I draw; 
For when you quit 
I earn my bit; 
So I'm for a twelve-hour law. 
I claim the Right to W o r k -
in a shop where few may thrive; 
In dust and smell, or a fire-trap's hell, 
From 5 o'clock till 5 ; 
Though every breath 
Is thick with death. 
What matter if I'm alive? 
I force the wages down, 
Or the many to slave and shirk, 
Although I quicken, the hundreds sid'en 
Amid the muck and murk. 
Well, what care I 
If the workers die? 
I claim the Right to Work! 
(Selected.) 
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W e are very sorry in-
deed that we cannot con-
gratulate the management 
of the "New Post" on the change of edi-
torship. Ignorance and dogmatism plus 
'icmagogy, which characterized the writ-
ing of the "New Post," has been dis-
played by the new editor in a much 
larger degree. 
I he greatest danger which any labor 
"igauization has to confront is to en-
courage its members to make demands 
which, even if they were desirable in 
themselves, are impossible of attainment. 
It is not always a question of what the 
members want, but what they can get. 
Hut the demagog, whose object is to find 
/avor and get the applause and popu-
larity of his followers, cares very little 
what the organization can actually real-
' ^ v b u t what will find favor with the 
uneducated masses. 
The lateness of the fall season and the 
slackness of the trade has given a great 
opportunity to this clement in our organ-
ization, and this element now finds ex-
pression in the editorials and writings of 
the "New Post," which has assumed a 
bellicose attitude towards the association. 
Such writings can serve no useful pur-
pose, except to raise the ire and ill-will 
of the other side. The policy of irrita-
tion and abuse can serve no useful pur-
pose. It can only make matters worse. 
It is true that in the course of its ap-
plication the Protocol has shower to con-
tain serious defects. The;interpretation 
advanced by the representatives of. the 
Manufacturers' Association on s o m e ^ f 
its points, such as sending out work to 
non-union contractors and sub-contrac-
tors, the union cannot stand for. 
The , Protocol, to be effective and to 
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and interpretations to meet the constant 
change in the trade. But these needed 
revisions should have been attended to 
by the officers of the union months ago; 
but our officers, having been busy with 
many things which could have been easily 
left alone, have neglected these serious 
leakages in the working of the Protocol, 
and have nobody to blame but themselves 
for its unsatisfactory working. 
As we stated in our editorial comments 
of our last month's issue, the Protocol is 
a pliable instrument, which provides for 
any change Which both the union and the 
Association desire to effect legitimately, 
and a ready method to effect such 
changes. All this tall talk and threats 
against the Association can do nothing 
but harm. 
The easiest thing in the world is to call 
a strike. It is still easier to use threats 
and insinuations- There is no ability re-
' quired for this. It is an old maxim 
which some of our leaders are apt to 
forget, that the strength of a union lies, 
not in the number of strikes it can call, 
but the number of strikes it can avoid. 
But this ability seems to be lacking 
accumulate a defence fund, or when a 
union has met stubborn opposition on 
the part of the employers, are engaged 
in a protracted strike, and haye used up 
their funds. 
A union, however, which lias been for 
a considerable time in existence and made 
no provisions for a strike or defence 
fund, and which," on the very first week 
of the j strike, appeals to other organiza-
tions dutside iot support, is not entitled 
to it. (It is the people themselves, who 
want improvements, and they should pay 
for them. You cannot get something fon 
nothing in this world, and there is no ex-
cuse for members of a union who are 
content to live a hand-to-mouth exist-
ence, collecting dues just enough to cover 
the working expenses of the organization. 
and on the first day they strike immedi-
ately appeal to the International for sup-
port. We have lately had quite a number 
of locals who, as soon as they decided to 
call a strike, appealed to the General 
Office to provide them with the necessary 
strike pay and strike expenses. If these 
people find that they need improvements 
in their conditions, they themselves must 
among the people who are responsible for i n t h e first ^stance pay for them and not 
the leadership of the Joint Board in New e x P e c t o t h e r s t o d o lt f o r thcm- ™ 
York. When things go wrong, instead **" expect from their unions a good 
of applying ability and skill to the situa- deal—sometimes more than a union can 
tion to remedy it, it seems all it can do S i v e them—yet these members, when 
is to use threats, which will not change c a , , e d u P o n t o 8 i v e t o t h e orSanizal inn-
the situation for the better, but certainly try t o S i v e a s l i t t , e a s Poss,,)le-
for the worse. Talk is cheap, and so are ° u r I o c a l u n i o n s Pay t h c ImvC5t *** 
threats and abuse. It is skill and ability, o f a ny , a b o r organization of this country. 
tactics and diplomacy which the situation Yet t h e y a™ no* backward in comm •: 
requires, and this, we must confess, has 
been sorely lacking somewhere. 
A union is entitled to 
the support of its sister 
locals* when it calls out on 
strike one organized mass, as for instance 
Ijocal 
Par»*lttsm 
the furriers' strike now on, the Lawrence 
strikers, who have had no opportunity to high enough to entitle each member t 
ward with radical demands on their em-
ployers. Especially is this the case with 
the smaller locals, who conduct their bus-
iness in a happy-go-lucky way, make no 
attempt to accumulate a defence fund, 
and believe that the International will 
provide all the funds needed. Until the 
International Union changes its constitu-
tion and the members pay a per capita 
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regular strike pay, each local must see to 
it to have a defence fund of their own, 
and if they neglect it they must not ex-
pect help from other organizations. As 
soon as our locals realize this the better 




of the Big 
Iiocals 
It is true that some of 
our New York locals have
 ( 
accumulated a handsome 
treasury, but if we take 
into consideration the number of their 
members we will find that the amount of 
money per member that is saved amounts 
to very little. , 
Our members are educated in many 
things. They are familiar with many ab-
stract theories and ideals, but it seems 
they have not yet learned that it takes 
IOO pennies to make a dollar, and that 
two and two make four and not five; that 
you cannot effect improvements in the 
conditions of labor without incurring ex-
penses in every attempt made to effect 
these improvements. 
The 15 cents dues which our people 
pay, even in the large locals, is not 
enough to provide them with sufficient 
financial amounts to put these organiza-
tions on a substantial basis. People who 
are ready to fight and neglect to provide 
the amount necessary to make this fight 
a success are always in danger of losing 
the little they have. We wonder when 
our people will be educated up to this 
simple proposition and simple truth. 
Unfortunately our people still live 
under the traditions of the great general 
strike in New York in 1910. Conditions 
have vastly changed since. History does 
not repeat itself. Unfortunately our peo-
ple are slow to realize this. They have 
not changed their methods o r tactics, to 
meet the new situation, either financially 
or otherwise. Will they do it before it 
is too late? 
The last Toronto Con-
vention amended our con-
stitution by inserting a 
new section prohibiting the locals from 
making donations to individual members 
or others out of their regular revenue. 
This section further provides that "dona-
tions and contributions for other pur-
poses outside of these specified above 
must be raised either by voluntary con-
tributions or by the creation of a special 
fund by the local union." One of the 
reasons why this amendment was in-
serted in our constitution was because 
the Convention realized that the 15 cents 
a week which our members pay is so 
small and hardly adequate to cover the 
regular needs of the organization, and 
that by allowing moneys to be paid out 
from it for the support of members in 
distress would make the financial posi-
tion of the organization still weaker than 
it is already. r . 
Well, some of the executives of our 
locals have found a way to get out of it, 
and before the expiration of the 30 days, 
when this. amendment became a law, 
have drawn from their treasuries con-
siderable sums of money to devote to a 
special fund, from which will be paid 
sums to members in distress and other 
donations. How short-sighted some ot 
the executive members of our locals are! 
Instead of finding ways and means to 
strengthen the position of their locals 
financially, they try to find means of weak-
ening it. Some of our people think they 
can do more than any other organization 
in this country has ever yet accomplished, 
namely, maintain an effective' organiza-
tion on low dues and a poor treasury. 
While some of the strongest organiza-
tions in this country find it necessary to 
collect from their members 40 or 50 cents 
a week dues, our people think they can 
do better at one-third that amount. v 
In the early history of the English 
trade unions you will find organizations 
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which thought they could increase their 
membership and strengthen their posi-
tion by reducing the dues and increasing 
their benefits. Are we going to repeat 
the same mistakes, or are we going to 




We are sorry that we 
have month after month 
to tell our people some-
thing which is not to their 
taste and does not make our Journal 
popular among the mass of our members. 
We know that our people would prefer 
reading in the Journa'l criticisms and at-
tacks on our employers, which a good 
many of them really deserve.t We know, 
however, that this will not strengthen 
our position and will not lighten the 
tasks before us. We would gladly do so 
if we thought we could gain anything by 
it. W e know, however, that we can only 
effect improvements and strengthen our 
position by improving our own methods 
and by pointing out faults for which we 
alone a re responsible, and which it is in 
our power to change. 
ing food, are considerably dearer, ami on 
the whole the cost of living in Southern 
cities is about 20 per cent higher than in 
New York. 
We had a visit the other day from 
Brother Straussberg, who tells us that 
the conditions in the Southern cities in 
the tailoring trade are even worse than 
in Savannah. T h e employers, by nil 
sorts of promises, try to lure 'workmen 
from New York to these cities, and are 
especially careful to take over only mar-
ried men, who would be glad to come 
back if they had the means, but their 
poverty -keeps them there. It is best that 
our people should know this and fight 
shy of argents who try to induce them t<> 
go to Southern cities, assuring them they 





Many of our philan-
thropists and social re-
formers found as a means 
6i improving the position of the poor of 
New York City, by sending them out 
to less populated places in the United 
States, and to carry this idea into prac-
tice *the Industrial Removal Office has 
been organized with the object of send-
ing Jewish immigrants especially out of 
New York to other cities. 
Our readers no doubt have read the 
letter in our last month's issue from the 
Secretary of Local 87, Savannah, Ga. 
Secretary Goldberg states that the high-
est wages for first-class ladies' tailors is 
$18 per week, while the hours are con-
siderably longer than in New York City. 
While it is true that rents are cheaper 






Lately there has been 
considerable discussion 
among the rank and file 
of our organization as'to 
the advisability of abolish-
ing the system of election 
by referendum vote of the business 
agents of New York locals, by substi-
tuting a system of appointment by the 
Joint Board. To our mind a union can-
not afford to have all its officers by ap-
pointment. Democracy must be pre-
served in a labor organization. It is not 
the election itself of business agents 
which gives such poor results, but to our 
mind it is the method of. election. In 
the first place we think that the system 
of primary election ought to be abolished. 
, As it is, each local tries to push its own 
nominees, regardless of their efficiency, 
and then the great fault lies with the 
Board of Examiners, who will pass upon 
business agents and allow them to go on 
the ballot after the managers of the office 
have warned the Board of their jneffi-
ciency. 
The best and most democratic way., to 
our mind, is to allow every member to 
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rile an application for the office of busi- cutors and persecutors, secret police, pub-
ness agent with the Board of Directors lie prejudice, and a hostile press. 
and they to pass upon it. All the mem- For a quarter of a century Darrow has 
bers of a union are entitled to run for\ loomed large on a national stage as the 
any office, leaving it to the Board of Ex- great defender of the cause of labor, in 
c-ininers to put on the ballot only such 
members as in their own opinion arc 
capable and fit for such office. Nobody 
is to blame for the election of an incapa-
ble officer but the Board of Examiners. 
It is the inefficiency of the Board that is 
the cause of all this trouble. As at pres-
ent constituted the majority of the Board 
of Examiners are also members.of the 
Joint Board who are not candidates and 
are not running for office because thfcy 
know that the Board will not pass them. 
The Board of Examiners must consist 
only of men who are more able and expe-
rienced than the applicants. This of 
course goes without saying. Why should 
not that Board consist of the New York 
members of the General Executive Board 
and tjie attorney of the union to act as 
chairman? A competent and independ-
ent Board of Examiners can insure and 
make it impossible for any incompetent 
l>erson to be placed on the ballot. 
The great bulk of our voters do not 
know and a rc not in a position to know 
all of the nominees, and a good many of 
them have never seen the candidates and 
cannot vote intelligently. They naturally 
rely on the opinion of the Board of Ex-
aminers, and there is no one to blame for 
the inefficiency and incompetence of any 




Clarence Darrow has 
again fought the great 
fight and won. He has 
<>iice more wrested a victory from "the 
interests" and their Herculean agents, 
money power, bought-and-paid-for prose-. 
the persons of such men as Eugene Debs, 
Thomas Kidd, the Eastern*coal miners, 
Mover, HayAvood, and the McNamaras. 
Larger than;ever before, because fighting 
above and against greater odds, he had 
loomed in this last glorious defense of 
the cause in his own person. And be it 
said in shame, he found organized labor 
but a broken reed to lean upon in his 
hour of need. This lion-hearted friend 
has clung to his faith in us through all 
the years of our apathy and stupidity, 
through all our mistakes and ignominy 
and grievous faults. He has believed in 
and stood by us loyally, but has he been 
rewarded by our faith and loyalty when 
the opportunity was given us to lay them 
at his feet? No. All through the bitter 
moments of his trial in Los Angeles the 
huge i>o\vcr of Labor, for the most 
part, has timidly cowered before the very 
shadows of the mighty antagonists Dar-
row rose to meet alone. It is the old 
story, the masses ever deserting their 
leaders, with petty criticisms excusing 
their base ingratitude and cowardice. No 
wonder Darrow cried out in the agony of 
his last suspense, " I know the crowd, I 
love them: in a way, I despise them." 
Yet he knows and we know that the 
vacillations and the treachery of the 
crowd arc neither here nor there with 
such men as Clarence Darrow. In the 
future, as in the past, when the weak and 
the helpless masses clamor for the sweat 
of,his strong soul h\ (heir behalf, Darrow 
will appear again and yet again, to the 
very end, with flaming sword, Labors 
(ireat Defender. ' 
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THE WORK OF THE BOARD OF 
GRIEVANCES J C 
From a report of the board for the months 
of May and June, we learn that 295 grievances 
have been taken up by the clerks of the union 
and the Manufacturers' Protective Association, 
respectively. As might be expected, most of 
the grievances originated with the employees. 
Of these, 36 cases have been decided in favor 
of the union, 2 cases in favor of the Associa-
tion, 151 cases have been settled satisfactorily 
to both sides, 88 cases were dropped for lack of 
sufficient evidence, and 18 cases withdrawn by 
the employees. A large number of these cases 
were settled by the clerks, thus obviating the 
necessity of submitting them to a session of 
the board. 
JOINT BOARD OF NEW YORK 
In addition to the 35 business agents, includ-
ing 5 Italian-speaking, the Joint Board has 
appointed 7 more delegates from the original 
list of candidates, it having found that these 
were required in order to safeguard the mem-
bers1 interests in the shops. 
THANKS TO RETIRING MANAGERS 
The following resolution has been adopted 
at one of the Joint Board sessions: 
Whereas Brothers S. Polakoff, M. Sigman, 
and S. Metz, who are now retiring from the 
managership of our three busiest offices, 
have for many years worked untiringly for 
the labor movement in general and for the 
Cloak and Skirtmakers' Union in particular, 
and 
Whereas while as managers of these 
offices for the last two years they have dis-
charged their duties faithfully and with a 
single eye to the good and welfare of the 
cloak and skirtmakers of New York and 
^elsewhere, be it therefore 
Resolved, That we herewith tender them 
our heartiest thanks in recognition of the 
strenuous labors they have prosecuted with 
zeal and devotion. 
I t is interesting in this connection to note 
that Brothers Polakoff and Sigman, who at 
the Toronto Convention have been elected first 
and second vice-presidents, respectively, of the 
International Union, have accepted commis-
sions as general organizers. Towards the end 
of the current month Brother Polakoff will 
proceed to the Middle Western States on an 
extended organizing trip, while Brother Sig-
man has left for the New England States. 
ORGANIZING WORK IN NEWARK, X. J. 
At a recent meeting of the Board of Direc-
tors it has been decided to make special efforts 
to organize the cloak and skirt shops of that 
city. An office has been opened and I I Stieg-
litz has been appointed organizer for the dis-
trict. Bro. Stieglitz has for many years been 
working in that capacity for the United Gar-
ment Workers. 
R E E F E R MAKERS, LOCAL 1? 
The local has secured a victory in a shop 
strike at a firm named Michael Bros. The 
strike lasted ten weeks, and meanwhile" the 
firm tried to elude tye union by removing its 
plant to Hoboken, Ni J. But as the local offi-
cers vfere active in pursuit, the firm moved 
elsewhere. Finally, however, Michael Bros. 
capitulated and agreed to introduce a union 
shop and union conditions. 
The local is also waging a brave struggle 
with another firm, A. Kemp & Co. It is not 
the first experience of this firm to measure 
strength with Local 17, and there can he no 
doubt of the result. Kemp & Co. will have to 
profit by experience and concede the just de-
mands of the union. >. 
Our congratulations to M. G. Leader, the . 
manager of the local, upon his uniting in happy 
wedlock with Miss Youngman, who was a 
member of the Ladies Tailors' Union, Local 
No. 38. The vredding was celebrated at Zeit-
len's Restaurant in the presence of a number 
of well-known trade unionists. A committee 
from the local specially attended and on behalf 
of Local 17 presented Brother Leader with a 
check for $100 to mark their sense of appre-
ciation of his services and sound management 
of the local's affairs ever since June, 1010. At 
that time the local was in a very disturbed and 
unenviable plight. Brother Leader, nothing 
daunted, took the reins of office and by dint 
of tact, combined with strict discipline, he 
guided the local's fortunes out of the "slough 
of despond" to a position of moral and ma-
terial strength. 
RAINCOAT MAKERS, LOCAL 30 
Following upon the appointment of Bro. H. 
Dubinsky, fourth vice-president of the Inter-
national Union, as manager of this local, the 
movement for organizing the workers of this 
ever-extending trade has made rapid strides 
forward. 
The employees are said to number sonie 
9,000. Many of these had joined the cloak-
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makers' strike of 1910 and Local 20 had been 
organized. Unfortunately the local leaders and 
officers, wanting in experience of how to con-
duct internal affairs and not being sufficiently 
enterprising to spread the net of organization 
i over the entire field, the local remained sta-
tionary with several hundred members until 
Brother Dubinsky's appointment. 
The chief difficulty was experienced with the 
English • cementers. Being first-class mechan-
ics, they originally commanded fair prices for 
their, work and thought themselves secure 
enough without a.union. But they made the 
same mistake as other skilled workers in simi-
lar positions. The individual bargain with the 
employers has done the trick of reducing them 
to a lower level.' Without protection such as 
a union can .afford to its members, they were 
replaced by the half-cementers, ano* both were 
forced to submit to all kinds of unfair treat-
ment at the hands of employers. Prices were 
cut down to the lowest level, regular hours of 
labor were not recognized, an unlimited num-
ber of apprentices were introduced who in 
course of time became the menacing, half-
, starved army of the unemployed. 
AH this has now taken a change for the 
better. Brother Dubinsky, recommended by 
the General Executive Board, is evidently the 
riRht man in the right place. In the short time 
of his management much has been done to in-
crease the membership and inspire the active 
members with good hope for the immediate 
future. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
The Cutters' Union, Local 48, have gained a 
complete victory in a strike of short duration. 
Their demands, 50 hours a week and a mini-
mum wage scale of $18, were finally granted 
by the employers. One solitary firm held out 
for some time, refusing to treat with the rep-
resentatives of the union, but subsequently 
climbed down when the union called out the 
operators, pressers, and finishers. After being 
out two days, an agreement was finally 
reached, the firm conceding the 50 hours a 
week and other demands. As is usual in such 
cases, the non-union employees benefited as 
much as the union members. 
The Joint Board, consisting of Locals 63, 
85, and 08, have hired headquarters right in 
the heart of the city, and have engaged Charles 
Fromer as organizer. Fromer has had con-
siderable experience in organizing work 
throughout the country, and has worked not' 
only for the locals direct at Boston, Philadel-
phia, and other cities, but has acted as general 
organizer of the International Union for about 
18 months, and in every city he visited he 
roused our people to new life and activity. 
Recently a very enthusiastic mass meeting 
was .held and as present indications go Cin-
cinnati is fast becoming a stronghold of union-
ism in the ladies' garment trade. 
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-KJ? pfi w c " n ,V^s*3 pR 3'eynn v iR 
-B3iB PR "IPBIS;OB W ja^jrtB MI op?$X]p CBH 
-3B cV'i DVPBB§ njrina MI ,ij;iBBjfO'C3B'SBt>3 
jjraBnja y t n TB j " j « OPBB W ijn . i w i p 
pR IB^BT^ 'B- IB p r n n e n w&vryzH* JjnB" 
C? 1'VWJ t '2 ,B"S ?33B^ B C"2nBt*3 Ijniff 
-3'M Ijn PR 1M U?D»tom3B.H?33ltyj **t t=B" 
y t n IR , E U E3"S ,.> ,11 .3 5 VM3Btr"3iya 
. ; ' E m f3B3 a»; T*K DHIBB^ .12 pfi 33iaBMnp3 
fjpBjrJHM W PB ,1?S11p t1K
 #PB5»»J?3 ft 
-3B T3K3 B' 1B^ PR jifyiv iy2BCpiB^F B3jn 
: jn jn 
-3'H n EV1303^3 tP2B.1 jttSjm ,]?3B>iyB H 
•RMR ft B&JJttWjrj VJ 1PB"
 rW?3P a3yi3JTB71' 
pR iyiM'3B31B S^ ]?13jrCW31K y!?B l;*E31R «3B3 
t ' 3 , i " i a jytft Pfi ijra"2iB ft l^pMiosy 
|jhn*l is p?BDiRH272 P K sBRip !y3Bn llfaH »T 
->'cy2ivfi iyp iya^2iK ip i yr^jrii i m ,7CEDyp 
jr;»i?Mia p n PR ER? P K ijnsjraB'OiR j?3»n iyi 
.D^n i jn P R ?3B* 
1J?T JIB ?2B3BMR H 3J?»]tf I'R CB1 CB 
n aii'iatry; jjpBn ^ ' t I W f t is PR ,w*v 
m lyryiEr ^;»s i ? i ; n is P K ci?t"3B3iB i 
-1jrE3'K Ijn PR "M 3H3?3»By3 ,1MR 13»»B 
•IB'JW ^R3B»"3 
-?3 iB«iP n?Rft" ,iT e»n tto ^nyo nB3 
;yi"ETS='lR.BlR ,E"S 1^'aV B PR EJ13»13-
-•'3 B»3 KIR CJ? PR I J V ^ .CP"1ED JUHty3 
29 ippwi uyo-iiia on«* njn 
ipaeopi^P n urapj is Bjnajmjp ipiipj J^B 
; ' ! : ; : ; : IPS3BJ opn apoa 
h DITRII ci-mvc DMR B»3 cyi ip3B* T O 
IBnapa tyt UTR e<jn j j tu i ' tow»anpttjiit 
DMR D p^ ipatft T O 1M ,"i;*-Nopnpp n INC 
jnusp^naiK h H«w ,pa»3M3iR n *PIR cimpB 
i n ipaRTEjp jpapii jp33ipnpepa PC/IBBBW pit 
npa pnpop-u tf toMB»iunpB3i* n jpapj i s 
m m "rtpa c*p opii IPOBE m m DMM ,RE»BBP 
—*; K"nr> pit npaBBBD"ii -igfi tpapapaoMR 
cpep .onppno D P T tpvrtura pit cnppiBU 
. u m i ^ Itjnopj IMR D$T PM taa"n pa MI MTB 
H i n « IBDJI?"? w n a B U i n E I P W R I I 
B is 3ispa pR npaRopiB?? H pfi a3iyf3Bn 
-"n3p;sp:pa3R MP*i* l1* j?x$* o»Bp3pa P»*IBO 
P33l» 1^1 yfi -ipaBDpiB^P KWftM 1P3"T IPO 
wj ljfyni jjrimi "ipety lptyii "? .ipwpn 
.ipnpn nj?ty*Bp»na IMR I'tatyBgn 
%VTt$o i»sim» N 
. W W i BfljfQTW o n " * PB .npn .r» 
t j t ^ iS V'« B3»^ CB 1»D IBB DKT to'B V* 
H pn T31R " 3 n^B ESp* BDip Dp CB11 tfBMl 
PR ,opBapte MT cpfau ,D^RPB^ Y*ips»oj»D 
asp» IPDMI I » K IPTB^ is T O anpifi DtpnsBTpa 
,oy"3 pau 
-103*0 "i TB jBBlUMJn p i v 1"K T'R DM1P3 
bVwria BVB»TB33B asp* BBn .a , *n Yi ap3 
"lip Ijn IBB P R
 lB3ptPTT»R-op3pa D^B tjroBifi 
iy*t np BBn ,T3IR E»O ?'« nj? DBII E»'S tps 
njn MI ,opn T«3 n ^ p •wnay* BHSIK paw 
V D Uftgn ,UH:JIJM I M ' B B " P1 , ,IBD DIPERP 
B3pBBO IJfi'DDJU B tjraB" TO TB ,!PnpTp33"R 
jpaBn V D p« ,D7HpB? jnywiR ippnBctnjfB is 
.BX13JM0MK B3J7QBB Dpi 
1JT pM W W ! 1jr'»3 D^ B 1JOB1B Ml MTU 
n P R ij?TB^3P«inR BBn pineo ijn D^II E C U 
-jra T O wsBn ,1XTBO»3 DB tj?njr3 T*R onjaopo 
-JWn llK U33tBiO tynaO ,iy33»ElD-BRCf 1JB11 
-OBO B BBn?3 1MR 1J3B" TO .ljrJ3'B»D %RSJT3 
, ojopiD njmor-a nyn nmjtt T»H ojr pit
 #33»a»o 
-J?5»D3'D P R BBnjj vHrqrijni iwjn T O DBII 
jn3J«3jrt3 ^»M11jn i jB"1 IJTBBB^Tjn H , 'B 
DTyaapo jm^B #JM* PR EPJII^BMR EBA cy 
'1MR l^BH TO .B"P3»BpnE p3^B«B 1J?"T 
IjPBn T O .onj?30jro j?*u jfcyia ip3BipjrJ3"iB 
-iytt31R BD1R11ST3 PBBD ^DM-U B ^ ^ ' C ' c p K 
•BJWT3 ljnp" op inn / S v » BOP»DW UTCB3 or i 
-i^BBiy nmjM BO*»i T O /iyB"nR jr^*e B3»B 
1 1 ^ 1»« iPB"snR P^B iponpsiwnnn -j»n 
B3jrBW?3 nio ipiB" EDUMR I^EIO o n nsv 
ips^BP 1« «n*?»2 oyn PR -enriBiiran jnptsiR 
V1R' "11* P1V .B11BB \}flty ]!K ptyliy pc5 
1P3J?? 1» B»3.1BP3 PR EBBHP3 1 ^ " TO TB 
H IP3PJ BOiBWpji ipiBH DB11 H :n -p.M. 
er r tfapi /i3BB-pmED B imm iB'»i7B*n 
DBII ,pBDBj« k r v q n m n wnpaip n •«^«-.-
n P B onjnpi^ n .iwfop-itffi CVT | ^ - n 
-pa ip3B" DBII ,D3B»:I» Vanf l f t p lpp^i
 1ta 
-ijm n mpspn is IB^^BTPT n j ; - ; EO E^V 
DB? IJPB" /»BB B»Bp3jrpnlB0 « TE
 BQiptfQ 
D3pa*ip TB ,ipE^n »T ^ »ii ,iRBijn i^nop; 
B>0 iy«»njrB *]n^
 1 M ^SBOpi^p n ;;: ;p 
-lPpJDtlR fityl
 #03PB»1W ,pR B<Bp3jn-piMBD 
Tjnj B B^B»P3 ipa^Bll 1?2B0P1B^P n :K ,;ya 
j n j n » n P B B'Bjwpn I'TRB BE»BBP n;= rvo 
\"P B'3 pB T3pnpE»p3 ,n3B3lyfi pfi Z~»W 
-o^BB B V.W BM3J3 ip3"T panapa n " 3 
-pa lpaBn DBU , n i jnmqftM n>o n« ,="? 
-pa « ,JB»iri^ B»Vl IPB3BOIPT npi ipapa ua'cp 
»IK jpi»n 
DBII ,C3B'3i» *ipaBQpiB?P H TB
 fD3pany 
"PP 11RB3 B3'B»n BIS 1PDBW33B B3"n nw«i 
annoBJiB a*1ijr"i
 #oifip3pa-pinBD IJ^RB* )": 
B3»n iJtirta " T DBII DP*R ,ip3»t »T MI MTK 
pnpiM ipau "T DBT ,T'R P'HED B PB C"S |>R 
DBT " t IP^PH ipEpev IIR ,D:K»»3BI ci?;o;c 
!PPPii3i"P»nB0 n»fl 0T3BB n IPT>D
 t\t$tto "MK 
DB>ap3p3 |V»p: jspnftmpB anpi3« i"t ip^pii 
PR
 #B>nBxpj B»3 ipaBOpiB^P n ^p !J»*n 
" t DBii IB5 ^1»* D^ Rts»"3BT .tJftnBx EO ipspp 
j . U W onpaopo pp» i jpsjrp 
PB cipppi* H lpvtnsp^ptrB T O ,03jrB»n» 
IpaBn ORU ,D!?RPB^ ipaBopiB^P 'JWiB1 l t ; '" 
nBfl RE'EBP ^PB pBipcpnanpfi B lWJ BDIBW 
-3P3P3 DBT T31R ]pT«lipa IS ,DE»Bp3;'3 p»MBD 
,!PBBMnp T»D JBpBB DPT EB pfi 1MK *»!» 
13PTMB IBB B PB PDHB3DMR ipl 0>D ** 
is P R ITBOB^BP V» 83 ^HPB^ is ps«Btf I«:?T 
pa^pn ,D13BB PS3B3 H PR ,P"iB' -}- 25 ^ *P^ 
H PR B1BB»P33B BBn ^R3BB"'31J»WR V»1K 
"IPB Ipfl^ pn IS 1P33R3P3PPUR ,inRi »11S pS»P^  
-3npa-BB»an» n upiifcnxD.MM IIR JPIJBJC 
Dpi »|MR 03pt)D»D ,TnB"plB?P *»jn PR i/';;'; 
.D^RPB^ ipatfopiB^P ipPiB' t o lie -»-""£ 
lpopprn
 #ipa»!?pTii opi ip;pn tnpipj T»R =«" 
"3PTMB P3^13npS pR 1PT3PTMB JIB tPapJW" 
-3B3 t'npaiR D*?RPB^ ipaBopiB^P w D"1**^ 1 " ^ 
-3B PS3B3 H Bpoa PR 113 BO PR "IP IP 
1&191.' ^R3BV113ipB3'R H PB DT;^ E y*-1I?=-*'-
-nB» TO n P B ipsi3 BIS ipiBiW tpap3p;?i"B 
"BT *ii3 ^RiyaiR ipaBQPiB^P JHpiJB P* W 
ipt31>t |1B 1P3B3DMR•D3B'SBt,-l<-",? '" "- ; 
DJH IBB JjriBl'W ipa^WpiiB t'R isjyvB 
.npaBopiB^P pipi3B PR "ippiB1 1 , a n <;c ]'r':m 
BBn i3BanpB ipn pa^pn ;cnj»»3Bn« ?n«s n 
,B31tp3 1P3BH "T DBII BlpEff H jBS'BBjWp 
DBT pR aaBiaipB BTBT I W " "T CBII B»* l 1 
PR ,BPBP»J lJ^Bn DlpT"3B31B '" c ? " r ' J 
nypnjjn Myantw wb nyi' 28 
Hvw^yonnv *»n» PK oyonsT^D nyo 
•nr« ?"K no D?«ptj> yjjny»Bnyo >n pa 
-nyc8 *i WW nt* i w p ^ n p PK ,»HOD 
JOT jyoyii "3 /np»> W i8c"njnya iKP 
f*n .oiiTfiywin anya DO prim J U M K I K 
eeniny* i» i l»*n ,iyoo'>8nDDtpj^K H 
SBWIVB lyivoyiaipB 8T8 yocny n pn 
i n IVT PK o»n ,011*11 jymomyDjiK iv 
is ,Mp DO a*w a*>en*& jytyn pe &yiitf 
iy?*i >K3*e»oiyD3'K iyi pe D5>KP*5 n 
p*H ipaipi PK lyrnayjayoBnv inyo pn 
ri#: w*> iyiy* prittii pe ,nwiyiD ybma 
p« ,*IBDKP p& D'jx p« ya^n.iyanp iy;yp 
n iyfi8>p iyai8i DO PK ,D*U p.s &»?* 
.yioyia "3 prpnD 
-iy"pn W»?i ^n Diy5>Piy o*u D*D 
-usn iyi P» raiipyo3*p:*K yvi r\r\w 
-JHJHPB pn B"DD^8*V*O MTB pn iv : a$i5 
, C * M pi« r« #p5h5*?jn i«K PK ivo 
•i?»wn yo"iiv 8 p« oyi pa ^ n nyi |1K 
? Diftwa iro»iw « pn ,i*** 
o$n jyo 5»"U /iKinin IB>DK Dtp PK 
•ya tawyteni n l*no w o r 8 D B I « W 
;y:tf>try;i*a ^8t 8 ]y3*n »? jyii TS ,yoo8 
-*oenjnyo roten** oyn oensny: jyo D*n 
-$'8o yj"5p 8t8 D^D jyonya:^ nyi* jyo 
panya l ym t« ,TD D3"BP oy f n w i 
n pc Sfyw uruyD*ny3 8 Dtnynys D$n 
.jyowyan 
B9R1 DC3ipiv njn p« TK ,iya*n TD** 
•$D PR yfcpnm jnytaiK pn utfybv v» 
-yiynsnyo *i mas .lyoaycy^y n^tfrnHtw 
8 pn ,i*tf*to*n* nyiaw pa jy3K-ia y: 
.yD;yiipyD3*p inyo 8 PK ypo*? myo 
y3'n)$*&ny 18 VB aawam yooys D*D 
, I*OP *K3*B"onyD3,K 
.woaft^a oyo 
.Pi** 10 23 5KP*5 
.W*ipffiyi *i «ipiyo2« 
ivep« pn ,Kp»iyt3» p« nnv n^s yeo»n H p i c 
,CM« Bt«ll oy in pys(j t»K
 f )^ iP P'T p * 
-?^je'B ya»t a«3jni iyp p* ny3«*u v n^ nV3 
;:« Biutyj ^ o ya^nyt:iK iy:^n T O ^un 
jrcnn: n es^yasM B$ii T« ,w«n C(JT iy;<j? 
,c:en^pn»T pn CIOT^WX^C r,nn oy»T3ycy"iB 
*'* ,iy-«n D:^I :T yiytim pn y ^ n y=^y" 
P%ii
 #tyi»iE pn njmiyn p,i»« DM3ya ma cr? 
mi .nrnjm iyaf'cp«»iB irs^sp .f3«P t$ iya«n 
T«TB lyc^ vnfiMK pn jy»ia oyn « ceip ny 
"*- 17? "T VW 113 p» "T V*'* C^ V. ,C3(*'5T 
/Cuynjn y»»BD^«'t(jD ri:uy;-nen HJ iynn 
;JBC«^I3HJP yBDinyo n -ijn"1? iy:"i jifi 
Ti lyenya "I IIK
 f"»iw i* iy:yp I'D c»n 
l'c'8 — njns iyp iya c*ii B"n* t« i» nypy-
..*no 
iy iyn
 #oinBi»« n? a^n j f o ^ « a I3"ID 
•y^8 18 pa nyny^ao'D y"in^ » w b'fiyjw 
iyDi:y33$ Owi VK
 fn;^ Q-p"ntDD oyj"D 
t8 ,|yD<DP 3'3yii Mt8 D^ o lynw tVwtifln 
nyn jnyaain oyn oy T8
 f&Ng\ B*)R iyp^yc 
yiyn TK ,ncK T^K oy .DI*H Dn:yiycyi 
,cny:i#^i^nyn M?8 DO IW3>5«p y3y?c";^ D 
"38 oyii ^V'B^u DIV w*vi?ijryi 8tK 1^1 
"DP nya^riK D>8 '8D lyotrny oyi awny 
-'vya y;y?Bn*D yD;*oiyTnynnB n- .ma • 
iv ,'uya |y^nyj»S cyi iv nnyo «jn |yn 
-WMII »n
 #w^8to«anif iyi pc tnifB oyi 
•D3^V8t083"i* yiVDy"»3*iB yjy iy3* iy", |y»nD iyfii8T jyDD'?B'v#o y w n
 #|jrt»y^ v 
-385>ya "t IKII jipay ijriy* pw (yirPBivsw 
.nu jya 
n^D y3'D3»ii-DDayn ym iy:yu ,$tf8 
n n PK lyntfiiya b^Dwyl >y*fi r>8 m$& 
"1*11 D3y0183 DH"J„ p8 p8 "DD*B i y "3 w 
IP >M1 1^8 PK , ] ^ D 1 t i H " 3 PK " i yp 
tyD3yci3iK y?K |y5*mjnyni iny: DO DVK 
."i n8B.irn$iiy3 Da^ tyaDMiK jy3"i D*H 
- 0 " K lyinnys ni3 vx pvn J.nt 1'K D*H 
SyBMi Vi8 ,?ysB ntK nn« iyop3ia y"3 yj 
o*p DO H jy33yn3ixD n^K iphRti t'K I'D 
yipoyi:*iB - 5»8PH8T ynytJiK pa rayiipyo 
18E iyc,DB' is ,i8f3yii3*P 0^3 iyDK3y5>yi 
PK jyivw&ffrn yc^DD^B^^o 5vnB p'K 
oyi ]is s^riD iyo"iw 8 \vmm ivwow 
.D-I*D jy3^yt 
38^n*a tyotny oyi u::^yz:t< D*II 
I^K Jni ,n?y3-0DnD3"K ynyayJp 8 jyayn 
?yav5>D I^D D*T ,DP8B oyn iyj*Diyi ni3 
woy' n lyn^P'Dnp is yceny n pn -lyo^ K 
yanri 8 ly^yocpyns iy:y^a ysSyn r,Da*ov 
I^ D ,|*01? iyT PK iyD1p!*3""IK 331^ n*V3* 
oniya PK Dsyn DO PK oy TK ,D3*Ty3 notffl 
"$D pa iyB,v3na n D^D 338^P3"K PK DO 
-"318 p6 ayii oyn jyonxnyo iv ,DIDP?8^ 
>n jysya DO PK jysy* 8 jyaKD iv "iyo 
PK .DTtOKritf pn iv V"n:y:y5y2 | w 
jy3»n.To TK ,iya^ny3 T3iK D*H D*3 iyn 
D^D I*OP 8 |y3*n iv D u^iKyaaM-.K v t 
-j"K yDvy> n pn n>o lycnsn af*Ji lyD"^ 
.nStf«"iw*M;y3nn iinn>aiv 
,3t£tn*B iyo"iiv oyi D338^ y3;K D*H 
o*n
 riypyiivp"iDD n»a 8D'Bp-iyB tyayii 
-ya m py3K ,^ TD nnyc tfnwt D8ny: pw ny 
•31H pn PK P18DC V383 y^E"11V ^ K D3*t 
n pa lyDKay^yi n ?"ii ,D"Pi83in^a 
yi^yii ,Woy H'jjniy: jyrn D5»KP*^  yoMii 
TK ,D3n TO pK
 #iy:y;8T oo^D^y; (yiupi jysy: b i ^ t y j lyaojni DO *T iy3*n ^T 
ny oyi "3 m DIDP58*V#O P B . B W I B oyi 
•«5m*B lyoB* 
O^K y-iyt;iK lyiiya D i p ^ w t IKII p« , 
D'D inyo iyn PK D'VII "tjyDD'Suilbblp 
-«snK pa ty& MW lynyn ys^yii ,*n ? »! 
.. * 
\ 
27 nypnyv, t?3yD"i83 $*•#«& nyi 
."nypnim D3«nw p n ^ , pa -i$op*nyn .11 
?yD>38 D3"*'D VT ' Dlpl iy3»W }"D 
TD oyii irPK ?» ,nt?n TK yo ^ w i y f i 
8 lya'K aau"o I«D lyjyr i* jysn^ny w r 
o'osm nnyr PK .Dan -PD p$n ,y3tne 
$K38B>"3"iyB3'K nyn pa iMBuyiuifp n 
y3"K jyiiya
 f5yu"iw in* ,PK 903^1*0 p« 
y^ y^ D n »*D -113 »u jrqffnaaw n pe 
"l|D Djn D'O ip\H TO rWWM yB"DP8"lB 
on« v i opm nya5yn
 #oo»a jycDD'SIPX jMifcXiSytJn ytr^o^B'vjfD ysmjenyfi PK 
.jyi^iya lyowyajij fobnj oyu 
-'K pnetDc* Mt8 ^ : t:i« oy »n« ^ 1 
"3 ?«$T >83$B>"3iyD3>K nywiK T«
 fiypimya 
- 'ocwvyo lyonyasy jKtrayuayp 8 snriui 
inyo v t a j u " * PK oy •|ylif*xtfi$fjn ye> 
*rnD- nywnyD* nyi p« D J^ oy": VP 
-nya i»K:ijB'":"iyD:iK i« 18 juwan Bfl*p 
Wtfb nix yrtrwiB iny^Piy in ?IJT n:«3 
Dpfc'wo tDiyn Dip iyn ,D"v n .DP? 
-n» pw PK ,D i^y cxn jypywya nw o*n 
-5>8niV3$ jyaanyw yi>8 n yyno p« 'ppz 
"HP D38c ,iyp38iya yt^DD^xtp n |yb 
D1X ,MI8 JSnVCTHiB DM13 DP^ViJD iyT 
uy i imnipa n MI TO jynyt ^yurawa 
ony^pny iifuv tnRO'nypin nay Diyt33"B 
ya!>yt Dip .DP^VIJD DIX v J i r n o *pi 
n T I « , w w DwJpna n *pm oino 
ym 3MK pK jifW Diy:«e ntHW yon-ia 
#D3y»3P Mm* p« lyc lyoip Bwnjrwy 
-*myo3»p i8fi wyayiya oyn |yc ya?yi: 
.DD^K*X$D njn Tt "nm *w *ii o^^n ,ivo 
•«3nyo3»« ^ytsiK p« litfrrB jytitf p:8iya 
yirpR pfi D3yxipB 75 lyn /usnys $*}i$v 
-yo n jyoyn *pw
 0fmni iypn ijny^itrb 
8 osnya iyo^K lyayn jypasnya w v D W i 
jbtffia»K jyonna 
lycBinys^ K, T3iK >nm oy oyn ,yr^8 
jurayiuyp DJH- »3 w ,DP8D nm D*3 VH 
-yTjn y^DD^8'X*o ijnijuya jycuy::y PK 
ytp'opma r:83 y3*3"« D*U I I ;
 #iy;yv^ 
ysy^cnyD yiPDsnsy-ie r383 cvy pn p« 
-8cy33in m tayns jWJjmayp 0^2 ;y3"T 
*-"3 D1V ,385myD lyiPDjnsyiB 8T8 ,\V^ 
nyc yM3 n8B n^ya"DDno:"K n r8
 rJytB' 
p l^ ^ T ww njn p« Diyscyo y3yay5wa 
nsny<3 iyv38: pn ?ye oyn ,ny;y5p 8 
-*3jm D*3 ,38^Bnys nyt3"iiv 8 .oo^D^ya 
t8 : T^oy: nyocnj' ^ n '11 iPDjnaipfi nya 
-p"-.t3D ix^nyv ^8t ^K;8r"3".yt33'K n 
DyD38ya3i« oyn 8 T^N ^ D»anK*BDjjB n 
;jya^8siyE y?g 
iyr>T I^D jytio ,y8jB p« ?ya:^ sys^ 
•WK |yn8D3ycyp v5yz :vnifte«w bvsw 
. a w w r w a m nxn - p« ivumw 
lysyasy iajn IKD n>o jySyii asiip IVDDPV: 
yiyt3iK ty^pya iv tynyt p« J»85B inyo 
-y3 pp jya^D p« |ya»nw n e<o nytp? 
.D8:yo pn3yDM5 oyi w i lya^n-css yam 
oytDDya pn pntj nyty-5 -\v>v 5yt >*mw 
j^fp»TBD nymyb n i8E^ya^n jyum w 
jysyp ipiH 5yr nymya n |ID jyn lyiire 
nyoi3 ijyoDpy3 *iyt3i« p« unjrtt wyonyi 
8 PK ,iya^K nnyr nn^ K cyr ctj" 
-v»anj>w*H oyi pe n^a nyi&nyDjrwyB 
ny^nta ny iy ^y^^yn r'WBIP* 'w^-
,ptp pn r,B ^ yB»^ rK WITIB •jjpSawo 
D«r. D^onyr ttn^x^BV ny rs jyt«n is 
48o*iijw 8 PH iy 
y3jrrt»jj3 C D ^yDy3y*t2,,n T^ « I ^ P tsn 
PK l y c o pK ^ya«* nyt ^pwaeco 
-gBtyaia yajr^^a O^D ^ycyjyjyn^r p« 
y3y33^y3-BDayn 8 nit flJWP V^"1 -r;-
ny^K .B^anj ^yp^cs' jwnBBWU 
oyn jyo^py^ lyjyp T » "iw "WnW3 
.B3yo 25 pVic I«E isws: 
• 
.. 
^ypMSn wymw wQ njn 
•va» iyfcBr iv IWK-IVE iV2^n aaypya iia 
~i$ p»l ta*a "IJHM ,yiy"i:K y\ n«s ya^ M yv 
-$P i"p lyp'tr D>3 ,nyo"3-iM c<?$ bvpa«a 
D*WJ DD*B no yossyi ynyayn IV DytD 2 
ipw yo"?Dy"»3:^ p n iv prpfvMi D*a PM 
ya^nyoiyaiM n T»n .JBIM jyivopySip * 
~mi ,jKr'njnw iMpnysM *un pa Dng-iM 
-i3"nfi~iyD"anM yayiytnys *PIK arijpp 
,oB3yo p* PK Dyuaip pM -lycy-ita-iys yatf 
nayaM 18 pn*iiya tPDUJW* W WMW t»« 
-UD$B n IK ,vy?y3 D'ES-BD^E mv cays 
PM iyvP383"i$ ,TJ iy;yp ytfyocyaais D*E* 
-B3iinyo"3"itf tvns$ iv \mpwb&$ pu. 
Dynj ojn OM5 ;pno D'j yttfyocwa* b>fiit 
•lyo a1: sjpt jvn^o «i ,PK D$- pM
 rVWW 
TOSyii inn ,t* V8P3831* IB D*O |y»3»M 
n p )iw lytony: jyeiMi,, |y5yr. P I 
nyawpnycM H lyay: iyp»n»D iv "DD^EB„ 
t^ipw ;ye o$n DP3IB DVT ons .aanyayn 
.*.K3"* u* i««"nynya iMpnyeM H lysyio 
• D*a tv^^n B*II jinwbKtfD n p& yaaBo 
- "iyc ^8n38i8fi cm |y3*n DJ^IIW tnyia» 
Ml .nyb .DM "un jyjjni ^ B MTM lynyot?" 
xnMtapip T'D DCM jnytaiM pc yo:8c 
pn« ^ r DC»D jMtbnjnyB n t8 ,iy:"c *n |1K ,pnn iv o$n i n w 8 D$H •qsr iyijp pM 
nnynipv D28D H &$n jM»"ninyfl n Dip 
mp 5ni 5'Djiifp -.tpy nyn m: tyii ,Dp»?npD 
ttf *uy3' tys* n D*n iyn»D8:yo H .jy2*n 
-yiyE H punyv iv epais oy-i i ya«nw« 
.iyE .DR n TK
 #DDiwiy3 D^: \V2$n [MVMI 
"•.yB*.yp ya^MrnD 8 inSa T^K IK3«S HI* 
jyi'Dpn IV- D380 r:yn inyt D'o ,DE8»' 
IVP PK ,»uv ya5yn i:yjTK po »D»5»B n 
^neo iv w'3i' K lyiyn^ o^: 5>8s p«p p« 
p^8 Dip \$W W^Km yin^K lyii jyp 
.w: 
iv jK^nynyB ijn pa [if^vyo^^ n 
•y> ^i?8 oijn yD"5DD$B H pfi iyDD:i3 
•DDsjB H ,08o5iryn tyowMiyj Dyi cr8"c 
'ys^nyava ny^t tmmwa jy^ijn yo"^ 
PK iyD"3n8 D 8^ DTPa8'31^ pM IV B3jh 
•"318 iyv383 ijn iv lyoi^E^aaij |«t iv 
**t fyoifnyE JIE DPJIB nyn jawyiws iyo 
lytiij Djn D»i5 ^'nc^sc^D p« lyp^ioc w 
,1K3»^ ttlf iK^"-.yiyD iMpnWM "X^ pfi 
o^ a C3 Hw"Unyfi n •noijm DS^ TfiM T'K 
,iy^,:p eyii o^v n jam PK ,mrnif ys^ytK 
•yr
 #njnn» 8t« lysys iyE-.8i KS oy« n prii 
ryrya cm jyo'na* |yaw yD^5eD#a r? iv^ 
-&p~,v D^3 ;y?yi^  «t — . I W ^ M 1*1 DM 
tttip jyc '«
 Fr^yii ^? n ; ,P"",DD W m 
-ty^ii «T
 r*^K3 y PM pnjn; .tr^aay p« 
-" yv;83 8 D?8 ivocy v-wi PB ?sn*aanyn 
•'^rjn ixn^o B*3 lysyn PM j3B*wnympp 
ps syn ijn I D ^ I ^ : wtya njn B3$r,iy-i 
.;y3.p« jy>*K«D Dyoip PB vnaya cyi 
IV3V3 ,03Jj!Ty> Ml ,DyiV D'H'^n.IMB t3?H^ V 
lino iv jytDEyip yiypi8Dc ,v"t i w iyn 
.0"2iN yoi3 yiyD"r 
» W iy38c:yE8P n ya^yu ,y:yr n 
ya^Dy y»»y? n IMB lyayai^nyB' w.o*n 
p u p oaypya Sytimy in* pro$wn ^nK* 
i8B PTP.11 yiyoyia PE ^ : pn pM nynnfi 
-ivans n DO iyii Anr i pM iyo"3i8 \n 
oyi -iytD3i« D38Pya /lyayia-j&w y^y^s 
*rn n* piypi»ii ^«nDD*i3^K MT
 w|y*3«fa 
m n?83 ,1905 PM ffiiya PK DIJ1 ...*l5lV)1 
ynn^ K lyaxn ;tayi3naya ^r D$n .M .11.« H 
pM t3"pa^ynD iy«t iy3:8Dy:3* ny33yn:« 
i"P .pntf% r j pM J801M11P jycn^M oyi 
-"csyp n MI Da*w yi:yD"iyn yiyiaK 
t^ K ilpav n rjyiiya ^ 3 PK I ^ : V oiyp 
^S3iTyiiyaiypMM in^K b'O 3sD:yp jyr.ya 
-;* yi8"i3 T^8 w a r H p« iyop8i83 jyou 
ntf iN^^iyiyE iKpnyss iy i iv jyoif^ya 
nyi iv iyouyi ^M jyp o^n pa .nta"5 
lafba^VB v^ PM jyvonyipDH iv ta"3iM 
VK ci$n oy?8 pB jyc*3 p« JIK , I ^ ; V H 
T^K DIJM DV?8 PE WW pM JIM (?) 3>j»fl 
TK c#n oy?8 p& iyc*3 ptt PM (?)f»n 
H lysyna jyoiapa iyo c^n (?)C*'CP8IE 
D^H "inMs i^s 8 1MB .prav Diyp^DByp 
cyi jy3y3EMM oneya jipav onyp,;cEyp n 
PM lyo^sn ji|n p« oyb^a H D^D PIECSP 
nyn PM D^VIB* n jy;ya jyaH"noiyB. p'M 
oyp^M'iBDipa'M n .3:i3yMy2nyo,,3"K 
-.D^yuB'yss* D'3 ^BT p1*? 1MB v i jy3*n 
y:yEt$ D^ ta ii« oa^^v oaynayfiynrM b?b 
-,yE ijpn pno iv eanya "t lya^n "nysypo 
a*nay)rtjD nyo^ M ^^n^osa .ta"2"iM-D;:iD3,3 
-:nB ya^'n PE iyc$: pw D"3"SM lyvt 
! ly&'v 
n MI lyi* — Prav D"iyp"csyp H 
nw :jyenya n iy2*n pypoSKntaDina'M' 
Diyp^cByp iK3"^ ))H ikp^.mnm iMpnyoM 
^MnoD^nrM y^8 H .oaynya D n^ "war 
•^3 ,D3"n PM .lynaiMMtrnyE lya^r DJtf?3V 
D'D PM Dyo*3 ta-c PIEC8P pfi pnnM,> y^y'E 
-a^ M nyaMP^ iyeM nyn PE lyaaynaM yon H 
. oyn no*5pw \i vnvw ,Dt*a^;v ^Mnoo^T 
ytDBnyntfE n pM/upav OWP^Q&VP lay 
•^aiM nyaMpnycM iyiPH*M ".yi IIB jyn^": 
.aaiaynya nyo jjB j^jfivyaaB D^"DDJJB n pt osjn cyi 
-n^^iy^ar nnyii J* 
-yE jMpnpDM «l o^n ;ynnM> y^yB -.80 
jyo^EavMyi iv oairya nWa^ S HM iMr"iyn 
-"2iM n lyaM i^y 5*t iy TM ,oxna3*a,DyT 
-ana iv D'£$ DDIJB PM |yta"3iM Dfil nyc 
nyi D c^ trvM'^ EM pn iv PM w a r 8 nn 
t*3 iiM3'^ 11* iM^nynya jMpnyou 
y&VQvyizn 0*B» tac*B n iya*n ojyovy? 
26 \ J 
DX3KD IS BKJ$D ]1B PSIYGKB SKJ3T1 
Dupmn n ijroip D38D PK oa^ jyansn 
pK nypMiajm nyn pn re Tyo3io PK pna 
MI »it» .ijroip "t — nyan^nDiya ny*n 
-ya D'j aawMDoay |«p ?gbj"P isrt9§ifii *M 
J«B5 
iv Dip aaiaynyanyD^aiK y*n»M n 
*isn PK Dip .ayu jyoMna 8 lyaya^v-iya 
-Byp nay oyn no$5p n pa am nyn$5>p*nDD 
n .Kpnycs nDiifa nif pj^v onyp^D 
Dip nyt^riK yvnut oayDD^o pa n»iv 
3$D nyn pK mi jynaiDBr nwnv W i m n 
-^80 *PW iyD"21K W IWW1W PK $QW 
T*« iw ,jyay3 ijfrjt oyotp n ya^m ,jw 
-DP vrot t tm tD28 iBE ttfnipwra lyoipya 
*iy2K jwntMMn *m jy3"t Dip — jraib 
put D>Q a^ a nraip |y«Shyny*a MI wy i 
-Byp *i lPii ,ovy .D-II?D J»K pa pK 5$D 
yD;^onjn "*n H lyaimiya |yaip lyaBo 
oyn jipai* H T8 .lyonsv.ny re PK ,jya8T 
PK n MI nyroayo i$a /nyoy-ia ^ a jyiyn 
Diyaoyo xnrrK IKD iya3jna Djm pit ,iynya 
.iyaao"Yiy ynyojna w 
PK ayn njn T8 ,D3$tya ip jyntjn in* . 
.p"noo 8 jnij ,DD"n Dip ,ti$5p»"W3D jywa 
ijn pK ODumya PK w a r myp^osyp n 
.pnpDjruipB VPK "i8B asuynya-iyo^ans 
n ip PK wnaywya W K isa /Btoprrtsa 
vmjxt jnrPK i8B pK aann^ EDDDyE*y: y^se 
?t p*pi ,DP8E oxn typatrnyfi re .op^noo 
•WMnsnawi* y5«D-i$a wnaywya 8 OTVD 
pK jyanwa re | * w "ijn jyaatfw oy PK 
PK iyoipa>nK ffSip W&1M ^ T8 ,1907 
DKDC3K ,nna njn p * nniK D38 "iyBytp n 
iy?8T oyoip n Dtp PK ,jyayn ^ a^n 
-80 ore P5'D i n u "txn» ,iyoKP jyaya p ^ s 
tyBMp DIP I»5*T lyo^anK H DKOtraK ,pc 
-ya Dip jya«n «i MI jenrnvn W pa 
.nynna tifneya D»n 
8 i»a- D8ny3 f » w n ct^ n 1909 pK 
n Dt8B»y33$ Dip M jyn Bnajwnya 
re W8B pnopyJy "i8E ly^nijx pa Dyoo^ D 
.xwwso n jya>no 
re iipar nya853yfi8P n Dip 1910 PK 
Di$n n D8M ,Dyn D^D ayn K tyaya^vnyE 
aaviyayn 8 njny^aD^ y*in*K n»a jysipva 
PK oyrn'Mi jny«t HMK D3yx*pg 10 pa 
^ H .jyt^ia 
r]jnaiDr WiKfVP 1KB ayn wovy* nyt 
•W4»n«nbnteSjH — wi^m Daynusp 
re nynyMi oijn
 #yD8>pnyD"a-,K nin HE jna^B y3"T -iya^ K ay*i s |yaya«xiy£ 
i»mKn t8 jyoiiJyaDMK VK SIJD oyi 
nyi .lyan^nD-iya Dan«iy3 DDa^ yt ^ : DSH 
PK DDtfy? !Kn-l8T 18 ,IVD^ py3D>lN PK :^ 
nya 8 .iwyianya 8 PK (yiipiya DanSwya 
-ya |ya*p nya^Biya y;^ T $titm jfnen 
-a^ K n PK iyaa83ya D«n wnih ra .L^r 
-pyo nyma H
 #ivoay^p ys«t pa iyDyi»a 
-aiK mpw »5xn»nya TT o*n oy '.K-K^K: 
-rea»nK\ oanya *&»* lyaijn cijr, n 
DIJT (yawn
 #Ds333yay3 pK i'nj-n«i pewi 
PK aawi8n pn i8a frtfa D^: pna t^vnyi 
PK ^n ni3 ,D8"i8D83pyD h p&'OBtwa ojn 
jytyn D^D iy:yayn2ij pic D"» iya^yi njn 
ya?yt8 PK ^n jy^ yDB'DMK |"i "&D :"? 
oyn pK ,Dayi .11 pr tW i»a m c?y^no 
-ifno T B ,P"IDD J8UV w i ^ n IKPnyow 
I^B ,p*nDD pj^ 3P on»"5pna pK
 ri*p Dtt 
pyDDyii H I^B ,ony3"D jy^ip pyDD'K n 
D"P nyn pK D:yovy? PK Diya«e iv i^p 
-ptpDD H pa yDD»ya ,D8"i8D«3py»3 n lis 
Dijn jyo . J ^ : P onypnijii JKV8 ^Knrj 
DU33yay3 PK t ' l imih lypsBivi^ns oanyj 
onjnaimnK* y^ony>B 8 i8a J«« .iKBnyi 
"no (yafcDtsw tyay^ PK a^J o^ o iy »*« 
.iyoy-»yD3,K nyD«aiK n 
•y3pyii8 yD«5piyD"an8 H T>K nyi"5 
y3"i iyn ,nyaH"ncnyB -in'K pa \mw 
n .D5yaanyaon« DH^ K jyaijn nya^Biyfl 
nKi ya5»yn ,yv^Dc y^yrea83iD PN y>8"iifa 
pn jjnm>aif jjrayp re tyoipya Difn «fi 
lynya PK ,pn iv ipigi oy MI aaian^nonys 
yDyDn8iny3iK ?8 .a^ yM *inyr ,p»5p inyt 
rjyD8o H Dt^ nynya D^n D».p}^^aa»$3 
re nnKBya PK |ya8D&ya T'K IKIIST l»" 
-OIK D'3 .D^aiyaya pK jyay^ pM tw^^y 
IPBnyaoMK cayo nyDMia nytyn Dijn DOM 
H ' jyp *P'R„ : nynts' pa Dayoijo t< i,R 
D8n ayn I«K PK PK ,n ay^ VK JWW 
raai3H"nDnya D'i*m«i nu " I n V* 
PM PK ,5>nD pn pK 33iD «^n D'tijnW 
"DMiK nyo'K v$n ,5"iD nyi w : jawwi 
na"ia t"t PK D"p3>DioDMn: pn iyt*^y: 
"i8B ,yon8 n 58& lynyas^reaMK y? D«P 
ya^ytK j w p ^ y a n IKE JUMMUPWI n 
lynyn
 f w m n oayi85p MI ,niDB*3 yon-a 
yopmya n jyn m JSrtfftPt &: 9VKV? 
nypiw bayo-isa D * W ijn 24., 
D'j iv oaynp n«Kto-5w *HRI DRS ny-s 
s$n iy *o*ii / r o w i n pa ynynaR pip 
otroryaaR nmrni T»R bpitfyaaipR on*R 
iy?«nD i*rb py^ D PR PR .b^anR i n is 
D y^Eoyo .D"3"IB nyi b'c np^ Ja y5>R TT I 'o 
ta*n |»no jytDvy? 3*11 no TO |yb«aiR 
iyb"aiR DPVT iyp*eaipR DftpiKi DR? R 
3*; 5RDa"P tV2«trr «t TR
 (I«IDMR oyi b*£ 
"? iy o$n IRT»D pR na ,Drr« IRB D:MOV: 
c»n* »M IWW PJ^ D PR iy2t>* ,iyttfRny; 
,bftftW myiaR iy2$ ppw *i c$n ,;nya 
4p9 y^ K TR jyiRiw jyDRSpya PR oy PR 
o*a o$n ny 3MR PR ,iyD"3ns jyne nwRfc 
iyD"3i8 n T M ^ P ,tyoitf» 1RB MR 
TK ,D3Reya c$n D$I ,B"X iyi D^O jy$»iib 
PR ayo ""n iv bRnya ta*n iyta»2iR iy-y^ 
,iyiynfiiy HOW PR iy iy pR ta^anR w » 
H |1R ,inR* i y o m m pt» PR m y PR 
-5y? oy-r *PIR 1*3 iyo"2i« nyo^aiR cpyr 
i«TP o n "3 mm PR D$I .rttfs iya1 
-"lyey; n .tyoyiB "2 — D"3IR ^ R DRV, 
0*3 >Rt iya«p TR .lyot^wa lya^n oiKta 
PR ,D?ysoyD pc p*5 i"R »« inyo [ywa 
iyo 5>$T D3"5 SlhJi p»t b«a oyn oy a^R 
OBnya jystjn y^ R pR ,DJ"5 yaJR'n jyny; 
.nsR?? 
m * oayi Dtp p& yaRifi n TS a*tfa T « 
•ynewtaiR jypymy bjhi jypyo iv bayiaiR 





 r'byMa»p ,.2 .'en iRiywtffi 
"iyo"2n« n m urtayoBtrtK xnjnaR r:«: 
iija ]y:"T oyoip n v w .PIR1 ra PR 
&*D Yt wynpw nyD^2it< IB jyti .ynynas 
I«T ,pyo H oanp ^y |yn pR ,i«D"i^ a .« 
D^T |mn TD MI ,rw ny t« ,iyD t^ iy o^ii 
o'a aRvn p v iirp PR "n>"o pp>a„ 1^  
.tyiKofi? lyvassa iyi p« jyanp 
VI nn^ R otic
 #*iov-|3 n:"iB ,|RI PR 
•pi^p y>« b*a t8
 rDPR& wn Co iy:y3yi 
nyn p« DDMWfira MTR jya^r iysfcte 
Bpjp 8 TR Aypm n DIS yaRiD iR^v*i"nia 
-IVDMR wivt nvi Co oynanaya iu tsR 
nyxy^B H PR iy;^vn-a»p yiyoya lysEoyp 
oaRcn jy2ya D^T PR j y t r m s yo>'5 IR« 
-oyc ynn'R IKS aau^eycya jyanp nynij 
•WR ^Ruyaya PR JDH 8 PR DVI »Dny3 
nyonR^RD n .TK >II »W MTR D^T M"r. 
IR»:V nyn p« iyaay^ya ?"D nay payi n pc 
O^D "yopyo^iB i^t iv pyiw Din &c m: 
1R DMR oaip >{JOJ"R 1a1: )IR
 pD3R(Kn H 
T« 9181 DR)i *IMRW :oayDiai8 DJh ly.yn 
n»n n*p tvo v t avo ova nyn t« aipai* 8 
jyo Danp-|RPD PR ?|Ri?p oyi i^: [ys 
-pytMpa .I'D no wav n
 # ca iR onyow 
\n»a "iyn pR MI Dia »IM py?o PR jyo 
na^nc
 rbaytDWR RTR *IMR IVO tanycoay DR)i 
R jyaa^w |R?a« « ;yp >wt2 p*b ^ : 
.nyta^aiR n 02"? MIR iypyo IV ca 0*2 
bWfiy>a«R >RPR5 PR taw »a lya^n n^e 
jyn TR r.inw ytf**iwl Bifi pic* oytac^ D R 
iyn PR
 riyb«aiR i« sins DPH^ c*j2 R 
o^ a DRH DR3 "iyi TR ,DMR Da-Bya ^Rpijr |yu rt!R ,|y>naRn w nt» pan |>*P DRny; 
crisp ipsDjjno ;pjpn 
.jyenn iifDnui jnybjnpyD-^Bpyb our 
iraoano nn pa jyia on vw DIIJ ?yo 
'. .Y1BP 
DO«H nysoaynb R |# Doya WR nyn"R .4 
*i*a pn lya^n^ nyaayD lyonnyfioayib oyn 
eDnsnyoaiR pn ona oy ba^anyo PR jyo 
•nyBDayno I'BMR 
O'a nyBoaDD R I^ bony: nn^ R iyn £ 
i«R 5ya*a"0iH oy^a R OMIR nyaoyo oyn 
M VIR pRoyoD-om ?"p ijnw b'a-bayJp 
.»a^3 tyo^yoaypya iyo?R 
••yeoanb R omn DU nn»R nyn"R .1 
•WW jyaRn JRI nyaoyo i n '» aaicaR ou 
PR nysoyo R lycRaijo 6 *1i w a y i i o'a iy? 
•bbayopyoR PR o n PR ijynytiwaia 
nysoaynta R O W . W WR |JW ^ 
pn PR |ysRj D'nysoyp o n nya^ R baV*w 
cyT - T ^ ."n^yoayp,, nytanyn g ^ 3 Din 
* .f»o«a (onytaynpyo) -&"*. v* DIDRT 
jy^^a pn l y r n e nyabyo i n 5^T .3 
-aya^vya o n v w ^MK PR ^ 3 o n pn PR 
23 nypign Diyon83 b*ii£ nyn 
-ya B» b'3 >vc:^p D"an» pM PK nw«« 
"is pen finw nya^anK ijn .11 .t .K jyn 
taa'Eya i8i ctriy PK ,v85s nynaK IK p« 
D"a orrK jyp nya^p — a^p n DMK ny 
.libMiSya 
3313**0 ny»K w ,»IDP-|3 na^na ,^r5« 
ny .cayn n»a D^ynasrw Dtp nyn a^n 
oayn KM«fi DIP taxnya jw Dip 8 *jip PK 
T*K nnw o$n .jya^ta^ pK jyonyaas pE 
I1W T8 ,*|WP "0«TB tD381Dyj:"-.K ?$C8 
,noaip 8 p8 tapyoya tanyM nyta^snK 18 
ny D$n ,pnip va 358.nnyDMK onKDtr 8 nyn$ 
PK iyDi^vo-r.8 MI mna nynas p*P tin 
? tnKDty nynas 18 
PK Dy T8 , W | 3 "13**10 ,1fPK 031ft 181 
Dipi ny&"3iK iy;y:y:ya or T a^nyMya rasa 
-ya pa ip «t MI ::K5» MTK r85»B oyn lya^a 
•nyoMK tnyu oy nya$ ,iynyoy3 8 iyaiE 
ny^N o"a Dip 8 I*M ,\m /^anynya 
•«tt PK .ynyoya ba*DP3 ny pni ,nyo"anK 
,nn*K D3$T 5yp*on8 ny"K PK 5you8 nyo 
Dip 8 D^Smiffi JKPD iyX283 Din -I8D T8 
-yatfaynynBix rasa n PK y5yo*D H ma 
ny^yo'D 8 ?im jpoan D*a PK DIP .ynay5 
tKVi ,jyo"aiK f8^2 8 wit tasip naKte-pya 
-18 I«5 yooya H ntfa tasKnya tanyn cy 
p*»nw pK *x WM 8 PK ,p*?8 *» tanyt ,B«a 
•"3-»K r8?s nyn pK jyayp DU tayr, ny T8 
DOIP oy Jim nyaK ,pyv.» Dnya p.K
 tjyo 
K* tantp ojm ny TK D^TD D$II ,i8c 8 *pn» 
•nx ny tanyr. V^ftp I* ,|yo"an» tvayp 
BUp D"3"8 PK D a^nK p-i5 »i w oy,vioy: 
^"K PC tD"Wa^ H PK WW I8"T ,i^ T^ D 8 
*m&wm nan 8 oijn D*a 8 TK
 riyaijt jx 
h^eix iy;yp HI ^^: iy na nyo^aiK IK jyp 
n a^ TK ? D^an8 |"S y^P'onfi |«i ix jyo 
D^: tsntn Tt &?»# nian?o *5ya yoayJ^ H 
jy^ntaix D«a 8 y i iyp i8"i ,tyta"aiK ix 
jiiaK^o ^ya y^yo^o ix 
?8t PK iyp WW H TK ,Ilj; D3"X n.T-K 
-ya ys^ytK "isc ly^yotra^K oaxn ta^ e v'l 
ay^ix nw iyrn DIJII ,nyo"anK yopyo 
-yaa«"i8 | $ w nyn ix ouw.noya W T 
8 8^T MI ,i"K VK ayic .fyi8^ya cp'tr 
lO^ta MV D-TKotr KTK PK iy5»i;8n JIJW 
DP'tryaas'K onjni iyD"3i8 IK IJMI /cya 
t'K Dxy^  T^a TK : n;yo nyi D*C rt^e 8 pc 
onya tv taxy^  JIB PK tana |jnw D^aiK p>t 
o^ a oyr ny PK D^aiK j«5 y^a 8 iyr8c jyta 
irtaK p^p iyp nsK^a-^ya nyi PK ,jy:^o 
t8 PIVDMI one in*« ? jyanp ta^ a 3Kt?n 
PK ni^ a ?ya"t p"ii^ ^ «3 lyo^K nyta"2i8 n 
Inyjn^i oayciKa DH"5-PD i^ tapKiyi v 
aaia»o J«B lypmixb^K i ^ banJiy 
18 jypyo D»a '8 ayn 'x : mm& nyn |y:pv 
iaayp-!8a DH«5 PB -.yoia ema>vM PK 
D3M> Dy TK
 #*|DV-|3 13**16 D3"X V r M 
Dp^ niaD jyonyawB^K wav 8 IKE tr: yj 
-ya op'^wpyiiK jya^ T o$n ^yo^aiK -I«B 
tau nya^iK' nyn. :.iyxy$>a jnjr»? ps pnwi 
Ml *P,1K inyt TD*>
 f|ft)3m3nV«V3«3MK is 
--i8 -jyDDp-i8str iyn jnsan lyrn »t B»V 
-"31K J8 Ml 3«5 MT8 T8 J^Tl PK c;y-': 
"D1K 6lK 3KK*H 8 IVD1T IX D3yi fc! D^ n TJH 
Dip 8 D^ H 328? MTK ,V8?B j!M |yo»3W 
CMP ?>M1 ,IVD"3-IK ya"t iyo"3 ix e:r> s 
-18 H WD8BW jyayp D»3 D^3 8 oni ,t2': 
.D"3i8 i y i ix nya^a 
n iK H TK ,DMK DCIp 32U"D p'C ^ ; 
jyonya in ayo nyD"3iK j8 DJJIIISB [yaw 
D$3 8 PK fi&h PM |yO"3 IX D3jn D^T 
H8 tyD"3lX01K D3yi Dm W-%" OK fcfT 
PK D'3 iyp "iyD"31K 18 J'MI : I^K
 riyD"3 
pE jyc^a cyi- tya>iyc ix nto*a LM; TK 
typ D a^ 8 ijyitiini jnyapytttS f"T Dna c!j: 
.iyD"3i8 tyiy1 I^HD 5^D S£B C^-
D'a yaKiD KTK -IE^ EK jyp p-uj1 r ; p« 
-31K 18 I818B PK PlJf* W pK J"«
 #|»1 
yiyMnyaaiK 18 PK nysy^ 5n^x ronwn 
tanya nyo^ais ]8 jyn .n«KJo *5ya 5mpt 
ps Dpyoya onyn iy iyn*
 #y»Js 8 ps Sips 
^I^ayo
 #iyiyia8 IK lyoipya ny iyp ,r^s « 
TBII ayta ya^ a^ K ly-iy^nys !y2i8i Dsm "V 
8 iy oajhnp w r a y^s i8E , ^ I S WEK 
-p na -^.E ,ny3i# Donya .|4pra p« F85s 
-"3 DIX
 fp•,l^, va nyoMK Diytar n rnov jya^ sya oy IKII pnifbc 8 ^oyrc:^ ,59*i? 
nn hJM0» ^ B iy-i$ ly'E jyxaKa p« Ti 
ctp -\w o^ypEyK' vi"'?? "in i$n» «»» 
18 ,n*B" H« DJ'yDK' ,pa ,iyD^3i8 lyiy1 ivr 
-"K B8B' 8 PK D"3-I8y33lf DSjr. ^,LVT^ 
PK B*c"in ya^ a^ K tf*BK nyi^ D3W*B pa1: 
MI c^ a i n tain^E EKK-* PK T» jynytya ^ " 
nyo^ a 8 MI ,ny Difn »pn ix intnys cy 
jynyTya D n^ PK P^P 8 D38oya ,>M:-;S':" 
i8Eiyn PK *nm iyo MI pn 5«JT oy?8 ^ 
.pyo H nyD"3i8 ijn Daynp JKPD I -$'• 
>Mii ,i^ap iyn ix D3"5BD$P IVE:"-^^ " r 
PK ny 5»Mi DP-tryas^ nK ori'K D»H JJW 
ytretfp 8 ?yii PK w r j v w w u 8 ;>"'>': 
taay jys^any^ya oyn ny D^a
 #D»: DW DSW 
•tyaMnays D^a Dxy1 180 uv^ IVP T^: "v : 
PK ,b"31K p ^ y^3 8 w Dxy< D: :8S "* 
nnjm DBgpyaay ^*na Deny ny^8 w 
>KP*5 nyny' v&m fm AVftWi ^w^s n 
-;«P y:ya$5wi$B »**i "jyciB,, tt »*no . 
-;IK is iy:"t oyapa nytrns h •jyoB.nn 
no ppttWavriiF nyn PE ny2sye ijny .p: 
IK jyp'iroa'nK B2yi WIB &p jy j^jn 
"Diyrosrpy nif nKtp„ iyn w iK8B»'p'!teK 
yryn .oaycn^K-Dyst^a PB oc8 oyi TB 
MVEMIK lioma "onyrestpy r$ riKtja,, 
ysJjm .ystfytK NSa o$?82 I'EMK -|y9$b* 
Djn 18C WDfcB |y:"t aju'na ".y r^ pK 
nyoMK Dw«p tro ip bay11? n5n?'"H 
D3«s oy 3*IR" .myrcsipy VIK l imp *n 
TO I'DMR banlhy iya$n ni ?8 ,o?in« *^ n 
•Bhn ntfa oy PK ,iy^nys yi:yDfcE;iK e*p 
|yj»l ,iyown yaSjhl ,DiyzcyD H •*t5»l» 
-:SP H p& Sriipt yv^p 8 D*D nffa patipya 
V» IVT1D "T ftH^BV "I g§frm 182 IJKMPI 
.nypostpy MK viKtp h *PIK prttfSnra 
ny
 #inyD6?ya iv tprp T M P "WW*! wan 
•*nw
 #p* iy3$nyB yaiaaynaiwiK pB ,D:yoo 
yafrn',?&"* ytwytDyBcsp p& tM?a ,D;yu 
,|yWPiafcP yi |tt) "lyayn 5y^ > pftvov 
ps'tDyt3n^8o n b n w w v j v w ovy> 
.Diyaoyo r i w p c :>^n lie T»WP tytyn 
&*m ,iytD8in:8P W*P D*3 |wwi K S M 
0^ 3 «i jjtfjrn onyroBtpy n t8 jyp^ii »t 
18 PK Dnyj'D8iPy Mf TlKip 8T8 .IVD8= 
•PUIK 
jynyorya D*a TIK$2 8tK 5$T DTISM 
oiyaoyo onypntj' w W AVW TO$ »PD 
O*D /rmip woipyipy grwttvn "un nc 
ma ly^r y?yn .istnyco o^ af »n:*J ;ita 
yiy»P8n8D PK B»praM *i lyainyoaw 
i'BMK pfcyDVEMK |W .|y038P^B8 W PB 
ira«n ^t iya?yn rfrujD-ojn o*o W»5«3 
s
"- D«T
 r?wn ,Dnyrc8tpy H ps lyo^my 
PH lynyotr m ^ifi ni lyo'ii |y5*T ijfe^ii 
oixni MTU .Diyrc8tpy n p& ::I: , , ,D nyi 
PK |*W DiyrBD'iKDDKp H "2 m ^ t ? 
n D3ii$aya lysijn ma iy:8^ ps ,"i:8?:>y 
p.E yDsuya i8B D3ijy3n3*tpy PB yjn'n 
*»tpy n a«5isni»B oyey« B'V !^ « ^45? 8 
.D^UPV> W H C W3 n 
$3 on** njn 22 
"iyMT ^tneoB' 8 pu^vnwv : T * 4 W 
.y;y",D"2 VV^P t3'D W»V8T*3Wiij yossn 
03^31^ yocD?y p« yoopnutaR n n:ynny i^ -
i8B iyrsy: KB^"K PK "J:8? jytn p« 
Wi 8 Diyo 50 ";yi^ 40 jyf»ni?v iv aima 
O^ D n$ne oy iy;yp n^ b rs nna iya>i?a
 fbm 
/ .pciyi 5yonn p*» 
"'38anij "lyr^ K ,cn8nw : raw L):ijt jyo 
Vt VD Bftni nyoystr ,::r "=1^3 r« WVST 
^n can T;IK "Iinyo jy^nijx IS iy:iy^ 
-inyc iyr^n iv ^ n a l i w yaat* 8 yiK-ia t8 
^ a i i f yoyuyi^Dysj^K ,yttf8 18 1^1 n?ya 
jynfcynta yaJytn iy^Dipon W D8UK';K 
TlMw yaSyt« ^^: p«
 #B? 18 ID t# a 8 D MI 
,I«5»B 8 |y«ya ICTK DJIJII ,|yv^p y;nn^s 
jyD"i ynn^ « iy:yEy Sft "ocifB y":„ H t« 
n pn iv *pyta 6M"ia MI ; y;Kis 8T8 H*W 
tDiMpD PK p^? 1yp''l^, w H pe y:yni3"2 
lynyaMiyE is DN.« ,oJ«pif? y-.y^r tv "iy28o 
•CDsriBp lyase iv TM QIK payopupy ny^i 
y.yt;i8 crsn ;yo jyM Dnyn;^ Ty2 ,rnys 
lyase "i jw Miy"y?PEM«„ p« myaeyc 
?5''l2D^DBBC8p 
| p y n DtaaytyTi^ K"Dyara n jy^r 
?nyB3^B8 ny"T» nyopy^y' • 
"8t3 y-iy;:yin 8 iy"i$v.ya ovv PH D«#T -
.D?«PIJ5 -\VPW V: y-iyt3^ 8 p« yatoa: oy; 
iyp i^is^ g T8 "I^ D nraM a^ ,onyiy3 r^p 
no oy?« ^fisnPSpyi MI tsnyi:8 pn po 
nyn PB >aiD9nra nyn D^D jjnyM i^nuyi 
•yn po B^vans nyi D^ VByi m« >v .yosq 
-^ yn tD'3 yt ;y:yp I'o ,ou v^ y^D8iP«oyT 
8 |«H Din^ D nn^ MI ^>?a Mi8 -ivc 
nyn .p& syp n nya^ K i^ nta w pe nyuD^ D 
PK tmyn W)*pw W>ap **i oyw ,yo8c 
|yD?8n ".yc^ K bno nnsK .iy^8Eiv tpftoy 
jjj»Mnj3>K n p« yo8>D H lyny^ PEMK PK , 
PK'D'D^IJB jriy»M PE D»pa*5it>a.iin PK 
;yp ycn8:DMK ?K .3:io'b^v nn>K lyanp1-
D3yb^ D jyB"onp {< PK jjrym D38cy3 5«c8 
8 PK portpipajn ,p*noo K pK ,.2 .v
 p*n 
4V>ap 8.PB t2D'M-c;y2y^  ojn p&^,»np 
,D;$sj'py5y n o^e by *PK Syaipta -nyi .. 
.OJifrpj^ y y-.yt;-!K po lyiyoyo H D^O nu 
21 lypvpn wye-is* on«* ijn 
jyosy? pa ly i^sn tna H ona DiyaoyD 
raiK Dvn oy tini ,P"IBD Jxnyjyrn in<fu 
p»fc nwSMfc&w PK nyeytnBirwiK j« 
I»DMia B iwiwiya iya$n T D TB ,iya*pBya 
n iyaK /HOT yavwtf Dyoa 0*0 P"-,DD 
.Diynjyya ipftfaK! VT iw*n iruyoBw* 
STB ,iy$$mjnyMi D*J \vo jyp a i v o w BTB 
•TOD £a r B p« 5$o |»K lyejnts »pi iyp p»5a 
tynynjy is tynpyj oo l ip osy* pa jya$n 
»«a H is jyDBBiv »T |IM ?jn*t)yo r)»ww 
yijna* nyi* yJyiyjWB PK unayotrciK 
.12 typWJj pa 7 }«vpj?D 
-3*p$ta p« iKtpayiiatp *iy&sy5 iyn »a 
-"nyo^K iyT pa IKCIB*DD3$P n PK $D 
y o B p« ,pn$ny> tanyiayya | f w ^Kjijer 
-5yii OM5 ,iy-i$iiya tyDiay33$ PK lKtypyo 
is 5KP$5 B T B Dvtfv tDO PK oy jya 
y^yjjn n PB DiyaoyD' is yv»w jyaya 
•WDDJIJP n j i | w -an pa iwrw^M 
5*T ny-tfya yaJyw nsa TB ,033B5nya pjnt 
n ,na$a nftnsyao B jyaKt? wwv H 
1
 oDBcya PK W S B I B B *iym min i yasniK 
-3"K tDt^ n iMtsoyiuyp n ?«tt PK
 fnnijnya 
, titfi PK yoB3*P3"K p r o w n tB ,tyny:y3 
*n TB ,p*5p MTB ipj*n w w "un is pan$ 
,jyoiD ft«b*u n lyase is 3i3ya trip fp3«! 
n y is PK ,oa*via i*rsBP3B3i$ IK yajyn 
tt^nrav jyapa is ipaatfn^s wh pa pon? 
*3B3'B M * w «i jpama w ayu ,mpaoyp 
.jya»T «t m nyaBiit? jyo 
*"K PB oyvntMPpipp H *pi jya$n pa 
nayao^iB PK JWV ?B jyayaya D5KP*5 yw 
IBB JPDID p w n onwtyio jny"T PB jyo 
.onyacyo IPVDP is na$a ty^syso B 
W * m n nxn^K jjn^iiya i^noya PK tivm 
ny^a nyi "in^K ,.n ,T ,"3IKB jya'H ayo 
-anriip *fi .DBBIP PK p n s enya ryrya 
! jya^n onyaoye xnyuiK pa' jnynnyn 3»6 
n lypiBotmyD is iy?o>D iyan is QBD^3K 
-zn ^T «T iy"io ,tir:v ijn PB iyo:BrB 
-lyoBiins 
?yayp «i TB ,iyp:]n Diyaeyo inyraiK 
W D^n »sy^ »*a D*»
 #D i^iDy iwnwa 
,iy3M5a n^ D ,PK w»>a:y ^B^aBPnyoB pip 
,iyT»iiy3 oaypy3 o'J ppw yjrt>"T ^ I K 
*l mn* ^K3Jjc»3nye3>K n .n ,i ,^p;$ 
5y>D in*? lytD-iBmy Diyaoyo nptm 
nya* ODIP oy jyn .pf^BP3«a^ - ^ n P(£ 
t r n o ,WSBTi3Banif iyn is tyay: y4- oyey 
•3B3 pK i n nyi* ,nya»S3Mi D»r, jy^y; m 
4ronDnw |ys 
yDD3y?p H |y5n*s. Diyaoya irvuw 
|yTH PK j^iiv: ytfm wgrm pa bin 
lyJyoe' is B « -iya* v» 1V5»MB IJI n:«5 
Loyola yny»T PB !pr»rwnvB win 
jnyT3iii b^ D i n m oy T^ K bnyna^iy^ 
KID^BBP nya H jy3Bii T>a .&KP& yiv:v?P 
DMia linyii oyn 9ibvv«4viu*tt nyi is 
-D'K pu »yii D«DV 5Kiyjy&>n I n ;B ^ujn 
no ,DD»Dyjya-p*nDD iy5n*s is T^C^ 
cyaya^KjB lyitfBK'a^ jynyr 5KP»5 iy-y 
•Dtep# y&ra pn 0-73^ 3 H ' 
-i^ a nyT3iR pa ya'3"K TK ,nnBr. PK DV 
-ayo^aK triBBtny wiw D5»«P^? y^p"!!J, 
"3B ps wonin T O jyii na j&wm* vri 
no Diyaoyn jny»n PB 5n*s n nwieva 
jysnya "T ya^yii tymo n TB jyayais \vb 
.oma f«t is pa D"il iv:"? 
DiySpyaa'iK pb»*t piyaoyo yiyr3iK 
ytDPBitDDaK yayny^iya b'ta Daspyaiw 
W3 nyaij jya^n **i .jyyvK pK DrnvRn 
-ain B Donya oy TK ,Daiy?ya ta>a uvr pa 
TB pK ,1K^T P*K jyaBO IS DfM WW 
D*3 Dayp nrt*M TK ; 5 p*i ,4 T^« 2 |« 2 
pa y3B^ nyn I^ K lysanyoyanys fyni^ BOin 
•cpy jyaBD is "aKT yan«f "jytD s^ir* *i 
jjyoayfl 
P3yD 15 T'K D7HP& WWB *1 PK "«^T 
^ysaBa^a jyaBD iv "1 DIK
 #t«5p w W 8 
nyo^ K tya^n ya5yn nyp^aiK .aiaya PIBBB' 
rnr»n bns HBOBP K ironwisfinK a w » 
3*1 DIK tw ir^ a jymo pit /jyayaoo'O™ 
DXH jyaBD is jy^D^o O^D unya^nys w 
nnKBya PK nyo'K ?w>n ^ma^s-y »IBO8P 
.pa*n »T npi D»T pn r> '* » 
pnyii onyaoyia ynyraiKpiB' BtfW |W 
-jiK ,nyaBB3"K nytn nya^ K ^BnyJWft'* 
?p«m»ii iini»oH,w«ao 
riyT3iK ^ 3 tyay? i«*wM^p^aj«| 
nppwi tD3j?ci8; wv$ njn # 
-SVD jnywiK jya*: re pnawmnp TD p/3"t 
fiK onyjWK p?i PK »M D*U ,Dt^ iitDv DIVS 
,Djron85iB*B i"P D'3 oy DssenyB TJIK 
jyD5»n Diyaoyo jnyuw T8 #cm\ ina 
cyp«D« p« p^Dnp lyry? « |)tt'52]» *omo 
nw
 #oyo*3 yo»na PK ya»*p ynyt3iK *IMK 
« rap5 DMK D^J oy jyina T D 
T8
 fIVD"« TD fem Ttt #OTDn«5lfi*B31K 
.jyxu yj"P ly^ y^nn 6^J OIM oyn BJWrt 
|yo**ii VD pni '.WWW pw oy |yp>*n VD 
-,«a HTCU lywyin t>yn oy TS ,ODIKIW 
- I * n iyp"t8Dtnj/E nyi* .Dnynoyo ynytsiWj 
iy;yp T O ?K ,iy2« iyo»n T O .wmwnsa 
-nya *i lya^ tyawoMK |y»np pn J«t yJirtj 
•3* pi« i*re8P383-s* iyi3iK a&nnWM nyj 
.OnyoymyB re oy jn ptt«* 
.otopttf j n y u w px DPnonttB 
os'osynya iy3"t nyo^a-iK ynayp'nbb 
-';83*I*3<IK DM18 iy3"T « | jyil ,yX'Dt? IV 
;* o^pa^ayo n tasnya eu iya*n PK DW 
-I*B H ,5y w * a ore m ,yo8p 8 p&"$ra 
jyil nin* r W n p o iyc3y"i^ n nyn* oiyn 
yo'3srpy'ya3"K pnS l*no re Dp WW K 
"DMK *1E28P jy338^  8 1*3 D*H j)jf DyC*2 
,ny2* I*UP 8 ' .nwryio IPPK bany t^fa 
n pK ,Q"x yom 8 pic DTDDnpy K$JW 
re n'D n lyouya D'3 -pi jy3*n o-.yzys 
•"T /13*B-p*nDD 8 iy?D8t3* [IK jyi8Btny 
-:K p&'yycfi? \"P W tDs^ Dsynys a'3 IVJ 
-s;ir y:'t3"T3y3ya wftay n .paif'JV 1T&? 
\"P .33i:yny2 lytaiK pa ^ tfe nyn PK *njh 
PB pstrn I'D'IK jysy? re D*3 jtfia ^KP*? 
^ya IJ#»n ya^yn W W K H .lyn^v.v 8 
aD35»yt jyno ,y38* "l^n'pK iy;3nycy2 
m WP tfim nytn p« -ly^n^sys nMBin 
^« oy .D^31«3 n«D Djpioy \yw DU 
".v T^K nyajy^
 f>«P*5 8 pB v ^ n h y ^ W 
""Jnc DIV n38n pfiw 8 jnn*B w lynyne 
Biyaow V3"t PB lycpyjifp p« yayoonpy 
iypy-i IV jrgja ana p*i iy5*t yiSjrjj ,Din 
pfi 3*o jyoBny D"3 jyswDMit ys^syo n 
! p*nob 
yow iro^mny oayovy^ jy2*n in? 
l W 8 -ix ¥ t lycns ta&fto ,C^HP*5 PB 
"jn PM vm 8 tD»3 jys*n ,p"icb 5K\y: 
iy;nT pa yvDc Qnnvnv pic nunjno 
-lya jy3*n "t p«
 #|y«j?3nn.D3ypy3 t»n 
•jnay y3,on3 m5$D3K ytn D* D3'Dyi&83 
-*D*IB nyi jyp npatav Ji ys^yu in* ,jy;ari 
nyT PK a*n5w iya* Ijj|e>8nB^8-to'i ?*P 
W iy3"i yfim .onyts^* jnyr:i« ni3 jy3"t 
-'Dy?38:-iys p« tW^B iyB83 D--D tfja oc* 
.jrDD3*D3M1 D*T jy3 
msw p« I'D jy3*n D8:*D jwn*B 
PK ?*p*e*iB nyn TK jat&wat MUlWt 
•;yy3 tup iy . v o p nra? nr^n p^p D*3 
•nyna 8 rjJik ,o^x "ty^ y^  tt( jynyn t3"iyi 
o m v yi"2 H p& ny3»« |yn iiyn B D 4 
|yv3yiyB3*p ^ n
 f:»pM3 IKD oy iy3,cy3 
.|KB»nt3^3iK iy i* 
jy^D^o yrn j**3V n ^i*- o*n *)yr>$ V2 
tny-iy^ n |M*n nn»n pK ^nramtuw o*3 
MVR*P IV D*11 DU 
yCH'K yiyt3lK "3 ^8! yDD33n3 *1 
jyc .P 'HCD 8 ly&VTOD'iiK PK. D : * ^ ^ 
j3nn8Biy p»p ,^3^ p'P D'3 ivnyn fnsn 
D'C jye'inoD PK iynyi « PK ijraana 1*3 
yS?yii ,D"ni8n ^ 8 IB T^K oy ,DP"I»D 
TK — lycyanyD onxny^ ynytJiK pa yi38D 
-M\ p« Diiyopys W^v 8 pa D^pnsotr n 
i n PK D'3 ,|yn"Diyc jyp M DP^-IDD y^^ B 
renin .tyfinD^ns \VP »t Dp»noo ^ y'B 
•ya ,t)P8o ^"pa^nyfi iyn«n >yo m8i nys* 
wD3yp I*C*PW ,D3*ty3 jin ,iy3* .e«ppu 
nya^K D^;' oy nay-o iyo ^81 y?yny |8 T>K 
,oypy^re D'D | y o ^ "iy3* "iKBnyn ,$8 
.DyD8^ <2 yppna yr:8D jyi^t *iMi8n 
ny"3 Hyr3iK T^K PK ,CMK OPMT oy m 
Iympy33«n8 »vy* PK l?55y« p ippmrn 
V383 PK *iy lytfyw O'C
 f*^81t3'D 8 pK 
H '.DH8D iyV38> 8 Cyi riMK ,t338py331K 
tDpy? n ,"nyD^'oypyire n t33"5>3 yD8D 
iyo 9*11 oy^8 PK D*" r W f i n PVWl 
5*P*D*IB "iyn* D3ycn;8 nyooVs nyn 
jy38n TS3 iyxi3 y;^p \y::yi$ b*i T3in'oy« 
oy iy;*nye la^ntfa l»3*n b ^ [Jf5yif^i»» 
•y3ysrnw ycn*nyB y3»p ,phn«BiV3in 
D3yDi83 nyp"i*^ m n "2 MI ,Dp^noD-"^Ki 
.jya^yn e*j reiyn iy5yn ,onypi*n 
D83*0 j y - y D*l ,1"? T31K D1HB Dy \ 
19 nppntfN fiiymtP unvb njn 
*nU Ml D""I3 MT8 BWH DST PK 1? .DDtf 
*T TB *|BD8P pK lyOTBIUtWniC *PT MfTt 
:*& nyn ™ gm -iyt>"3-iK n no jyDinPD3*R 
.»?D1P 5$! 
imipiyj i v p i v ^ w i y rn unyn r i »3 
anysayiir .DID pK ,33nytDD"3y3 oms D*C 
jyo D$M T H D njn IKD jyoy^B 0P38iy3 
-»D nyv383 nri'K aastmyc iay3$ oyn D«n 
. y ^ c 
ta$n / w n a ruytyiui t H pa |yo$3 PK 
PIPJPMI 4*n pic 5WD*D .K ^ i fn^na .na 
-iya>n 8 D*D I'jnyaayrip .3K DTDayune 
•*» 18 PK (B$P MMI«0) nyaya-oyay^ oyj 
-5n 8 anyaaynp &i6 iv PK riyosn njm 
jyan jyn oynya 
w r o t ro »38i3iyc wa D$n D5I» iyn 
.jysnjfc iwtno p* P3 mm PK 
K lyayn Diipanih ny .jJWMttwy D^C fra 
W l \w\ ,1890 PK P" IDD nyasoputfp 
'WV2 \mw\m ny T*K oayp'B *i pa nyr-N 
-yaiv on'K pyn jyo .oy-MWinya pK |yo 
PBK&rw J,« i» * » ,5KD*fiD*n PK \vcu 
DDWWJ DM D$n ma pn pK ayD yaM K^ 
ny anyajynji •jjnijiiya PK DTPM D*D DOT 
•ayay^ ya nyn &*B j^bjgf PK -iy is, bnyjp 
~iK n praam iv D8nya D$H ny
 D$r, D»*n 
•ya D $ * ny j n i » i -ma*? ^lijroya i»«a 
-JK H onyamya ny /main pK DM: |yo'5 
pa Jrvaya nya^yr iyn- Dip ,ij*nG vr.vw 
•ya aaiayiiyanyD^anic- nyn iv D»rrnb 
•iwn pn PK n 8 n pn oa*»n Tut DBny,i 
D" rm PK |yay? jyriBin«myfl pa m * 25 
pn Dnyijyya &*a bttn oatpav-rnD , " p* 
-DCBDSp |« : D38Vi«?yaa» DM p« ,yuiy;y 
Bjm i i m p DJ^BTT H |yn .i'Snjw iyo^K 
iy^38myc IV "iytD"ii tK jyr&KSDMM 
oiHjyya MD ^ PtfD^ne i j n PK i i^yo3iK 
^n [yv»n .i*nt> Di^Kft cvy n oyn j y i yn 
e n t^ K jycKioD PK I W W D I J D 8 i y i D^D 
.»nrp PK 
-WDM18 V» tMjn Dy T8 ,"IH8M T^K Dy 
yi^tbm D?8no:y 5$p$eipB nyi Dip- ,D : "V 
ya^D3Mi t run ty^nya oy pM "jriy^nye 
H fys^n o"x nyovy? njn pn .lyopjie 
-yaD\iK jyc^K^DifDs nin po nynyofin^s 
— D"i8 KTK f)MK ^P*D»nfi Dyn tDtTD"D 
"IV; iv O"3*IK jyp^OMiK Rwhi > W " a my 
-lewyauKD a*o PK Dn^Dp8io^p npjv 
ny oy J^t w a r n 3MK ,Dy35>yM — Dijn 
nana n jnya n no ipa*# 
l^JlW pn 5»t i y DIK ^ vp^Dif-iB nyn 
"IK H 1KB 1MK 113 DyD#2 n n«fi nu D^ J 
-yM onynayya D"V IV O«X pa TID ,nyD"3 
DCD^enya -W^P PK ny:ye«p^a PK ,jyn 
-»nM*.jn W*OM3 D^«jt38 ytyn ,\mw 
tOmsn 338? p w tmyh ^P i foy i i PK tya 
Dtt .-tynyDBni^ B jnytaiK pa nny« D38oy3 
nyc^K yocKys nyiaw |WMt ny38 Pftmt 
jye W5W
 #jyt3"P3^"5p D^D n^a jjhwa 
lyjyp n^ D DI#T y$ nnyt OIK DWO oy 
y"3w H pa iy3y3DMiK *i in?5io8ia DM . 
-3IK .njfDPKnin ny^a w* D^D "DC^2 
-P8D PK i r n p y o i i w l » n t p pfi ^ najfDMi 
•DMIK o^n HpvpKnyn yD?K H ya?yn ,w> 
• : I K i n Difn tfgsynv D"i8 in^K PK Dr^y; 
.Diyon3"jya *nija t v^ps iy i iy"3 "»yT nya 
MVBMK T^K HJ»3V 8 183 IHKeya yDDV"'3 H 
iy t8 jyiyia^K bn>?k:)w oJiy oyi tyvyn 
l ir^isnsiP D'ria-^jra w»n pa |jnm«fi ^> 
,I"T p»3 l y ^ t " t noiy^DaynM^ MI
 fjo>jm 
.•HBnmMnn »'3 lyatj »t ly:"? 
ops mn yo8o n pm jKPD-pyJo pn 
•8pyi iyny "i8a D38SPD iybw 8 PN ,3^y5 
MB#B ya^^3 D3U nya5yn ,Iy^y, IKS ,W 
OVI |B»n « ,jyt3ayDDHtj?B8 P« uyo 1 ^ 
nyraiK fyoiaya i n eyn jytyn iv pK ^ 
_ ,n D^ymjony ytavy? n ,"i^DPKiyi "W"J 
»nyb^rwpjniv PK jy^iyvyn D^D 5^ B l» 
oyoaynna )Uf nnitip jyB>"jPb$D8 n ' y ; v : 
.^PIJD^S (IK 
•oyaiu 8 i i Da t^ya in'K D ^ M DS« 
H D^D jy^38myc pK iw^jm ^ay^r^'K 
"ITiDD pK pnpn P*H PK **t D?8H rv-«-
T>K pw-iOD 8 IV yD8D *1 IW"1 ? i>-" 
appgrt D3VD18: D*tw> njn 18 
BTjQJtt pf? OKH DP .5>BB"3 D'VH »'0 |JH 
pjifl ttfrunnin PK DD3?PT *I«PB5BB MJW3 
IPD"n3P3P3P3 ptMBDjnPDJ'K p * WU»M1 
D'n*P»5*B 1*3 .M*W H pK tP3P5 |«t pE 
^Sriph PK 33B* JTUIWWK n tp3Kn pipi 
IP3»n P« '$&& IP3BDPIK?P H B i h m n 
porilttWM iv fpap3P3np3'K i*t Dpn3$: 
ra VOID y-uPD'Hya B . m r t t v y r i w w i B 
•:yp»iDD H [Ptttma iv m n o n m w y h p 
.WTHfB P" 
pnn^vFHf D«W ,wujn y\ otn IP3"T ,IPP 
PK BtyRWntnb PK tPDBO-nPD"2-lK Vj 
"po PK .PEEDPP pip>n mrpEiv;* |P0?An 
. ^ D D K I B I « B IPOJBHP: prom iPt^:PD n |jn 
P3JBD pa "T IP:PD ,lPBOPO P2BS>3"K IBB 
,D3B?P3DMK PK DPBKfitnpS fmjW IPD"T 
-"3-IK npn PB wpupa n DI*B «t IP^U 
IP^E i«a TK a»a »u PK jSiajnipa IPD 
"jawblt PSHB pns TK M MI p« ,'DPPBDPI 
* * * 
IPn*v.pa ipmWHWK PK pipi o'w^itf 
iaanpiDD«^3 |w m e p p » i-no pa -UJ?3N |« 
• I ^ ; r H " i o ipT pK npo^aiBD^D "iyr;iK 
-;itf np"B ,33i3pv.p3 np^DD^B'XKD JIK 
•P^B nnc^ £P2 DPT PB PD"MV n PK ,WTW 
ipipn PE O"IB iVDbmtwa D'pp:#> PK 
D'^P3:PTKT njn-na DnnnranniO IP D*n 
jHiymjftrwanK TPT PK o^propno 
IOD3IP D^ O i w n w m iimyi PK DJD5P>I 
ny:iK pit D^pwnoDwnpa ,D"P3^-inp 
vs PK iPaswvipa'K P3"T V B D"n;pp*ptr 
.JPM^B p:"t 
rlPOmi I*"Ul£ DJKT ,[P3P5 D'nP33PT«P 
*an ,PK o«n PK ,DKMDP i* ; t:iK Drip? 
"no pu >»t K&m ,MIB B iP2«n po p*$: 
"$n PB P ^ J ipn .ipj:i2piotr boitt"ji IV 
~iP3'K PK PBI: B pn ?KT jraJim ,n-is B |P3 
iv D",i:pD^irD:p D*O ?w
 rnpoiD p;pap: 
P?K PK HsD in^K pE D^ T "2 D"T P P D C 
P-K ,ipn"5» pK whs .D^pcpns pB IPD^V 
•npnxnKn p^P'B n ipavnopnyanu ah5nw 
•pv, n ts^o iP^ptDCj'pnpnBiv i n PK fyjKD 
IIOP5 npo"2-iB IB Dipi ,o:pr:npE p r : 
c.'Jioina pi;prpr;K H PB }PD*: PK 
CPT ap^iv ,n«e pa^p^3 n tiptil£>- *I?B 
PK iPP^piDmK ipa«n " t |P3>pii ^p^e^^a 
.proa^ B **t owni PK ,D"n:p::BnPE npi 
.DE;IPIV P3'5P»5J B 
"WTO mpBOjppa DKPI pnpn iprpn ViK 
"•'Pii r u j n n n PK anjp^npvnpi ^ I P I ^ T K ^ 
^ -o^n:p2p;np3^K o^ne pn IP;PIT ipo 
•v iPnpDjisnp nn*K DJP^E »t MI
 fo5nwnjn 
« p.K i»*jr ipn iv "its PK DDPB ipnpop* 
PV*n W\ J«T 1B3KT ,JPD3^E W"T. IP^D".P 
UK npr.tr inpr nropj tp;"T ipn:pcr*:^K 
"3*3 1*11 B ,DDUMK IVDll DPT
 #3KD31T 
•P3 n pE W430«D P1POPB H Ml DPT 
U3B-I3-1PE |P3«fl 0 : * W -iP3«OP^f>P IPP-I^' 
f*lKpB^Kfi' .D PB Pinp IV tDPPJfct2 DP"F HMK 
D"n:P3P^P3 Pt3>M1V B OBHP3 «» IP3«n 
331D3B PPIBDE^ 1p"T IPPMlKIVDMIB 
-3'K H pB IPDCBP3 lPlD^IIV B IV P3P^ PK 
.,nP33PTIp .3K IV — W W 5K«B>"jnPD 
.wpnnpie 
p n onp"EP3 tD«n nps^ptKi ipnna . 
-BE P : P : ^ K pM n n pB .D"V3Kn.pjip3^t 
•;pcBPV # $ n |y««noP3 P K |M«t P ^ ' o 
pK n3"1B P3"T PB H^KV PDM13 B IPD1PP3 
f3313PHP3-"lpt3"3nK I p l PK 1PD"31BD*D 
IWPD D^K.DH^K D49 f t IPHP1E IV 113 tD^ 3 
IPnpiB IV 1MK 113 ,|P2P^ P W I B |»M PK 
•m|B lP^ID IPO!?B IB O'O D^B DH'B D'O 1M 
B 133B13"1PE D*H D*11 DP3"K D^ O D^B ,1P"I , 
"IK IPT IV DD3PH pK !P3P^ > | « | (IB DfiSpn 
.P3B?~IP0"2 
•P3 i p r n i » n y s cnp^in-'Miv m "inpo 
npv:B3 i p i pK Jttmw W *IMK ipii 
(B "inpt pB IP1*T!P3 t33B13npB T'K ":P3K 
c*ii v^ .33IO>D^ ya^njhB PD;P^P3EMK 
,D:PPP3 i n iP3*n ip\ip3 i3prpii3B iP3"r 
P^K PK IP;"! *jj 1K11 DD1K11P3 |y3*n V^X 
"P3 PDD3M1P3 B T"K D*1 TK fl&nV&* IP3*n 
pinp IP^BH DKII H ipnnp iv £3"n:p3P^ 
.P3PH1PE 
pE *C;p;^3iPE PD"13P31V P5»K- t*in B 
fD"v5nK© JPDi; 8 (1M P'pp m ,n3P3K 
"11V 13P3K DPI Dipnp; Pi;PTP1i:8 H JP3KH ' 
;IE ppmoMK PDD3"IP "v.v — \mm PV11P 
pE ipiKiip; iPD^gnp: P K P3"K ,5n*Byi 
\ 
17 nypnyn oaytr 
*iy"t pK want jynvT iv 0"prnyD H D?S 
pa "t lynyt pK D"pD"*ia I W J W »"iv5ie 
8T8 D*n *t*pB5>*B .t?BP3iBi38DB> y ^ 
DI*D njn PK DIP |1M ,p'5a !yDjy3'5yDrK 
mw iya8spi*?p *i *w MM*$jto;j*K 
nnyo 3*3 D*I *nin PK jy5p*iiD3y iv D&5yn 
•ijny53B*» jnn** \ytn\vt wfawiy 
w a p& DOIP D*II ^ya^yo^K n 
jyp T K .DO raya^yos'K p*p PK ,p*5» 
-KP yao"* iwawyann Btf"T D*II ,VD«5 
TPK jmv {IK ,iyoyD*rumow pic oy^nyJ 
lyro «i w nn>« onyt ,pny*i «t D'D Donya 
PK iyp;8iy3 yjnye> .tyDipn<K ,DO*"183 
WW oaoa'n VDMIW 8 p* iyj"t tpnijynD 
*i iyp D*M y o w y n PK oy lynn ,DO 
.jya^pvinya tyn*yno H PK iyp3Kiy3 
•on iyt:w tyBnooiK v\tn D*U 
n D:yp'>5iyE toe* iv jya*n T O .Dpys 
»n 5"ii
 fyony:y D^D jywyo p& D*<wbbnl 
08D ay^iv ony;ya3K jyiiya DO T3iK iyj»n 
wirm yooiyj nya^ K iyaji3"D vw p& yr 
nv iya*n T D .33i3yiiyaiyD"aiK "iyi PK 
,fy'Dyi3*"i83 T:IK pa jyaynDiys nyi ay^ 
y v o * W f-iy5^D lyayntnya jya*n I>D 
•nyc T O PK jnnyjy *ID « D*D lyeoyo 
r;i« |y5TiyB oy .pilots' "lnyT Dtp DD\VT 
PM .JIPDE'IK oyfiy tyayp Dw,|ywjio 
T D jyijf? jyaKniK y3jny'enyB j m im 
,HWn*i "iyt3iK p« lyD^ans ta^ a jyewD *i 
- n m : * yo-wy iy"t pyii8 *n i»*ib IST 
*rdfc 8 wpi c:yo 8 fjni ,qr5wnyfi .IKU 
Tt PK o*n coyo 8 jyu /lyopmw jinayD 
Din iv Dyu ,ixfD»T tyntnv&OK BBUIP H 
PK PK ,D-I* p*n pK ta^ a 3'IK jyPMioms 
*:»« c:yey?8 lyuiK pw T^ K oy .fytrmv s 
lynyo yrnyc yiyr:iK jyttfsn ix jyoynytD 
.33iay^yanyD"aiK "ijn PK 
WfHfftfi mi 8^ ,niyo osn lyasa ya:»o 
i n pa *iyB'Hy:yo D?K BOS p>t oti(5*ij» 
-nxn pw ny DT J^nya .D'ttf oneo ^yDl9 
niiow D'WPV^VB -i^^r yv3«3 n b?o 
•1«t 8T8 ppo iv lyanjiy 10*3 DH^ K oyn 
Dyil ]«T ,!*HD K^  D^ T ?*T ^^PS^B |W1 pK 
iycn«T I ' D .ynyt3iK pn n5w n D3yoD"D 
BW ?y^ »T wwyo y3*nyc TK
 #I^HD oy?» 
.|yn»T yiyT3iK lyr^nya 
pa aom^nnn w jyaro lywmya ^y^ 
pa fi^p ]?K tsvy1 PK DK^pnyo'^ iK nxn 
ovy* ]inv\ y^ K .jyirayo wan'Sat? \mv* 
pK msyD^BMK lyayn ,t3^v y^j « jyajhi 
tM?a !snyi Dtrn H "iyaK .w*vi5*wn iy;yv. 
iftfttf ^ W 1^*3 jyrn wviJipiyn jysyn 
n ^ i i n jyayi1. 4»ffim TO wpi |n>3i^v 
r3»3 .o^aiK yt32»^ » T*K jjnjn^w »»v 
PK Hnp3y«#ipiri DI^D njn iyrn jyo5yi 
-a^p-iMi iy-r PK jya^yn Dipt H '.nrowa 
-3«iy3 rafeiprapuri n irm«fitCnTi o^p 
5yD ntK iyn»K iivnvit lyatjn TO omw 
•'3*'vpyD PK y&"5-"tn8B
 fWDyiijynj3 
.|yT5*p y^s ne poo 
-B'lK ^"13?IJBT> lyiiya I^D JM«I ^ ^ I 
-ytDBf'nn'K'pK MRSV nya«epi*5p n ;v>i:»v 
-3"B jnw3iK nya5jm &na ,»3KD S D5» jyj 
-yaa'iK jya^n T O •|y3yasn"' ^t pma v-
Jyec^a UnM 8 T^ K DIJH 4**31? ^ UM: 
PK DTno jr«n3K pg lyo'^ anN H -.SC 
.p^aiBjn nyDM*i3 iyry»r 
~5vn Dins D*n |y"i*t3p8B n pa yj«K 
H jyaKD iv "iypn8D^ PK jyts^ etn tv (ye 
-3* B»KP9IH) *** ^« ,ww-nya8op^>p 
W* .tvc3yo yrnyB nn^K jyfi58rtw 
jttwamif jnyn»p 8 mn v:yn nyrnys 
-31D nyn ™ Tn>5*Biy |»i iv jyJMi nm 
" n w r w n jawynya v a n pa oayoin 
PK nxnn'B:* ya^nye jnn»K pa vr.v.iv y5p 
-ya 8 nn8ii jya8niK yocyia H
 tps y:^s 
3*ntfif&iy ?'K 33«yn 
auy3 iyp3K^y3 »'3 D3"n pa lyaun 110 
I'B ,»P8B oyn tD* jyayii B«pD8tpiy«SMp 
.jy^ayo yrnye yiyt:iK D n^yaa* B'3 jyaifn 
p& yjyfi T8 ',vrun v# DBt>5i»jn iyi IIH 
,pyii8 taiK pa iw«t ty^yo yvnvz y-y::^ 
,OTWMtyn ,yD"5n*B iyn*iiy3 |y3»? «i 
PK Dny*5 ,D'Tiwijn ,Dyo*a ,yD«?D?«c 
-nyto^aiK ]"p bo 113 ,ttfyn nyi p« r^» 
..lyirvs 
"D'lK y3*3yi1 H PB iy3"K t'K *HfP8$«B 
pn ,t3iK D'o jya^anys T^ K iy .iwnu 
PT3P iyt3iK tynn'a iv \v\m PK W-WJDH 
I*'vae8 pn J5*fiij» ps 3yn cyn vw 
Trn 8 iv jyoso H jya^niva'iK |y«y3 PK 
P'P pK ,|yay? jya^wyo pa nsn: inys 
•ffiijtb r w s 5 * a |W9MHnav DO v$r, w 
.yasaB'iK pn [yvynv 
TjninJibnD y^y'B T» ,T3IK D:*T IPQ 
nya8opi*^P H D^O jxnynaiv DO IV:"* 
*.V DO 10 PK D'0 iy3"K pB pK .|*0V 
*pt DD8B D^royiynBivaiK n .|injnai«ii 
•opy ain? |ya*n TO .iy-iiD83 rnrrjsic i«fi 
PI*5P lyn i'K lyDKo iya"3i8 H .iv»:y"w 
-ya pK 33ipnnyD3iK jyo'Jya ]V*$n v n e 
•*n «t ,jynnK» vaa»5» a^v:8iiv TD iwi"? 
,Dvy PK ,jy:8DK'y3DnK oyt^a oy5s iv: 
to5a DTDDopy D*II t*or 8 iya*n "t jyfl 
n PK t8 D5*nya «» \m$w
 f m r »itf 
nya nnv jttya^WM* y^ K iy?*r nnK' *MIS 
OIK DIJT wj'oi iyD8» yiytaiK .IWMHF 
.ya^;v; 
D3*r
 #"-iy3-7yT yiynno ri I» y338r:„ 
,Dyn tyayn oaijciyn iyatfnrt rnyo"ii iiji:«~ 
-3»K po iv njnyJ 8 nsa PK oy W J 
-yoa'K D*II ,nyr \y:yn Tin PK »»;ya'?y3 
,33O"0 p'D 1»3 4"OW58 !'K PK ?^5^ 
,r3ya'?yD3'K 01*11 D*T DIO*BJH T* own 
nypntjn Mjnrwa w*b -ijrt 16 
i 
pc y.i"i lyoeny 1»1 pit DSyDcya DPPK -*,I p^ itMD Jmyaymi I'IKB D"V y»«5 « 
, T M P BHjpti D»T i*fi DinerVJVo n 'ttfeya oyi jyayn jytrayo yauyii m w n iya 
cjn pit w n y a y o un»v.w PK itpptfifs cyn pojjn D«» n .&«aiKya fin Djmyj 
I«B ny Dgn D I $ I PK ,D>B$ tanoD ]ytal9 'wy p'noo Jmyawn s |mni lypatnya 
• p m pn oa^yaoMK inn* «wt wwy? *i pn navn ayn 8 b*4iKy» , w W .ttfyp'ii 
s MI nnyo pa ("ftmpi DIV m5w>i* jyo D"Y pit |ye D$n lytsoyo n jyjyn ,a5$Biy 
,pup w P* I f t tWWP # * f»D BB$>yn j'aip pit ,pri)fiMVi bgii a*ayn P"IDO pe 
psiyoinonyD"OBMnnyTD58,Dpynnj^Kp« iyn pis taatjtriyi a^ ayn »? \vn o$n p'ntao 
y?8 pa p'tinipi DW piiwp-Djywia iy i lysyayj tya^n Difii lytwyo-'i D5S ,ytjyne 
. .Tno P I # P iyi p« i w a i s ^i t f i fnprJiM iyi w BD"a PK nysiyp 
$n « cay-nya byn h r t r w a*iit .pmv tyinit' "h i IB& pa aianiM -tynya 
MPMW v* ,&yp:fca 8 pa yiny n jya ire Dlfn iy»ny yaynytmya pit ,inyo 1$} 
."i pa W K OMtya |Vp ,n»iyn iy"T jyiyaySpnyfi is tarans 
• # • - * • * l»*n yjtfi pM H T8 riypMtiif 014111 tw$n 
•1 mi pit ,iya'iiya iv p"iuD oyi taagcya 
•nw&a iy i pa isbiypa ijn jjawj .an >tva$n jfDDftearniPi yp'Jaay ytaoaiy ^nyo 
aa'lpsfi Plip w tain pa Di*Dpyvi UK "V> *1 iyayanya'K »i 'ans P"iBD J'aijj 
.iytaD8DtaoK$ta pmn PK ,TWIP ^psfcifiwi oy"t pa jft^fDiP ' i pK y e a ^ 
D'D jyaijn oipi nvwi n iwnw pit "WiyaiK jycipya *»i jyaijn ,P^IDD ivnyj 
PM pit B"3-w O'*WPM5*B. o:ijoiyi » ia '# o*n ycyns yc i ' i t H mti ,D«T pa lyaaiv 
IP3K1D yt338DynytDj^ K omnya p'DW5« iw«t jy^p'ois yiy"? PK PK lyayncya 
.a ijmya'jjfawt ^awynya-iyD'Oiit iyn PK fiyawBT'auai* y^ K oayayiyaD'w m-va 
-
 #iy»a M ,(P'3V) (Moeyn . n ,IKO«Q0V PS*B m (y^yt}pK^y^ y^s jybitigp'5 y^« jnaytyiiaK H [ID ?yo^a PK oijn iya5y«) WbM« lya^n^iya w iyti|>y3D'w [yo o*n 
-«t oyayiSip K ta^o r*wp»5*B tai'»ayryie iyo"3iK pa wswju Urt pit jyoya 
w i I«*1 .laKoau .o ,anyaayrtn .aK ,(iya miftoo** ta»#n jyo ,itpnyD» PK yaeoyp 
•pnxniya) p o w n i .a f'wwsv'? w *PK'a "an» w a n e P"ioo J'IKB tyaipi ,|yi5yn n 
•an . r .piya^n .»n-
 r*i9vn . en /(rytatWE* iyta"aiK y'ncK n nana pa lyaij^iviyo 
'DW Mi>M j«»Dief .D
 rpibvAv .»• ,-iya P"i»D iyva«a iyi Dfii oyn r^"i» — ivn 
•. ta»n ynyn-BB'in H' .lyaiyaana .trn PK *I pDonn^aya-pK oy^yaBSeya plifMKi T^ K 
Dy^ yifi iytr>iiv PK
 fjiji3*> l y e jyD5»nya tanyiijtEya lyat^ n DfcfH »1 .lyaMopii^p. 
: anayaJifa D $ I oautya iy DJfn ,ynyna» D?8 Itfaywiyp jyiyiv iv taanya PK jnny 
;i;ya c a -ea^n Pa i$a oyn iya^p„ Di'ans P^ntao I'IK& ]vz$n ,ixn^yn n 
TtfB'iit jyai^ n c*n
 riyo&yiP »i tavyt^ yaaij iyo"aiK y'noK »i nmo pe jya^enviyoanit 
" .w'ar iya»Dp^5p n D'ia "nyaiyoaiit H iyiy>Piy vn PK P"IDD PK 
,DPyoya vim pn PK oyn *at«a ia*na. 'ayoaiK l« ,ny3ifD yasaa^K IK b5>« aaio 
•>yr yDMia s jya'n lytsypaua ya^yiK TK n pa p*5a iyn *iyaij .jyiiTewain wipsrt 
T?«ya iyo«ai8 ly^n^K nyi p« o«nayD yaKaa^K Difii
 fom Dmn t*n iyaMopi*5p 
.aaia •Unn D"2 jyaKtatrya jya^r nyta^aiK 
-ypasa DII^D i jn ,ncK ijri»5 PK' V$I * * * 
TO 5"ii ;iitDiyi b'Mayo^yr 8 i w n jyo 
-pyfioyi iv Dayiy^y^D'iK D'a ^^a TT tyaijn nauo h |»«J P£lBO"iyai»Pi»?P PK 
,"nn'fl"iyD"aiif oyn fyvyiy iv PK prnd
 #D n^ cy?» pit a'taayo miya D-iyiitrtapya 
.p%ow5» PK lyinb cyi pit nyaK rfv: I»D jya^p taaypya fyaijn "t D«II 
.wwyo o n T K Das nyaij q'Saynya • lySiaumye i* jyoipyao'iK w t t'M oy |yil 
ifan can wpi Dini ^anyay n oyn D*« T'1«D pK EKK' jyayr. TBin'inyD^am *i D'O 
VM WB' OB'imya'it PK ,iyaKT wnewB'w pmn oycija n ' ufeui
 riyo»nayay5y«M 
"ipwo'iiu t'K W1 ,iy^ayD. Djn yoaK PK oia jyayn iyin'Biyo"3i» n .yayn»JiyB 
P'tjniw ow Dpi'ii PK yor»# n pa jyta p"io&/Dyi na ni»i jyo wpi BDwr,ya 
V« .ffDMo yopmnyoawt PK yoan» H pa ' Ttt lyaun oyoifa «i D«II .|»3Miya ix 
P't pa tyc#>B PK nypk i^fB nyina yoas nyoyiDiya ' i pit vow n iynyna"K oayp 
.iya"5a iya» «t iya»n ,i»3ipv»n3Mr^ ynjnaK n& 
. jr;r#nyo K T^ K IJH^K ?aw pa mca83 n - n ,oanyaay:*i n iyiyia"K oaypya »o 
""ya IV jyoKtiv v t p»ip V P ly^i I5*BM unaiwi w .DE^PB^B yt PK DVK"I 
c ; tpi T o iyayp
 #iinaiD6r y3'5by w:m i»fi IWW J ,« P,V,1K,0 u n mi DIJI ,D« Tr^bK3jr» PK im»DipDH pa iyo5«nai» .oowya p a ' W i r t "^xn mi ,iy3^ K 
T'K oa«5<B D-.y^ Piy DIJT .iyaK-a yooany «I*PB^B pa yanyay n PK C"31K H D^H 
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ippHni cayonsa w * njn 14 
reatp nnjm w t* taaanD iy .nyDpnnsa 
JIB imnn* y5jhB .nywBny&»ann D5« 
taaxtfyaain jya*n DTITIPD pn p n v n t t n c 
HiotfMlW n t,D IriWaflna ynjmnB n 
prmm jynya pn iiptfifB pn — DHPW ' 
PK osipya >naywya fya$n pyn yrayn M 
#jyD"V ynyoya nn& B^annya 
-ya *I*P»5*B nn 1909 1JB nyon cyn pn 
taaycn^n-oyapa nyn pn w nrwun DD»W 
PK anaywntwinn .nyanopnfjp n PE 
« Tt pn iy5n»D jyouya ny B*n ,DDK oyn 
iy
 #DD"3 ty&pnnttenyB 8 ,nee>a ynyoyij 
$ fytaipya PK own t« ,ty*JVB lytnaya D$n 
D3I0MM1M omn *mn &$n |yo iyii D"x 
ny pn .jy^Biy iv |yt»*5BB myoyna 5y<B 
nyi N tyaiaya *pt o^nayD^Baaay O*D ta$n 
n lyviaonn P« ijnyoanyanjn IY D"an« 
.B"V 
Dlftl
 rtD^nyD DrVK T« ,BDWUy3 ta*$n i y 
•SIP ttfnys omn ,raya'5yD3<n ,t$ o&n iyo 
taay^ ya ny o$n iyay5> jyvana pn $«« ,-ffia 
pn pn
 riytD"2"j.8" lyoyi^ is pe |yay5 oyn 
;yp:yn o*i» nyvasa pn pn y^ anyay yvana 
ta$n WPitfifB .lye^ain 18 ps jyrya Pn 
.Ijwayo tans iyo»an»ivo*p Dmttnn -iya$ 
oyn jyoyta^nw h jyoyiya iya$n npi 
.D n^ycya coa^yr orvn jyatfn 
unynnB oyn tro lyaanynyoaw Tin 
ps /many** .a ,r»5& pn PB fytaesya 
ps myopmin b'o jyasyijmyasin ipvi 
"tt&nn nawaewn jjmya ny PK ,jy3aio"v 
ens ta$n iy JTiajniya ymru s jya^n 
!W«D'a« i« jya3KBya:ij B"ptDDyD "inyo 
fvno pfl^p pn p'noD txwvvn » n^ fi 
,iyxy^B y^s PK p« lyaa'D'o yJitti'W P« 
.lytaipyaayoifTW ^n iya"T nyauopi^p inn 
p^ ntDD Smyayirn 8 BOTH Dnynya jyo o«n 
pn* ini vtvn aas^nya pn P3«nya -,yn p« 
-lycsr: H PD nyvnyn n p« PM syp n p* 
* * * 
m "oiaip^ nyn D»n 1910 »«5nm p* -
"m Daionsp y3ya:iSya-DDayn ya^ a^ K lyaya 
ps oya^n p« .p^noo Sinyaytfein oyn nya 
*yo4 « o^ yDsryan^ B Diyv, D3ID"I8P ytyn 
c-cna^ p ^m Wti ,nypjnpny«>5 '«5wn' 
ny«c ffy^nnppyj jyo^na » "lyoain'iyayS 
-B-'jr«ropyBWWP«j5p n iyo:w nypynp 
.K .pn ^iya;yT»r. .a« : lyv.ya iy:*n »m n 
own tBD*ni mp m .«IVP^VB -D p« s rn 
IJ't ,oin*5BDpy ma nypynpny^c *iin o«n 
JfWij finn iya^?a bim- aaithMi .-you 
pn H*t jyaifn ,oouMn iyo4 oyn
 ran»M» 
•yaaytasTiv ,PI^^ va
 rD3«n^ DDyn D'a^o^v 
ytaosya oayoo^c jgtiya 80—70 s jya^p 
"»5I»D iv nanya-"T 8 (yw^i w ,uw:v pe 
»ayvTjnfi*D"ii lyoeny oyn ,*I$P»5$B tip 
ffiyplipi oayons: on"S &nav&»'3nyttt'n pB 
.DDyivn ^ a ynnan pn nsc ,w«5* 
iynn(#^  y^ y^ o pw T^K nvpn?4B ixnna 
n T^K oy-nyaij ,D3^ar lyanDpUfJp n D^ D 
IV Dasnanyc ta^ n ny bnfi ,nn«^ »m ytavy^  
l^ n p*noo 9myjyrH oyi |yta»naiv lyD y^n 
nyascpi^p n iyam»:«n nyn pn 1910 
-:w D^ann pn nasoya wjn Dtfli ,MVOV 
•«5*B oasoya Di#n DI^ II .jyono n nsc a^ ta 
-WD yiDDa'oa^ p n PB ny:"K p*t v^ p«iijp 
•WW ywvx yocyna — yo^na n.pn jjh 
Dijn ti^pn^B Difil D^ann ^^K, "m- n 
-oasnyD n. jyuya ?y3"T ,^ nDya oayovy? 
jyv, p« BIKA yoDiyrc n pn yooa^Dn^ 
•ayya jyaSyn nayai^ n pnta iv |y5nByaD»in 
"St^ asa-iij nyta^ann nya^yii "vayavn \^ tyta. 
•am pn lypasiiyc W iia PK oy .p^v 
D^prS^nyfifiij pn pn yunyay ya^fiytny 
ly^Eny iv oasoya T^yo orrn oijn D «^ 
nyi iv pn Tt w ynny o^o lyoa^cs ya"r 
•nn iyo4 nxn ,eyp:8a "iyn • J ^X»P :» : I* 
•"t cyayn^a « pu eayryiB cyn pn DDU 
pn P3sn nypn^"no o^n pmya tya"t ,nya 
•ynnfi pn &*». D»naihynM¥ PC pmonn 
ya^ n ;yi>*ne ya»n ya^yn ^iM'Dynts ny^ 
^ a tfypiWDMiK nn^n iya«n "lyo^ainD'o 
iyb«awoin iVD^^ya ^n o^n iy m Dyn 
to'B^h nyi pc Tycnyayo ps D^n pn 
I^E lyr^asan^ >myayB>n iinyn^  pn Tin^a 
nijiV.Dayenna on^S -Sna^^anyorn nyt 
f-|ytraye DS^P n iv oaas^ya n^ P«5»B 
-ya pn jranyay ya*5Bwny3in iya*n oifin 
ynyay "ly^n^n lyan-taiye jyayS jya^anyn 
•b«pa*Dyro PB nrtfyfi' yaynymyB.nnK 
-yayaya jyiwyta n jy« lyo^v iya^ a D^II:". 
pn .lyanacnn yoma ^^pnm fttje VI iy: 
Tin nny« »n pn p>5« in »n jyaypny; 
.jnynan PE oaypnyn 
-n?^B T^n ,0"S'ycy-i8 PE na^ p » o^n
 x 
b»D ;«a:n-:yaann jwiya D^a jyayS D'I^P 
pmv inn; . 13 i ta»s -jyaan^onB yo^ia 
-yancpi^p nxn w iv pf»pn^e i?t tao^tp 
-ijB w jfti o»M &"v " w 1 l^ pn
 #w*av vjyo*v.ya'n »na B'ayo « D^ K lyayS D ' ^ P « S 
1 8
 nypn r^i Bayo-isa DH^-TJH 
tfn T D D*N y5yo>3 wp t» ,\nwi TO 
iv ,331pm n \v^n Wfl oatjiya i f i | M 
wvpirun n *pw pit iy3y3DMi8 H jvaso 
n lyayii jwajnwnwn *oo$s y"3„ H pa 
o«n MI jynyr iv p* /lynno p& ny&nyD 
n .ocsipiv nyn p* jyp'Diyc iv «i vJare 
03'vuw ?P3*n ijnyaom» n Kftni AVfoo 
-"V j s w r n o « taw tynya iv wnn t*a 
out nnyt itwraw n^o ,umM |w«*t ,3310 
im- fttf limva PK ny Dgti pit ,yu"Bptrifi 
,rcro B^ 5>y [jmw o*n P* ,]W?vs 'me** 
.jyt^nyc 00 y i *VD we-im nwo D M |IM 
po P^3iy3>« pip : iy5*mrwni TO 
PK jyaso 00 tpp IM*P iyou w •>»« 
n n«D iyo*«m»DMtf 00 v w inyp'va 
T O .D»n3trte jys^oaypyu p*P *OD$B y«;„ 
"pmin |'nw> ny^o^o |"p lyiyr. 00 iv:yp 
IV jtelPWDW 05*11 T31K iJ'fiH Jjni ilfftD 
"D'MIV
 fiyo*V"3*nV p'K PK DrPK 0*0 pM 
nyn* jpoyosttfa tyiwa O5$N oy *v n*o |y$ 
jyirun tv^^t -vo T8 ,fm"3 nys omtiKoii 
H jy^snys iv MI T3iK ny n« iva r^ bm« 
-D^ayo n ,o^pa*nya n .at$o pa |yam& 
n»n nyn p« ,jy:M Din p« lyay? *run O«P 
•UGH iifppmjn pa 
Disssn D-t"p TjnwnK 
- o n m iy3Kn 03*1311 towftflr"3iye3»K p j p c 
V 1W ,BIKBB» l»n ci7?"3K3ift 7^71x730 epivya 
n V B Bxweya:^ £1711 I K I X K B U * p a p w o r t y i 
I70ip cy .010113*1311-11110 n» l7B»x3iis 
"nyo:»n 733*0 t ic ITB371ITTIB n 17*1* V I K 
• U K »i WIJVEISSK 1^371178 ,03*1311 ^K3KS»H3 
J D M U 'M i * 1»w enjnj73 s^jn T « . IV^SVB 
i j nyn m a v iy»3(t3 i ' i j n»n ,W3Jite*t*M» 
n iy33y^3 i» P K , i yuny i lyaaiVoepipc H 
" i my" ,tsi'» p'« PM re^ B j*»wi ^yaijn 
oix 33*B»e p '» p r Bimcjtt D^»:|JOVBM» C D 
Wtf tynytya B « ^ 3 c(jn ^ p » ^ •iyfi»nw 
B»y» et^n s iy i^ cy i t i JV'5Wa« ya' iojnitwr 
p « e»3 ijrzv T*K |f*Wft!Jtj y t y n .t2nn»Bj33^ 
CBnjTi "pi* 2«n n»K JQW»*W J»*B 1P*3*3 
tsn»ri3e3"njp P K l y y tno n c o iy33»e»Q U I Q 
i y n TK
 #iy3"T |yai)uo*w n .SKPK^ i y » i 
tyecpys p n I I K pn»cr ty^yn p m * eyi^ ^upK^ 
,; j«»n^y»3"i t t y a ' n » v m i»« ^y« c r ' n ? ; 
lyoipyacni* T O ?** VTt^ye p « 3H3y"T 
*pvfip n P* 17:070 K p« mrt M p»i is «-
-y j on 'n C o iy :en Dftt y^n ,1t*M' ly ree 
nyn tie E«KEC73 i?2»n BKB» P M 8^21*73 c«n 
0*173070 071 17273 eVTO*ri7c i*t p « e"3"i« 
•73 y n * w c»o B373"»73 ^sianyti TBXJ^ 
V > n i y i f >yayw 1717^3510 H iy:«n p jnm 
iTITl 173'M 'ITBTOyC I'BMH .17B"31KB'B 
i 7 0 " : - t t t P B t»c7^ 171 P *
 ( i y i ^ ^ tye^vnya 
• W i j i Eir^T^ya C I K I n«w t m B"p3*3»n 
*o«Ti7t c t * c n own 71713* i n n M I i ' o y,* 
TJDM>317B 33«^ 3711 DttH 33ipiM1 K B«n73 331^, 
,0*3757173 p » 
3»n
 f1MVttptf)1 p i t ) 03113773 3M0 1»H 1711 
317237TH1 B3711T71B ]1B «iyi13 K T701P72 V* 
H .p i« ' 1*3 ^ipopia 32 ^Hp«^ lysitya » 
ft 1KB p w i n tysftn bnptf 071 pa 017:071: 
^K3»B-H317B3ift 11 pB 173"P TK ,03K^P73 C"X 
"3(j pa I I K 1711 ,013 i n ooitys oi7tii:t?;iK 
>1 TK ,1731E7J TK 2|jn .,BIKES' pK 1701F73 
0^8 ,17-Kll n i l * 1KB is i n 170KO D11KCP7B 
11 173^711 ,lr7B'iipKll 173i^inyi 17^1371 171 
iriK IKHfupKll 17BH31K H 17213 C7CK2 
17o*Titr iT^TBtr 72^7"
 # ITVTHO H ,Dyvn*ni 
PK ,011* 171 1(}B B31173 1M 173KH
 #^ KpK7 DJH 
1111 p ip piB> BKH B"31K-03Ki3?^ti3K31K ^3/711 
OKH73 iiT BID 1iK 3KH 1K1 . p i t B37P73 B»J 
• " t 07 1K11 ,1373K"D3313i3317B « UK 3:iC»0 H 
7^7'fi PK ,17171^3010 y^K 17"73 1:7171*'-* I " : 
,0172070-HJ1311 p ip 013 ,11110 pfi 17BH31K 
171173 013 TIK eiKotr P K 17337^ tyat'taiyfl 
170H73 IX 03737173 PlBf 3KH 1iK PK ,0^11 1» 
17-^7' 071 7FK0 3KH 1iK 1711 ,0D7ii 37" H 
B371it71B PB 3313HX3K KtK 170*>Kni7 - 3Kr 
.KiKilK KIT^KB 1KB 17?K 1^7B 3K71 P« ,3iy33y?K1 
PK 3H3y01p3K EDlKl l iy i 1*0 2KH 1iK Ml OM1) 
"*>yn i t ] I H K opitfya l i o 170 OKH ^ I K E B * 171 
H I72">yil
 #«lBOKp 07311073^ 071 PK 17^  
*T 17373 171H1B BIKEBf pa lJW0«3f^H*1"1S 
PB CT53713 K — D37H">K ^7'lECKi:iK 037?'B'C 
1 7 1'BMK .ITWiiKiD^DV D1711tr0P7B13K0 H 
ITnTOB" C3K1311 11 tlf i 0"T 171 IK iy»B 17« 
•KH D1K0V PB 07CK3 J^yiB pK ,D17EC0iB H 
PK 173i^iB17B IX 11? B3i3"K17B CK1 1M 17= 
.D3R1311 pyi3K H 1KB 170H73 17:7? 1* VI W 
/ 
nypnyn aayDnsa trWi njn 12 
-3':iyD nyiaiK ix DBJyn ,u\VQ)vov$y„ taiK 
•j» o*n BVPB£»B jq i r i H »ii Dwa ,::ID 
-8pi 5»pnDpy5y n lyttfKBenv iv lys^n 
n*l» W W {WO^W* n »!•** cipy 
11* iKB^njnyu pyDDyii »i pa Riw 
.onyj^b 
g pe |VD"rwwy5w3K yD^iy:^ n PK 
8 lKft--mm T* o5jTT3*n oy jyn frpw 
-an* *i l»»o w Din lynayiiKiv:* j y w e 
vw iy5yBt? iv VPK nS|in / l y n B w w w a 
i» yasnB j*p pn b?3 JW ,iyi*2 jyaoye » 
•0*0 IWbCPftS t^VD "tin* 5yfio*D n:y IVB 
lie nya"P4 JJtoytt ,D8i8D83pyD *j .fjtf 
p* 1V3H51W3 D*3 tarn jyoipya ynyrain 
T390 oin3yiiya3* jy3*n ,Dp-i83*^tf*v;yi 
.-^xi^iin* y'nok jnynw yaSyn IKE ,jy? 
"an ipfn PM
 #iypipenin V? p/2*n "iiny; 
"Diss WMNi»MtihfD w PB l*W3yi13*P 
iBD tyaieyi "I ty3*n ,D^*B«38n:*K p« 
Dteuya pD P'OPKB n jywnyfi iv w « 
-»t yoosya i*<3P-pno n .DJ^^V n PK 
8 W P M |IB I*'*'T*B ijn pK iyo>K jy: 
Ijn*D "t .jBD-oy^pn ND^bisviDS&nyE 
b»3: fypnt nyn pK |yawB^i« jnirag y3"p 
*i nroyiroiwif tvaitt&MM *i ni ,!M$h 
D*II ,jyte*o jnmn^ym ,yK»DP8-iE 
jny"t "1KB ,W'¥gp2tsruf ly«* IKE jy::y"2 
pn MI \v:n .jyma y e o j n a n Dnyaoye 
Wa$9aiMh ,tyDD»5*»s*o ,jyDD'3n*38 
iw yair® * nyo^ K PK ,iyD8-ip*cyi nyi* 
"P^O 8 .0"PD»tnt)81 p& ,B"pS5"BP8"lE 
Itfons liruyiu* 5*fi nyaJyn ,nyiy*5 \$KV 
,C8?nD8n tya*n «T ?"11 D*3 ,D*D^*B p« 
iy:»t «t 5«w ins /HWirroyrti p« K^DPKIE 
pa ,jyn*yno yo'iiya tasD 3385P3"K pK 
imnw-iK Djni /lyasyna* j» PK ny M5yn 
«t« ,I«D .mrin c>iy p« jipvut^Kri^ PM 
i y » ,iimmjTO« r»?B «*n ICBK PK iifrm 
•n'B jicam in imm w5jm
 f n .oir^a* D ^ 
""* *IWA D ^ OWB jyo"ii ,DP5yB0'D i;y 
^ E ; " K tynroenys »f ,o5yn ixn pn jy: 
"anyiiv jnyraiie pK jyoyJamB inyr:iK tD^ 
PB.y:iriB H b*3 Jtrsa^p PK oy .jyb^p 
MroiK njnif Ban PB yanaya yDP8*.DD2^  
&* vn ,iyj»M3» w?b*5S»B 'yo'Miya o»i5 
HE y;nD » ^«B3"K T ^ py
 #cp:n iv:v 
Tr-:&::y ijn *n ,*&D?yjy BV V n ^ bumij, 
,iyp3Knya oyn O^D DIIK ^? jyaijno ,jjnyi 
tynyomyB W K W - I ^ I D PB yn^yno n TB 
lyp'DpKiB n :^ « oJnyB «i oyn -»; ,OM » t . 
•DMR i ^ o ^r jyo |yp / n \v:vw\ ,o«jn IIK 
fiK 5*D p'K Tin y t b i n jyo |yn \yrtvi> 
tiytoinenifw ly^bwie « D^D 5>«#D »nw 
"py isfB- s '£L$i*nO)lt onny: ;yo jyn iyi^ 
DB'iyn nn;ya nyn o$ .iy;ro>o vsoiw 
n .jyDD'^^r-D^ yDjnS a^ya y^« "2 
T« : t n r a "iy2« TJIK D:iy^ b«p3*5pT*ii 
,yi3yny2 l ^u i 'Tnb H D; :K^2:K D«H 
"iyn .P^DPSIB in* ymjyno p»p *D>3 PK 
nvi o>a D:»py2 ^^sytDsno D ^ PK oy 
P f w r n a nyn ps tyasiirpfi n b»o
 r|gfay9 
-ami -irvK pM D 3^ I»IK iyp -iyi
 rMi3yiiya 
nyn PK 5"ii nxnny? "in^ K lyn* iyt»ni 
xnyiiK pK MI nnyn ,aaiayiiya ww^i*nfi • 
yn*yno *il "IST KTK $»*a T^ K jiyaaiayiiya 
•ma p« y;"5p n ,OP»B PK . P ^ P ^ I B in* 
5»tjo3^ p iyn^D»2yi D ^ ^ P p& n n y 4 y^  
•y^ao'o yiy"t O^D nyiij i*t |y6»iiv t)*; 
jyo D*H oy^ K .iy;KiE ^oynijyno nyn 
"P8"IB 1ST H PK : ypWKia \vm\ PK ony-i 
.eiffi ? ty-in»nv2in v$ayp IKT H T>K ?«"D 
jyoipya K lynayiia* iyo *TttPl ty^o^o K IKE 
D* — ? # y:y> lyn* h urnvnyB iv lyn* 
PK iiyajp^ya onyn Dip ,tDnyiy3 m m D*n 
-ya |i|'3iH"iD "iyn P'K prvflta yDDyi3 n 
PRffnvya iy=*n D*H ,n b'3 iy3"t aaisyii 
nya^ K pnyn yooa»3MBy»D PK yooyia n 
-3ttf 8 iyn*n jpftnj ,n 113 ,D*PVDD"II nyn 
-ficyp -,yo"2iK PK 3:inn8Biy yo^nn |1M ya 
-"2iK cyi ix iya:y-i3 iya^3 iy;yp PK ,ya 
•lysy^ DD^MVP ^nytf 8 nyo 
:3y3y5y3 yra«K "2 o*n "DD*3 y : „ H ' K 
nys w PK tya3jnaiV3»nK DT3*IB jyo^n 
"3'K iy.T31K pK 18
 rD^P^8B H jynyplKDK' 
-3yEscyp "v.v *i iy;"t |ipii» 5K3*^":iyt3 
8 PK wwfjbwnwnp « • iy»3ycy?y yn \ 
-5*ii ynybP8iyT jnypw jyji .ny5«pn»n^ 
,33i>^noiv 8t8 PE =m«fiy3 H bcrtwiya iyo 
"i jy« PK nmata p*i D*T WBK "T iyo5*n 
y38iE'H.iy5-r:8ny2 iv *ij ooiKiiya iyo5*n 
,I**:i> nyt3iK PK B"n;yiy^yE-D33i3"o pb 
.DiKrya' D>3 ty33ipnyoy2 H u»5ipi 
-WB ixn PK ,b»3 D*T «t tynyotnyB nyn"5 
jyviiv lyEBoyp oy TK asia^o byn .iyo"i3 
i i nypngrs eaj;oi«a wt*b njn 
~VQ n |1K IMMwJriTMW H pfi rfREMn 
PK yjya^ K H PB °v"j n .yiyoy-ip 
-*wy5 yooya n D>«nwy D3$MP jnoimis 
-ijwa jya^pya "=iJji jyoSijii " l jyn pM ,jya 
n jytD^n ,n*Dpron ijpitrpnB 8 PB im 
OMW ivJynna H PK oynj n ,iyoanya 
jyoMia pc PK yojnjttM** D*vupfi iyr,y: 
tyay* oyn PK sun DVDBB 3911 mv* 
i*p ,3auynya nyo"ai« lyaspnyoK nyn pc 
jyoyiJ^P H pK "D ,KBU D3tJMV n pfi 
DID pye lya^n o;ypy3 e$n jyo TK /13& ps 
H nyaK o n v p« ptfpnn* yoasDyiyoa'K 
-nyc8 H ayij nnyt DM o$n "DD^S y>M„ 
»TDM DIJV. oy^y-B £a$a$nnmww IVJKP 
-un m m Dipi o y ^ s p« ,DV"I*33>K own 
D^O ,i«o 8T8 Co oasonyi tnyv, ,o:t$o 
cm wpi :D3$T "W"« 51 /iy»nyii y3^yr« 
Hi imro iyD"3iK "UMKpnycK n i8E 3MD 
.DM 3MD jyino »n D$V. "p« ,DM 
"DD$B y"jw n p« T» ,gn« |yp"*.i v o 
DM nya*nB> w w i i n o yc^bpra JM$n 
-$-IB iv DBVI ;yo Dgu n m MMHUDIM 8t8 
- v n o y>y*B .uroo'^pnwt ySjwipMffi 
y5>y*B. ,D3K?D;y jyo oifn jySpWK I$MV 
-$?pyr»M> nycK «i D$n jyo PK ,Dny-t;yy: 
DM lirSijt " i iim iya8t nya'K tya*np iv iya 
8 jyay: iv D»n;y3y5»ya ytrna p'p ;ya$fi 
aiani»i*^^. 8 PK W:V 8 m ;uuf»0 
PB y;y5m*D n PK ,jynyu oirvEya m«i 
.Dy-iayv.yas* iyo5yt jyc o$n n y a ' ^ n 
nyE DMV 8 *=H5t n tyayn T O ,o:$m m 
D^t "3 D"t pn DO iyp pre ?ini ,jyrv,tr 
-»v. DH^K PK
 #iyDC8y2 \vrtvx\ wri^M »ro 
T^K .l^ HD IV 1^8t 8 MT8 Ml PK D»M jyt 
J»T
 roc8 \"i "i»B o:yoyBB*p DM -1y;"K 
MV01K DH^K Ml a m iy i2K \"P DM D2"?2 
.•yi T^ K .lyo'aysoiK jyc oijn p: ,iyb«2 
^ DD"n oy PK nifDpsnyn un*iiyj rscEijn 
nijfi 8 iyo"2^K Din; \m .i^^psnjn y»: 
-;yc jyaifn nya^HE' ^MK ?"« r— wiw 
"t ipejm PK ay1? jyaip »»t ptom riwr 
pn^atDW ea"5<E oyv, (po ,t3»» jya^n 
-iy2¥ jyjr^^norK ycM^y; pc ytfBVP n 
ysr,DD,:»M^ pK ,P*DP8D PK. ,o;ycy PK 
.tyv.ya *ti a;iD"v n »a"5a yp^opsnE 
jny^^w w o w t r a m » K pa y^yc 
ix lycipyaDMK T«K T;W Bfojm D*D }&&& 
-p8iyn lyn .-iyo"ai8 jypyo jyjyr, jyeny: 
Wft wyayipw. jyaM oy TK jam o;^; nc^ c 
TJ1K HD8T ny PK "iyDD'^ MV ty**2*c -;; 
-ya D*IT unri'tftfv ^ b»pi
 foya>yiK u$na « 
Tl lyatfrf DV11 ,DJIfMr 100 pE is ,jyn. 
iy«8:y: 99 tyj"T
 #nD8i 8t8 ^ : t r i n ^ 
lyayaa^ 6M pw DDIP iyo \y:m ps ,pn« 
Dpjncnyi nyou lyD'Miv 8 pK JWU pp 
yjya^K y:"t n8E p^8 n^ DPKnyn iyn 7: 
n>|j oa" i» pK ,iyou iya>^ynna ps nwy 
-JW«B «IMK y:«iB lya^yr iyi grajm -yo 
.iyaMDK' D'DMS 
rlPPVHnin 8T8 ^T^8 W \V2$r\ Dr.8V, 
ysnaya ya^ytK PK iyo«an8D^o yaJy?« 
-Day lya'Dan nya^ va^ K iyT ? D3$MV mn 
";IK : nyT T^ K
 r|»t V& D3"C T:IK D$V. iys 
-n^iD pip c o 1M Difn "raya^yDrx,, -y: 
.oa^DEycya DM jyoySaipB PK lyaKiE-i^ Mt-
"lyD "T "2 t^ K pntD^H^Vt WMV"1»113 
"TO* PK yv8DM8 pn iv irHjnya |y:8t3e-
PK T'K iyD"2"l8 "iyn "n^ O^ 8 DlfV. [yt'T. 
M'K„ nyraiK .T^ K o^a i n i ? 8 ntts c^r 
iv rro H jyoiaya DM ^M o$n "www 
n pK aaiaynya tsMV-pno *i imnwir 
-^ Dyo^yayn 8 lyings oa^Mr n IKII ";y::r 
tyoip iwjni pw onyi njw •npoonpy w 
pjMr-n^no lyn pK jyonya 5^HD:8 PK 
H pK osya pK ayo lyaayianya jawxm 
VH D*n ,}yv:ynyB:wP "a PK con wrap 
.o^pa^oynD ps wn v i P» ca DMiy; 
Da^Mv-rno |wjm lypvn M? W) cyf's 
-Tno jya^n *n«n iyo t8 ,otp T*K 
nK ty^T Da^MVTno n MI ^ysv ,D:»MV 
.n*t ny^T DM TK DIJT — may? n« UD^: 
H - p& iyayaD>nK H rixnna yiyt:iK 
-DiKiiya ^ 3 oa^ya i n iy2«n "DCIJS VM,, 
-ya »t iya«n «t PK ,iya"-i^ yorJiCD ye. 
;Mt D^D ?1D PK "DD^B y'M„ >1 4W»1P 
n pB D»pa^nny H PK ooaiy iwn5a TO 
PE nyayaDM-i8 n iv |yaip T O pK ,iy: , ,"r 
*IMK 3MK iy3^n^ H DayiB : WDC$B y,,:„ *" 
PB j y a y ? pjng^m»*tfyoi^iinpi,rw 
,?y3»r p ^ 8 i>'K fyJyii »n PK ,03^3^ H 
.DM "i$3 in ?yo"« iy:y^ i»*n \ww w 
PK "DD^B y»:„ n Dony3 WK |yn 
,?nyr -in*K ojni ,D?8n3*K nn^ K.DM oairw: 
•ajnnyjya n« yo3»ojnyo3»K vJn'fl ^ :ft 
-avBDjnvP n pb op^ysiv ww AW* ^ 
1 
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yttMW 1 ll^i #lws* iv aiaya pnyj bSfcii 
, .jy:?$B w n r n o JfcSyt* WAV) M o9f»i 
•flm pb ,pattf *I$E IVOIP taw "a ,DV 
-;« p« D*i tanyr jyo pK 0*3 myn \yh ya 
,0'ia H "n .fy;irtfBT'jtfntpyD"3*iK JHiri-j 
-cyo yafcw nia jyray: w * oyr, ,Man5 
fj jyaiyh yaJyn ,"iytasy pbnyrvfi o^y^ 
,-IK D^ruyaynya1* iy«i D'» MJfcii*y»»iK 
ra : D-nypiye jynyr EE$ oy •WTK oyr raw 
-wv H jyp'ttX X ' K I n#ya ftn&9 n»n 
•spnyes p« flhtnb « pM 5a-niip no ny 
Dipi mvy iyaya « fyo'n P« cp'ta^e nya 
•Iin$a iyrn Dyi *HK i$anaytt3if jjrwf 
-;io"x yoc:-)y ps nyayaomK yoov.ns • 
'aye 8 [yoriy: DE$ jyjyr, iyrsrwr PK iya 
nyDM'.y; t$ u*c oatipya bu i K D$II iyt." 
,DB8lC3yDm."iyi^ .DD^p ,taii>-sD lis pttayni 
•y^D nyiij *Tyr£ i*n»a lyase C.-PK PK 
•isais iyj&'bte'ya tun pa mjeny J j ' t n 
n [yayinya»K CTN (ySyit iyayjD*n» n 
D1: up p« p*5* iy r EK jyn .taantrta^v 
Dim Btafiip yiynnyo p« o w n n*ibp • l # w |Snjtt iSP-i jyay; TO ,iya"isr pip 
•sp! jya*n ySAffl ,iya$nys [y&jntt in'K 
' -*w PK * irow? ny"t ana • b33d»vyaD*iK 
.lipvttpjgriif nyn w D W I D 
I1© £yH* PK |*<*pgim yo^s n ,pa 
r e ,"DD$B y";w y^a n iypip;$ \jmnv2 
in wey iic «m«e Sympny H jyonyj 
y;"t ps- ytao%5 n iynyr TO pK /UfDPK! 
,*n /PDuyuwr, ,o : w a i s t ^ c ybtny 
tD"5» ya^iny* y5>K .ppro , n p« nyanvB 
TjKaj ,nya'nt? ytsDiK^yn jnuna jtoisw? 
cn»H->yn*»H-y cyn PIMK " t lyc^ .p ni fiW 
wna nyt:iK ?a;itD"v i ipavi jno K DB 
i:w«3f3 jyaijii «m Dirnt? *pmyrar-ii 
uny1 jrbpvya jyJnyrny ps y;*c£: s nya*« 
•pn Da»nB> vpiikWtt^ "-""2 tw
 fD^v. 
ly^ij ,nya,n«' iy:nyr 8 nnyr p« ny .jnygf 
ir;yp l y^nn 'E ' i ^ r pR -.ynyrnvy . D?S 
p« .jyTV^yc D*r, V:VH nn^ K ^ n« T* T O 
D#*I ,DKT eijn i8T ,KS |*w D2"nBf ny jyii 
"»i oirfTy; o;yeya ,iyai#T w o«nya o*n ny 
C#T iyn^vc.K D^: p,K ^yp'ta-K p'K p« [yn 
- m a lyrain JBT p,« jynyoia "Vi V?K 
^yi 'nr iyD;8pya s ^MK jmnp .m 
?n 4»aK-iE-j^,;r'*pnD pv> ta :^ — ty;yv. 
f»p PB yDBD'v ya;»? t> T:IK ta^a a^aali^ 
}« tain Di'ans p« BDyB*aw IWPD^US 
-nye Tjn^ cy-M,« iy?yasnx "yryao^ns H 
nyi p*iS iya»'1» jy^t own ,nyn^^t:, vw 
wvzvwi'x / jys nynw oyn ps jaiJ»va$ 
.mvy M"i
 fyo :^D:yp yw ,iyp:s-ya y m 
•3«5ya ya?©a^  DIP
 ftyb*ii ya*ban DIJT 
p« j t f ipt t ' in n D^ys^ ,"=it?T nyn f^ a aita 
.Dinaija D^IP D*vrtm w^Dd*Si3"n»t; 
yJyiB*vanB yco:-iy *iyny» p« ,o:$tya »ii 
iipamsfi "nyi PK iny: IVo t^ N aaiiynw 
PK i*DPtnyn « i»n wwmm s ffivti 
njn (Miaynira "iyi f» n w 5 "sy'ricw nyn 
H [jhyoB* iy"tj iw$yn |yp nfwmjr i 
fiyiy»5 lihyias |jny^ pa ajiay^a yv:»a 
H ny-tj "Difcte n ;tv4vpji)aiif ,-i ya5yil 
.Dt#n i^ar 
PiH -iyD"? "2 (jt?B T I jyc DVPB MTB 
? raw "2 v* ivo u-.n^ E ni 
.K>ny^ ;K -i$a Vt lyo bWB raw "3 ,n$ * 
n>c Jhl ,aaiayw: fi^M'Tnta "mow p« 
yiyraiK w i
 f-
fcra«taB'is 8 'Dsy^iyi |yaifn 
pw Rir>i Pitf' va P« of'KPu^ ngawspi*5p 
yny-;« »a jy^oya ;ynya \t lyar^r.vya ta^ 
^ M W2$n pw
 rr«5fl y>yp».W » ]ya:ita»v • 
$mrt yw* IK jyayi&nnk i n * n y ^ 
•wir ly^u pjnoy; r^ « i t o i n jyo D>n. 
— lyDso n va "y^isijB iya^t D^I* ,iy3 
"»: lya^PDa^ar ya^oa^n h T^^yiyf'Piy- -cni< ^ a iyrn bijiii ,iyc»c n "a ny^E^s 
"••i Dp^nco ya^oa^n n pit ,o*a KHpai |*'P . pK yay^yp PK ^y to in t fw in* tva:»ay: 
-;"^E ,TI Wa ,PK ta'a Dp^non p^ p "i(j: jya |yp5irqrripw? PW W P3?»n i»a tva^n 
;» ta^ n o^nyv^jn pn ppvo .n WDIP a^ ya *jmya jn j j x * ! " ? ^ ' WP P« -B«P h)*,' 
->:;*rn ya'a^K-jyayii yo3«B j^ yc^8 ,yttf8 -«n D#T:,i^noy: D-: jyo^r iyr:ys-Daai; 
rx ,^nocy pn PK ry^ya-pK_Dpvn»D.5m . -«n »i ^- nX9MDPUI$9 yiyra^K wnoy: |M 
sin .P^J* v ; pn iynjp jyoJ^Vt " t DM »II xnypwron ;v a;iD**v -.y^t tyayayapyrs \vz 
*? »5yp-D-i8 p'u pn-o'3 iwo . n OIHD '^ j*n wmnr i r i v PK b*p? ,nya"itr PK ; 
^ r ra^ K oa-iyf* *\V2i:*w: PK / * n PK »«srniKa P» w 
•v aa^yop « i^c- D»n ,P^K -i^ DPKty^ wtwtfp xnytaiK pfi sji^aum H 
8 nypn$ii to^onw BST$ ijn 
-JK |1M Vjpy** ,TBiifi$9 ,iy«?D"l Win "BD*B iV"2„ "Wl pfi "W^ntr |1K VIVDP^  
nyns r-uymp nya* rtyMtt'?w*«HW ran JR5#B0* *1 PW 03«pya iian OT |y3"i 
w e n r iyn (yattumic DIIDW "t iya^n pa ,I$'*KP3831$ mp na lyO'wyytfyaK 
.ys$"3Kpnyo8 iruyiu* PK lyto'D W? vi ,\"i iyBT*n.iyi$ ,jio«t «»ly^yj-
iyT PB i ^ w w i * iyn pa ytn*i> H <P5KW) W « I »'i ann
 ?*ppnniani PK iyn 
-"3 ow ,"Bi8B iye«DO'5g'WD IWH PK DP^OPSD ,jyi$nt3y» n tro DSBpy^ w 
-ya w e a n lynjf p^Sarty *inyo PK ,Sgu£ nya$ "t \vh$n ,D3*wmD n pfi D'trtye 
pa wvtfpjgri* •*! ni prim n PM tu«? *n"nonymv MI ,r:ip oyn jy38D«nya m: 
.3 .v nt ,]y^ t3iKB ye»p^sfi wn yana^n H ytfjopiniiw PK WjnhuenyjiK jriy*n ;y; 
n»B VB"DD'5«^IJD vwtov nyitf y w n n 'Dmjart pa \yai$: oyn -U/D:IK (nsihjsn 
pc iyB'vriB-n:ni n ,iyyi'K n .jjr^b •'« woxy* nyn /fc'xtfymn PK m& 
in prayo fcgftm nyn PK lyoD^nrip y?8 y^:w w PB Siippirtin nyanynne wi 
-tt<¥*D yi pa yon^a n nya$ ,ya*ym pn yimSgn nye*« ,y35yT n |$ pnajm "BD$S 
pn no n:«? jiny* p« |y"tn»B ww*$ ^Dpvh 
pa p ^ o jnftn *n pruinia* no n ,^ ?3ny ^—— 
-i8B »na*M r* w fi*rv«P383-i$ lite *IBD8P 
jyraya "? ptt§jhi p« /u»5 om pB jy"B youwyp p« |yoB*e>jya»K W a p i 
**pi T ^ H ' n o 8 ps itjopKiy-i « pntnya vun 
yoma 8t8 pa JJID^V 8 ; asipt'if IWIMPJ 
/ U D » D BVIPD PK piK?p n MI nnmt^vnw 
njpnyeu nyn b*e tsj^pya aniy"? DSJ -y«iK pyaD:y iv ^?ayb-ai(B cijn n$jm 
-pknyn n D$n ^jwyv.ya n j ^ r - r n o iye»j nnyt lywyaya iv ,iy3Kna n y i w ivnn 
a'DPtf nyo^K %t "taotfB y " j B i y i pa w v H lya^r D$U ?iyD^3tjna yoi^Jpoifp 
•ya w u v r n t a ^yj^ rr nyn nys^K D3«Dy; n i lh W'PVH ,i«ftiye 8 pa yD'jDiyp worn 
yc^DDBD:«a Dinjneya ts^n jyo p« ,3jMyn Tfli ri*^BT'3«nij !« lie nyt"iuyn nyn pu 
pa D«li nyoBnysMn i y i yaSw ,iyn^Dyc [jrunift? 8 [ynn^a iv T^ K n w w eye 
n y n yajyn PK tyoipya Bn»i " l \vm) T n o H pa aanyoyanyo iy i IKE qsrsp 
-'DPB"IB ty^V^vrovnv j r o y o ^ y s
 fyowsn *DD"3*IK PK lyoDjymys H riyoynyw»K 
WDP81B jyo i n i a Wjii iv nya« .«t jjn»S nifiiypio S>*5^nyv vwx pa prMWnn 
5ID t'K w'YPtnyn n OK
 (a3nn8Biy nyn^ yrn HMK ly&bsy iye"j*5 iy i ? onyaaya 
yoMia DI^D^V jyo pM
 #iynifynD ysy^D D»D IV no isnys Kts TK : p n iw iyp jyara 
8 K' p w 03M13 nn^ K 3MK pK ,iypjyT cxn D>t5 WKPya ^m pn tD i^y cyrs 
K T*K jyo D3Jy^3 ,i^^v 8 pa ? y i p » a o'o ,wipji1 j|3'n n PB jyay? jys^WK 
*9W4p WW 8 D'O w a r 8 pa ^y^fi^^a .D^o^tfB pK DP^DPKO ,iyi$ayo yiy^r 
-ys pn-yroyo5yt)*D 8 D*D ,nyD"ai8 5n*v ,y^»«p , -iw« ^ n iva^t T O 
n :K ,^"K D3$t jyo PK ,yD80 yjHjyDt? ijn$Dyo n t8 ,iyp^yT i s e 5»il t3%- w o v 
-3* jysyp w ^ v iy3^5p nyrn pa jyn^oyo ynyoya j w n ^ t w yc"38pnyc8 H PB, 
-3i* MI ynDDiwK J8 ?'K pnjni Dyi3yny3
 #y^nMV3Kia IJHK yctD"T jn^ tov ^ w 
jnaytMD-yonynaw w&Dyrya ya^ yM ,ynyT -3xni3^ ,Kpnyo8 pK :j#i \vw n^o > '^ /to 
y t ^ 3 y pn y3n:yor jnn^K D^O ,ny&"aiK 'PKIB »nyii y a ^ i J&&P V&W* P ^ 3 iy" 
..jy33nyn:y ,n38* nytn pK iyoi3y33i? | » « i PK ffi^a 
^ ip p'P D5IPI "»i8B yB"OD'5«'v#o n -nyo8 pa yp'DP8iB yaas^iyin^1 n 5*m 
nif»pnxn D5K j r*^»3"K n^3 t3P3jny3 n»i -y^vyBD wtrvfp o»n D3^3V-rnD w w 
- j n s lypnMvame 8 33iD"v 8 Vwii pa -^3^py n iv ^n jyose ya5yi1 riyn^ey^ ^ 
$ p ny »3iny5y3 MI ,DD^8»V»P jyrtD"*r -yo8 pa fynayosmiK y^yntsonrK w*e 
•8^¥P W « Pfi i^ppKiyi 8 .p't b ^ nK3^t jy3yo ,jyay^ iy5»»v»B in'K PK DP**" 
D*O »38pya M3w pn tw 33iD"V l y c o o ^ *>S p« piystsyo n JIE 5"ntD vopin) "UP 
; iyay^ ty rw5wi PK \v$ww p m nyn -3mWM«K p n MWiya iy3^n iyi ps « " 
typffl B3j»nw tn«b nj h •1135.* 
TJ7B58 T l npD3TK "BB&B f%„ m 
V1VT .H J pB 
)KW> 8 Bm 0*1 ,DB$ vw DBjno oy 
D?xn38n nm* *|«efe<0idtfp n nya'K Djrib 
l$wi*no nm pfi iyB**anB~una H jyaya 
T j DB"^ D*B$ Striyaypn "iyn PK jaanen 
•yaypn DVT jyo bar&wKa itn ,pn« K> 
i;y nve PK ,opoMmyDa*P p« D'EJJ 5m 
i$ PK ybbKya y?8P$5> *1 PK ,np$>yatrD 
ojn D»D 'lyronyeMyn iv i n iy*no mm 
•BP3$'vtf$ny-i PK onwii$a pc "wvt 
run &KP*$ ynyraiK p« bun DaMmya'K 
{IB \VQ#2 Din lyoaiK o m j h i n button 
.opaipvtfjflim PK DT^KPHBI ,DnCtni$B 
ovaifBy oiam ri$oyo ypwsiB ynv PK 
jfrftKPb nay Sw lie TnDMK iyi "lyoaiK 
PK yoB*ii5yB"i«f i«a«T jrum- Sip yaaKD 
-yoaiK twnamwj* imipyo yj^ anfaMMM 
"l$EEMK.n PK ,OntPD1lfB pB \vc$: oyi 
Smyaypn JIB DaKcnayD^pm PK lyaanyi 
y?«p^ n jjm ,iyan$inyB jynjm D'E$ 
D$I tjnnb "t .DO Dip ttfyaya myny»5 
•rro nay WB PK oy TK ,THDMK nyn o»p. 
w mm* PK japt)8inyD3*p PK Dt«Sn 
wnoya ttwftn JIB |yo$a PK cay^a 5$o« 
tnjm MTK ,ounnyyn o^ re »*5ny5u irani 
-nsryaonsB yainnBEiyaiK ywaiM "a osm 
pK oanmBya jyo^non y5>8 jyoDSD VWQ 
PK ,DP?8PH«1 PK D'1tfD1$fi pD \M& • 
vK-DjrtKB Dipt *IMM D3yp nn*K TO MM 
PK 03ya$B$ om |yan5wya VPMI PK OIK 
i n ,Dt*D»inyD¥P PK ew5ww*B W V * 
9 D*n m*M TK
 fiya»t pw, nn'K e»i 
.trn ny"K ipw yo»D 
W&m D3yp WM*t» ,PK DPMB "im 
i'nyawo yooy-u v?i jyanynB jyDKo nywiM 
":K: PK onynyaoMK imxm W 1W*1I"T P* 
oy PK ,oa^na in** DI^ II DP5« .oaftfsya 
w ."ontroiifBpK DT»5«pHinw ur53»5 IV 
^ttUpi K T'M I»* i ifi* pur-Mm.ire 
2:Kro nxn oi^ n ire J*fl ,TP3y3rr. pywajy 
•2jr TWI « D5K ijnwvw Dpn»on:in3ya 
Tft *T 3*1M .TWDK^VOSttP K
 rP'^VBD'D 
"UJPM WKWC mttn iyo«Y yoMW iv 
-BMK UIK Diijor ynytJiK PB nr?y*Sio»o yn 
D5»KP »UM V» |yo?Kn n^ o onirn jyBn^iiyj 
"'OjyDtfP TD 011811 [IK ,"ODIJB y"}„ H IV 
DH^> PK Dteru'M nn>K fyayw jyo^yt |yi 
'PK M.B Jw n jy» JQU% .WM$\\ DJyD183 
m i n i 1*0 mw ,wwvn y^j B nyojiK 
-D^D mwpM y^ y^ B PB tyamwK jyoipys 
,pn«^  VJ PK n p w ynyrjiK po Hyny>5j 
n ivayn" jyaynwa no tyayn inb onm 
n oonaya '8y lyaijn i»o DIIKH ,3jnyi:y 
.(iraV) iKoeyn .m JIB i f w m n y«3 
oaypyj n^ o jyo^ii ^UWl^t noK nyn 
IBVn JVatjr iv dijii |ya*n "i^ ii jny» oyos 
"iyB i^ v^pKyn H IKII |yp>n PK ,33iD"x H 
nyn PK Bitftt pwiKpi oyn rvat^ t iv D^ nyB 
TD ?"ii
 riM&ijn ypBD PK ,o"v vaiogii 
IVD'IK Dlftt DEtJ *n« (IK V^'B MTK IV3t#n 
pw DCIP /OD»B v»:m nyT ty;y3 jyvyr 
•y^ K w (Jwfl .DO ntja D3i#r iyo i« ,DMK 
i'lK — W w « pB jyDDKya K jyo |yp ,iyo 
331D"V"PJOr 8 PB 1$DP8nyT 8 D(jn Di#l 
"oya8D I'BMK y?"ii yiJP jyony: o*a — vx 
jyaijT BH>K pK ,jyi^ p»0*1p DH^ K ,::u-n^ 
lyat^ T b.TK njn* ,yaK"iB 8 |y?u8nya IV MI 
.DIT-K pa oyoiKiny lyo ot^ n 
im ireaiM phuo PK "DDIJB y^ow n tvu 
•VD iJD»n ,iyc6^Djnp 1a«nB PB wvpirun 
PB Di^ DpKnjn oiyn 33iD"V *T MI ,t3?n'By3 
Plffl Dlfll \WiVO 8 PB r!8D W3V-DO 8 
-*•>* 8 iyay3DMi8 jy«m nnaya 8 K' I^BK 
-ya na<o 'B 5y nu PK lya^yn ,iyaK ,aaita 
-i%no yoMiaK PB i$op8nin "iyi lyn^n 
jaio"vj**^v 
. .. . ' i' i '*• ;• 
PK 05»KP^  m OU IKBnD'DD3^ P nyt31K ' 
. -yayDMM y^ Kpij? y5io onK^a oa^r t i H 
oajn i«p ovn D^ fiij >M"iy3y»Pi nxn PK
 fyo 
nrJyajM ya'Jiya'M n PK iye"oiv3»i8 T* 
4J^P»J % i PD lyD^naya 
•»j>fn&n nqwro tn*^ nyi 
&&m I'M ,SID DT npo''3™ |K ' jn H O ^ 
|PD3«nD»3 IV V B"X »*n *1PB»31K njn 
-Sptps "tin p8 wpo ipt3D3'5iP3 n$n D5S 
Druer* IJO^im in* wife) i m D5* .OBBB' 
,T*JJ»31K imm p?8ii P'YBPSMI'X ptt 
flB n»38opuf?P *i 1*1* B38cfipn ' in n«*2"? 
PK ,'jn "i83»* n*BP3 sya »nw t8 ,pi»« w 
PK warn trmv> wot&wi P* ,1910 
tP3P5 np"3 s flttMfWO* i n o$n , r n o 
oapJw P K DJ? Difii ,0'D-iin w s n u n IBD 
jtt P3«K "1KB D3PB8131B nPBDPB 8 IP*I»J11P3 
n»3Kpnyo8 njn pn owiv PBDPISBP H 
.J31JjnW3 npB"318 
BnjTT DJ Ml IJH /1J»»31K fa 11B B:»XK-t 
tin nyoyu unjm BJJXUIB tjnn qni
 e<» 
ipoipyaw Tin ?«K op .aeaipix i»tapn»j n-
, .Ijnpe'JJ! JWISJ^T:, 
•wjro T^B'jwsnn'ijns»»MK )l"ipj« Ws; 
>n PM BBMiripam .Baju'tysjut IBJO"J« 
*M"ia B3i(t3>n ijrtyti. p* PK -lnm »MW y=vr 
ojrum» w»n
 tirnrow o:«opi Dyurn iys 
-me Djn'n" a ipvn njn ay^s BPJTUI an; 
M8 miqphjn ajn^ix tyit M?K e:"i«c ,typgE 
nim'JBD tvf r\*tgz ijn 3y»Sis MI bjBjjmffu 
Pnp?3i8 n»B 'yn iK3»? pE »iD«Ty3 n • 
t'K "113 B'3 .PBtyBlp 8 gtfg PK C0Rp# 
• 
«iiv pe onjJBB'W 33i3yny3~iyB"3iK H 
JPDMK ma iy3"T P3?yn , H PB : iyo3yoy?y 
jy3"t y3>yn , H JIB |IK I y ? i " 3 P H 
w . n u n nyT p« i'i?3 t3TDynyB3'K nyc 
,|yoD'3fcj»3v*KB' y-iyr:i8 imPJWJ yotny H 
oyey PB JP?MI toJpii .onyBiitfB ynytsw 
w ; ?jn3$3 cyn TPDMK IPDMI D'3 eny-i:s 
,yDDi«ny33yDB>p H jyiynys po"iix n 
•*np*i jn3yBBDyp-B"B'^B ,y3yanB'y3BnjjB 
*«j paJyn ,5km»jiip istJiK JIB |inw»)*xi5 
,IP>KPTK PK t'1^3 t3TDjnyD3'KnyB jy3 
D'3 «pi unyD'p p« • ipnupno ,IPB'V3HB 
]yo8o H ys^yii ,iyvi3 ye"Dp8nB jpjpii 
• J3»yiiy2 -iyi JIB iponjjivw 
.mB3 yt313 8 *P1K ly3'1t3 JH"3 
H t8 ,'it8 o'3 mjni'mpB ^«t p'p 
-•K D'3 ?8t nyD^anx ' i JIB ys8? PS'DXP1 
-,yi8 P 3 ^ P T I I H MI, "nyEB^Pc ix pwftga 
~I8 n PB DB8np-038,X8T,38318 P3'53PB 
.IPD80~iyB"3 
1JP383T8 PI'T PM n385 P'P | '8 )1K 
^l^ I'M -I80PBB nW,D3M1 8t8 DBSHP'DS^ 'X 
-IKSJJI jptn pn MI ,nyD"anK n PB y38? 
18t p'P B«m t3D'580'B8P I'lKE 1K11 ,138^ 
yvytys .jys^'X'isnD y3"p um .noiyn VP 
P'P 1811 ,38 0'3 DJVK |P05»I1 D'3n3Q IPI* 
oyny;8B'yj D'3 onpn ,iyo?y p 'p ,D3y5e'y3 
•iy38'5'0 |^^ 3 iju» pn p8 
D18E DXyt .IPDDPVB' PK Tjn'33 ,DTI8T 
",n'8 tP^ ,D3#'3i' H p8 D"P3'DynD iy»8 
.;PTP38,5f1?811PT^8'V8D P3'5p*»Ml 'T D3"t 
•8iB .tjn^pn-^'ns nw iP3"r y3n3'8 y?8 n 
.|P^8,» 
nypwi Bayons: on«* njn ft 
yo;8o DW4Nln ?yo J*«n Dip ,D6PB o n o*a 
HMont^ n iw mwp ixn "3 DVD"P ?«O 
~ijn PK |8*B nyv383 nyn &: v\o nKaiyn 
— DIPS una* enn : jy«w |yo *n«n i8B 
.jyp'noo mv pnw iyB83 T* T»O^ 
op bifii o*o lynyrya pw |)o*n TO 
TT 0*1 iyp"iDD iv y$*m pti 03y'l 
TO wnmiw* iyi pn Dr*5y:D»j'K 
-y: PK KVP S»yiB iyi t« ,iny?ya pw m$n 
rjpwr3*rwj p*p nmvi O-*J PK oy Dip ,jyn 
ny& iv wpi b*a v w PK b"S*jipav VP o*a 
vwfi ,yn&*y\k n "3 b«n i n p« lysgp 
"«v yovy^ H pD KVV 5yiB cyi jynyr OV<K 
•linyna in*1 
PR yresyo 8 t«n«D DVK PK bjyony, -
"Un PC D^ Kp$5 H .fipar )D"lin5tt("M 
y3"Vy5* fy3$n pK |yn*5a n inp o:^trn 
-i*t tyo^aiK 5»n$v v:"5p 8 ,noK .jyosp 
ny'fi im$ ,D"3IK ijron* 5$b ysaiso jy; 
nta nyaij iyj"t bip nyxy'PB my"t jjny^ 
lJ'fin T* jyo oyn y^ y&iv pa PK ytyzw 
"DMK j jyayp o»a ipw lyo^v o'rPB>o pK 
**n fyaaiaanys-oo^iK ya<ovK H ,jyo»n 
itsE owata jyooyia Dyi pa ofrttsajron |ya 
.iyo"3iK 5»n$v [yooyia oyi 
-anyg-oayiy'iB ya*ov*K n ,tuyo«iiv 
i « n 0"nay3y5y3 yoD3"B n [ya^p lyaju 
~:i$fitita"K "t PK PK jjn5»3WD^« iyb"3 
anai£w-i*nd iya*K nnaya jyoia 8 jjyv 
, -yvTp I?D"3IK iyo"3iK iaypiO"50 iy3*K 
nv:$ DMV yana-K lya^n pn lyiaior yi 
*rp jny«n PK ly^osa iy«t o»o in fysya 
D'c m m iv o^nayay^ya yeia 8 PK iyi 
.\«Sa fycayc 
H80^80 "hif .3 .cn ixn Tin
 fDJyom 
onyjpyapw nyt3"3"iK n tv^v^ hTiWip. 
iy"T pK lyaKt yooa'oa'v, n lis v;"K PK 
n,np:8ip iin^DiVD^K MI ]vnv$ »*t -fyay^  
1910 to /unya ny^t |yo*mx3* |W -ivs 
"38TOT iyv;8a pK ^KT y*'D3<ti ytn T'K 
?' * .pn^ya oa^ Dy^  
W 9 nyo"3i8 n DV^ K lynye^ 5?53 
ya^ ipDH n pn m name jnyayn ?y'i) 8 »PIK 
:Daift Hfto+fl D»VI o« 4WW1 
f'TBDro** njn pn Tjre»3T« ycc"0 »% 
,• *"a pn yrtapen ny^'^'B- ,7^0:1 ;y:^t 
"'* "C « W u ly^ nie* yctry^  n- *$&** tyfrb 
->unK n
 r'jy3"5»anyc iv oyronp ya»r<i 
H m ma Mi8 lyoinoiya Dnjjn jyrn nyo 
p« yo^eijp'oayivna lyryH- "3 .DT»3 *?y3 
n^aytDB* jyo no iK^^ntDUiK n^ nnK^s 
mayo yooaiKC' h jyvwya ,oany; PK m 
jytD n^^ yva^ K PK iyoP8D pK ^n jyfana PK 
[yi^ ayo H pa lyoynvoa^ K H yaw |ya"? DIJII 
nv njny .ivtsyiDiya Blip jya^r yaSyii 
oijn ny TK jyt'Miya J*tl PK jyaniya iv oan 
D^ ytD^ yaatj (M^n D»na >Sy3 n .oayn 
TK iyt"Vij?3 iv ,mnio yE^ 8Kt ,iyrayo w^p 
t^yce ^ ya«5apjn |WW H .tasyn iy3^n «t 
iya:y"iDtr ySSjni ,iycayo vooya yn.TK {^  
"*#ns oyayaiK y^a 8 lyaipmvD^nK I* V* 
nye "I TK 5*O ^D 8 oay-io oy 3MK .oyv 
bJw H DVII
 fiKB"iyn Ta D^T PK ,i*ny^ 
lyanayotr I^MK BMaya PK IIDUS *1 p«-
Dy «^D8 Ml T^K nfiDKP PK \\K .^ BOKP 
iyo PK lypiKDC |yo T^K 5^DK :oaynD 
iyo pK nys«w jyo PK ^ c e pK ,DJMiya 
tD>a T^K tiSDKP DI^D nytyH' .tsny^iya 
atj^ vn >wi I^ BOKP ny?8Dn3 p^ p nrtyta 
DMK "I'D DDP8H H PK jyaMK JH»a DMK 1H 
-"D oi^ n t^ K jyo^x ya^a^n .in^v y^8 
PB HBD8P 8
 #mniD jytPMlV tlBC8P 8 DayDD 
Ptf tyvava PK .mayo |W [yoaynunK 
tvii I5»BK rtnyaya o^ a in iyo jyp mayo 
•onnywwf r^K iyb 
opKO ,oe*<^"iyin,te yoia ^y^vKi^ Kaiij 
.HB08P civ ly^ D o^ yoia jya^r ianomye PK 
PK SIJPIJO^B pa |yaaiaany3 V"i ^ iybaiM 
0E8D ft .0^8 inK' »nw ot^ ny j^ar H 
ntf iv yawa nyooa^ D nyn ?'K Jyoo 8 W . 
5*b ID 8 .OBKtrninn'a you p« y,V8P:8a 
ITO PK :vv pK iwvana nija lynyot? 
ybbsyn n pri? OK»"IDI5»3 nyoyionya o^nyii 
"*T 5"H o'a PK \,|jfcivanB W'DBiP^cyi 
fyDKB^VEMK lytrayo yoonayDKB H pr»! 
yoia ya»tip H .lyoaytrya oa^ar Urt «IMK 
yanayoe^VB ,3;nn8e-iy-DOByK>y3 : ty38t 
lyjyn oc«tnxnn*D • yow PK yv8P383"i* 
MTK o^ a V! o?"8 ,o"v lyn o^o tyoip 
$Ml TK T|y5'bw p'P o*3 oany^  PK ^P^KDC 
pK'Oyv^nB 8 |jny*WB ^ O K . no |yo 
ptmws H lyavoiv iyb no *i8anyT ,om»p 
•OMIK ,«iB08P jy5wn3 oiv lyenya l»r PK 
•oaiy? .in^x lypKHDMK pK few* ivonyi 
6 nppwymn 
non $ya oyn .OD»5 aaysynewwc 8 o*ti 
.oaypnya8 8tf8 tnyii man 5y3 D*8 taam 
onrwtapyBi38D *l Ijnj^pny ny3$ iKDTjn 
PK panfe np"T i^pmDMK 5$P8O$-IB PK 
pa jy*m D$n y?8 its ,iya$? pit WW iv r 
-vm°» DJH nytaaw jyvDWaya w w nyn 
* i rWW DTT IV^-ID V1K IHHS W ^ W 
,jrwro DPD»D"W> i t t iyp Dip .ipi v w 
•OPT pSm* |IR b*«9nRpa!P pn yrno »i is 
DO jypya $tfK PK 1910 PB art nyn 
8 "SW ^yaaiaanys inyoyn JIB MMUM B ma 
yMBmjpn PK ypnatac 8 lie panwa 
• n n , yanny*25 8 mu ,D3niya 8 ,wuv 
-TPBDMK taaypya tra ta$n "aaiaypys y5«p 
yayaa i>yaaw |W yaw* DVD ,I«T B ,»n 
*p5ayo .jyos^nyB anayw jyay^ B DP'npo 
jya^n w mi l nofn pn$n ptfBPHBi H t« 
oia jysip «i mi l ,inyo wa lyawnya OK 
p& iron Jya oyn lysso iv owfiyaonK 
-ytaenyfl *n IK /v^ayo ; Dip pmj jyvasa 
|«P I « B iyo CNfn Dip TB D»a qvn ny jpn 
-?ya oyn a«w IIK ,]yanw oaypya »>a 5BB 
• » -\nvn mm tiitp\ o«n»nB D'rpan 
«ftfPI|DipB DJTT lyaaiK PK Dip »vi spayis? 
jpayn nnoK pp tytafenyaaif art BIB »5*n 
war ypiBD^ i"p bSijrtt oy PK ,onm t»a 
•iviw b*a 
18 ,Dnynya tpnapBis ,PK ftuwetpa nyn 
lyaifn yafcm ,cmx »ni* iys?niv i»D3$ 
-38 Bt8 jiptino i n jymw mnya nynnD 
oyajr Donya PK ta^ a iv nyny* TB ,0D"n ^BD 
:3K oxn DU. IV nmr a* lynynaK ojn pa 
Donya PM yoaxn PK ta^wnB yomya jynyi 
•an .|W3»5B yoMiya tytawvaK nyoaw i n 
nyo^aiK n .^soa* KTK VX ^pyoipB 
^nn nya«
 #wuv ypiBDc 8 lyawnya tya$n 
s jyaifn » oaxn Dtp lyajjn o^ na *5ya n 
jya^n ny»"ani« n jpyn^ai^nif ypnstatr 
nya*
 #i»3iaanyrDO"3n» ynyoya jyawnya 
iv Dsxn nr*t "3 jys^Ja D>na ^ya n ^MK 
MI aan> ntn
 (B88^  ny»t pn jyn'^ nan-Jya 
-m» PC IvowiB n *»%m i3iy D^a iya»: »n 
•58PJ*o 
-38D ,!yrayD oni^ B i^n T^ K pro *\\ mk 
lynporoay oy pit &fa o^n wo <>%Q oya 
VWm 8 tavytya main PK
 fDwnnp 
*T lW^nO*3-»8 11M W l 8 ?18 ytD'iD^ P 
nny PK -Dp^ noD-BHBf vo&} n
 (1B w « n p 
8 irppaim* » .DP^IDD 9M«awn n«; 
^ w n a m n a m tmwa T^ K WUV yP«,Kt:^ 
- » W W B IIM Dyiiya8?Bya iva^n »j
 W a 
n 1910 PM p»ntao $ ru rwn oyi BJD 
t^ K P"IDD njn jyn oenynya »t o^n m * 
PB D^T lysjjin »n p« ,aaKa fyJia pM mm 
-aynyB3^ p yny»t pn lyi^yaDMis a :^ 3MR 
1PDPJD»1B,D1imB'DpyD138D H B'O |ys 
cifT " t iyn«n iKBiyn.^ .ivenwDyN 
ny-t MB 33uypny3K H tanyi^sy;.p-lW3!r ^ 
,iy3^DB'nyB Din jyaijn >n m iynjf
 r ^ v 
-aw jm* [ynyaa^K jy^t o^ na »5ya n i^ 
pr>M I M U PK w w nyn O^ D |y5i38myQ 
-DD»anK lyo'ocya p« w\ « nyDyiDnys 
n ,noK ,D'3iD3D lyoa^c PK m iyrns 
-1V3IJ3 jyiijra nxno jy3"t tnrfm»mm 
\VD &4\\ nt8 m ,ny3tf
 fiyaaiijni»B |yaya 
"W^v 8 irw iyD^8n3« viypyi ivwvy: n 
? WW yanayor s jroj p« B«C 
"38D >^t DHIX yn^a |ya«t Daiipn'ni 
pD p« DpaiB iytyn wx iya;^ ;y;nv-;i>* 
8 .phwua DU nija T^ K p«ajnyBaijp n 
.onrnya D s^nav nyn D«n D8:tj- imva 
-a^K v>iay |ya*n DUni«wapyfiia823 n ?*: 
-p»noD nyn pa nayo yoanyj n inyrya 
o^n I8T PK .BMtrw^av 8 lyayn yD'c^ p 
#iyajf?BryaiijD aijn oynasna mil ,nrj*s *-
-5yn m * ,yDDya H D?8 wxyaomR T: 
ta^ o jnya3"K 03ypy3 jyaijn omv jn«a iv: 
n^ an Jya nrr DIJII D^T ,»»najnyHDis 
#nyc"3iK jnyiaK jyonyaa^nB D3ypya t:^ -
!yony3 onoya ww B*n iy m Byi3«: 
-ya 8 lyr^yanys^K DH K^ ta$n ,D»*H(»» 
H mn aaia»D pn D>I? Dipi
 fD^n""2 pom 
tan* .jyoiayaiv DH^K "a WEKU* nratfp. 
njnr no ^PIJD^IB pB opais iyol4 ny-
PK BiWrWW » iyD58na« iyn«5»DpyB«8c 
iv y3ia3 ^yaauanya-ww1 ivta:iK iw^ra 
*nvyanifD Diyn oy m ,ijn3iDC r-« r , n , : r 
-3t$ *n8T ny jjm PK AmnynB I'6* iv: 
jyoip D ^ J - W ^ P typo lyo^anK iwanya 
pi^n 81818B t^ K oy m nt« iyaK . w r B 
-o>3ya PK nyo»anK PK DwrnM |»W 
-"^PIVDMK « I B D^ n3 ^ya n IW»i »»"P 
UK ,|jr5*w »t jyoini O»5T»^P tJ^ntf l» 
nyD"3i8 tyonya iv jyaawnvy: ^3 ;y:,v 
o*n PK a m w pnjn op^iooya yp^a una 
WTVD wn 1*3 iro D*n jpaww o*n jyo 
jyoww ,jy3y3yapjmK man >ys DVI pnw 
D*J I8T o*n W P •Sys^'ww cyn on: 
onyfl DP pro t« ,OPBD Din IMK 03"vy33* 
yDDVB ti JWWWtt P»nt» 8 3*3 T$K3 0*3 
snmsa H PK ,p5B*¥DH JWlDC 0*0 pftW 
jjnyu jyaaiaanys-oo^siK n oifii auya DO 
;jnn»' vw jyoMoryapniv ^ w 33uyaya 
pmw w VIM iw"» lM*« Q'ns »5jra H 
-IP3*P n PH »t iye»w v w •ifi'tuji&Mf 
ny3"K PK ,DDn»BnyD PIBOB? imiyj ray-) 
\V2W »n .OPmoya DO own tyny-oB ojn 
iw aaw^ya n lyasDenyB urium 1$: 
(IM .iyo»3nR H MI yvKtotsn* pa pnra 
,0TP3Bru$ riroy^gm K* IM |yagn »t pro 
|IK oa$oi* iwinaw iv pvm oyn $ q 
nyaoyni$3 y<V8P3Bn# ny«t o*n ,DP»IDD 
o*n n<3n-S>y3 i m 4 » w H MI D B W ovp 
i n po osBoya prin »nay&p spft'MH 
lyaya iya»K nyo"3iK n oxynya PK ,t*or 
Dpvnw 3H3PDV o*n Dm PK ,jyim:* oyn 
•BO yoyin&myD pic yowtfpBnyD n JPIK 
lyoya Sy*o oiitfya bo <pi jyaijn ya5yn ,|yp 
wp jyo pm'iy3K ,jyp'noD jnyaivomtc 
IIK pjoi! iyi t$ in pro'teJtf DEitnya 
ijn PK pmya DO "t pu»n
 fwn iy>n$v 
WK ooyoynya * pmya i^i :iinrari * M H 
fBiy»yD-w*3r *IMK imp* K Ty3*>OP»ntW 
« onynyaow DO IPD DIP iKEim p* 
•ay^ p n IBD niye> 8 in* onaitw iyo"3n» 
yt5D3iy n nyD3w p« oytm"!! yoD3*5 
.iya3i33nyz 
(Pci3y3 nine H in iyn*n o»v lyi D»b 
IP3"T nyiiTft n p» ijnyD"5DMK 5yo»3B 
iJT2nny:3* o*n jyo .ly^DPuns w i w 
3r.3jmy3 pp3i«"nn6 n na t8
 #|ynyoBnyc 
"
,onyD3^ nnyn in IPD w iyD5»nW3* 
pro ."nywpn, o'lyo^anu Din ts^ b fjn 
Bta fyp cnri3K TB ,tynyty;on« in oijn 
"re o*3 p»noD B po iyo»o5iTjn ytil3 p'P 
^sn tpo pK 0Tt'3»r;* ?PD ixn^o ,iy3ya"V 
wo»5 wtK jnrgwtt-iv wnsyor- B W 
"P3 Tno-p«^p njrv po njnn^ D n uratfti 
83 on«* njn 4 } 
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B-pMp tjn^ayj |ya«i oy TB ,nyc»tr MTK |jn 
.*>mn»B yinpa y i^^ tsy B^D oiyaoyo Vycim 
inyt« nyinifi ya»tjn n ipay^ B ec* MT« epaiB 
BB" y^B^=-iB'3ii yj'nsyo B *M ilrttj 0*0 
,«i BB" oy t« oiyaoyo by*t M?B oaBiayjatnB 
yuiy3y PK na/p»p oy'BOOya BO ,nyin»i> >n 
B»»X jisyj np^ f ,pH«ion y^o»aB ijra<vnmtp 
-3i»H p« a»BfiBm38BB* IB'3!1 H IP-BO IX 
y3»7Ey y^ K BO U^BT MI TB ,o^y Dyi lya^BH 
t»n OBI .nonte oyDB2 n un)rtpiy |yaB)i 
-3BiaiQ»K taB* yon*u B OB« ,liBixn wroipyx 
v* cy ,ni»TB-piB P^ ijn w i n lyony: iys 
yiBDnaiK aayoiBa H tB ,iy"»B"ya B3ysyny2. 
Dpy» iyE:Bi3»o^ i3ytn»"iny» oaa^onyr. 
,BTB 0*3 BBH iB'XBt^BXiBT^o P*P » W 
Wn tro TK , in B3Bonjn JDBUHN w\\v* 
yajnyi«ny» pu |yeip CBII t^yvayo yoBD BtB 
"3-CRI 1MB nnB' y^ B y^aB'XBa )fn nynay^  
"BaiB p i aaiB'nya yaioam »1 lyaiy^ tyony: 
".y'XBto 
•y- ananiNP o?*oyn *!5>« T^K pjov n 
"T^ K D*T .iy^ D^D yKny3n«n m* tv^sotr-
s inn PK nyD"3iK n D* I^ ,iKenxn pnwa 
p»p Dsnya DO iy3*n njhwlD jny»r po ID 
-on pK i*^BtoB3n* jyay^ i nnsys jp3>D3n 
-"3IK H in p*n pnn*' p3y^  PK ,p5i^ 
jyaytl nnyo on»Dyiyo3»K 33i3yiw3-'nyo 
.DiKii3y3y3 nxn jyajni ni oosipiv W 
-3HB ov5 pnipiya tDin c^y; iy3"i OP"IDO 
jvfrn w o s n 8 oyey IW *w "inyo B*V 
o*n nynn^ D ya^*oB n po yo*5*3'D& H 
riy '^DCB yb^yii o« pK bpmyaoMK in-
jnsWVOMK JpftttftMM I*"1 IM*»t Dp"1DDrt. 
-^ytya n pK D^n3 ^5y3 H jyay3 n n n o . 
KonDD i i p jyjyii j n s y o w w ; ISEK^-
l i p no y^v^vnjn PK ynh^fltsn iv pnn^c 
,DB«t5'^ yTy3 yC>DD^B^V*D 8 V^ jyiiTD 
y$>« DP»IDD riybranj un^a ,tDP t^icr 
•BPHKT ,yiyn3K "! 3KDBny3*T pK 3Koa*o-
pit "iyo"ii 1*3 ]y33K3ya |«j«t nynn^ D i w 
y^ DD^ KtD^ EKpH y3?yi8 tDOKnnyc jy3*n 
"K31*» .p5B*XDH PK y<X8r3B31$ Ml "fy3BT 
• 0ID I«T tDpycB* o*n
 rp5rxon fy^«To 
fyD"fiy»o ,"V'5*B ,D38o ,y^nin*DBD 
ya»5*DK n iy3«n MTB ".33B1IV PK cnyo'c* •. 
nv nyn jjiyii o'o^n'ya jnayos? njnmo
 N 
5yo*n cjn IMK oanKiiya anayoc ,0E3ip -
D3^D^3K3nyD ?yV3B3 PK jilt **"WWW pD 
PK y^DKE v\ fwa/i**,, D'-iyo^snK ojn 
o*n iKDixn ,yb*3Diny3 Vrtwtrt* v:\x 
j j r t IJJD^™ « JIB ttDyfiojnmo ipe^iw njn 
sy .D'wur Xhjruw n*e iwn»n PK 3*e 
•DP3IB ijrtn *HK lyjyonvaif *pt >Kna ?^ K 
-jyo y3»5p, *n$v y3"5p 8 wpi ,-iKDijn 
-yp ,nonai D"i$Dp8it33$p ya^ijos
 9
m,wVf 
j jn j jn "»n DKH B"B < I tyoyanye D ^ r*8 
nyc D^ J jyjyp «t .onxo pK lycysya 
*n yaftm ,jymB pit nyjye y:n: n tyoy3 
•TO? y:y> pK Dvo8#»BOpy «p9niinr ]ya«fn 
-yn pifn D$U D'WIJBBM V2"QV&$ * I ,iyi 
i n PK PK hvrip n PK asmyrw O5JJD 
nw"3 ytsyc H pK ,nyo"aiK n JIB o«n 
•D^oyn tya»n flyhitoMntMJp *j ,«i b$ii 
wn*n n irvsntu'K T ^ ' B M .BP)tfy3a$ 
-ya — mpa u w tnn„ pprip PK man 
,-*DipB nyn JIB "IIDB iys Dijhi MI ,-fani 
jyoTBDOpy H »ii yywjo PK oy pK "!5$p 
TPJttiipyn 8 tD^ e fywyo TK /V? tyjyayaya 
jjwnJwya b*3 iyp wo |y©jm ,DD"3 pari 
*jW*Pwn yryn trn pnn«.tt8ftO'D «i ?8. 
cnn* : »n«M 8 iya"nB>i« WM |# * i ,im 
T O ?ya$n o*rn IKB /tfaiw .mpa tis» 
5 "? ]yp"it3D iv cam D^T jyayjyaBMK 
Tl PK "jyp'HBD iv oayn„ -DIP MI *ITK 
iy5nyep8-iD3ip H PE "cain PK D3«DW 
PK /u*n pi* ^»n jxajwyj DftfpKi |jtt«? 
-*DD n^ yo^ K- y^o^ BBP » iyp*ei*e*w *«na 
«5*ojn o*n D*3B K IKE D*II iynyr px yn 
e*n n D^B 8 IKB DIP*, PK I**3V VJ wnys 
•D3"n 
-on*Byi n npi phw ryo«;^: ya^oy 
-oj;nyuy-i n) "ttW*5 i^y onyci^ p nif o:yo 
••«« PB (D^ain p« Smixn n^ c MiS^maK 
n * lyajn^ oanya t> lyayayjD'ns jyttu^v 
,npnyo» p« wpr PK |ya:w:nya"DD"a 
cnifT tnyn P^IDD nyaKop^^p iyon"u i jn 
o-rjnyaoriK r*K"on«:w r:w iy3K nJJTJ 
i j n iyay« anamr*. .lyo^t 70 y5i& p« 
# ^ D : M ^ o^nyvnyn
 fts:"n PK'?«OK \w 
cm:ya^B .oanya lyryn pc -lya^ntr nyn 
j X ^ n B»t 'O'C pi»t 1^3 PK n*CCMpjr 
-n^ iyn»n i p t t t utfpe
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-DjnnK,* i jn i^bjyr'K T^K ">yn I K : ^ , , 
-pi*5phjn PK i^yu jyoniJ « pc covs 
0*n ,1^10 ,tVD2 oyn nyaoyDEyo ^no 
Pi»f^  x& PK fiBDBP lyiyo^a K ovr.vv: Tt 
.o^na »?w jny^n jyaya nyaKopwjjp pe 
jn«a PB nyoy-icnyB n lya^n aifD ny:y 
-*PB oyn ^srinnp s itfaynenypjiK Dmx 
pK Di5» on^ cB p^^ -iB D«n D^ n ^ ^ o 
n iya«n ^P I ^D^B pinip DPT PK .vno 
•Miya iv mw* a^ nno v i DunwapvroiiB 
tDayn DI^ T ,BKB»"|^V K lytu^aiK *i -jprt 
•ya PK Dyo^^p »%»»» ^ n nyn » iy;y; « 
1*p 8 ib«3lirt>W PE jyPHB H lyo'tw 
n»B DWn^ii yiyayn ,aw*DO«aiK jynjw 
"jtiaviya mfb^ is myoya
 r*vb*«aiin«)i 
•Itfasnjmijfi W b^aMl yny":« ^D K JIN ;V; 
-an s |ynya ^T?8 T'K 1910 pK 'yi ".K:°? 
•*J "wawDpii^ p Tyt^ iK iss aia ov nyro 
CD tny"sy} 3i#D cyn jyaijn "t |t« D?«P 
PK DV^ ,DT8mnt33y PK aaias^ n ps DD"J S 
•^ y PK lycn^yn ny^r pfi \y~ww vm\~v 
.iy3:i33>nya ynyoya "I»E HBC«P |ya"na5#fi 
-'ooKT'inoay iy>n*n nyn o«n
 fiuwm MI 
pK jyay? u^: 8 oaKnayamK DD S^ W 
PK ^aa 33«yi\ya lyo^ans TW«TK i n 
'.onBa n"TD nyt3iK PB lytD a^nK *i \nnw 
'p^v ivw 1*3 n jyaijn i n n * ^ nsc 
DDyBDjnnK^  Din ony,,&y3 D^KPU^ iv:t<-
»fiTya*5 I^ K PUP>B |y3uyD-»rv s w 
•pt»>p yDiu^383nij H jy^yu ihji^m * iw 
•ya ojn tro nsnss PK gn^viin iww 
•ya PK p^\x inK^ "iiv op3iB t»
 rpnowK« 
•TO'K is Dtfoa ,33nyi3y yv;»a 8 pn*« 
/lyByGrpii^p H PK j^viJjpwn yjjmtf 
P'K HMK p^yoenva* yt »ma PK DV 
""D TO .p*ntDD 190*113 Uyi ilE D8D5HJH 
D3^ n \qm% nyn pe n380 i^v oyn- tp\ ;v-
nyn po n38D i^v ny3^ D3"n njn ,5^D» P* 
nxn pK 33weny yDDS'DaMi H t'« l i r^ 
nyv383 nyn n8B maniD 8 ,ynDDnrK"P-«'" 
P3Kiy3 lyooa^njnD i n PK C*P .taf'yv 
•nyn lyooyns "tfn PK I3"^E jnyow "^ : 
s 
.#pn rs cjB p^c 8 i$yny5iWH eayn 
«anw lyey^D ]•»« nnjio tau taanp ny 
,BM jypn pn inyc jtw Kama p» 
-p? BpjH p^at? D^D opip ny 
;iayn yoynjrujnyaDMM yrn pn 
fn$m -pi 0VD8^ p8*tB p« 
.
 ( .|yitfyn *i pe nyfiByo D^B 
,|yans yey t^t nyeytr ,|ypna«B pfi pn 
.jya^ay^ p« nunc H p tyw jyvcnBD 
tnyaija H -pin |ya«n p« 
#]yan$B"Dyayn *t yiM 
*ry^-DD«n«iB K DMK jyaan |1K 
.338: tjnfty&v ny^t tro anaywiBo 
* * * 
y:m p« yroayo H i«i JIH 
,j8D8c B$a 7T© o*ana H 
— nyints twruja n 
/iayn y&BJ8T ,ypDiB ,ytan8x H B*D 
.]yB«to ,]yxiB ,jyjyt pB DO jyo^ll oyii 
— Diiyj pB jjnyb D^T ma jyayp |i« 
y^B v^jaya DO jyjyp p« p » jynyi 
pjntr n»B rpfia ps D«^2 unyii pn 
,ytM8iny *i none *n anaynynyi 
: rov nyt p« nyianr 8 B*D lyaynB pn 
"Mtnytrya ra Dyn„ 
: ynaya-y* *i tnyswy oy jw 
"! jyiiya ^ p f 8 ^8Q8 nn oy„ 
.1912 .nnfsnito jrtp w 
ugnntp njms 1912 nyaoyoBjjD .9 ij»u 
(ijrpjtfsu »jn-npM*)i 
|»jDB^n .* .K pB 
! M8my cjyto p* njjrjtfbSyii njn &gn i^Tjy JIK 
OT^WBT;: B*jni ^ ysijnftB'TriK* B$n D$II njn B$ 
^oy r^ya pK anypsya »ms)H 
,B*U /lyjuin ,nipm paty) 
,tMypny*r p^» 71 aatftnte Btjn 
•uyn *i sj*t jyagn B'BiBO'nya w pK 
; •nunjnrn 8 |Ut lyo^^ya 
,B8p yny* pn BJPK jjjnfi*} fytoKnatnyju i^ B**) r« 
.|yi^3 nw nyaorfi , ^ in i$a ut$ BM Btr.y wn 
• # * 
aya 8 5»8D 8 ayr jgnrtyvp 
: Baytyi pK nyTrpaywyo n 
fynyiny BJTtt -ptoyB D*n ^ M B5>8T Bwtw B*B» 
,BD8^ D3yny^  ny«« jyagna pK 
j n y n -pi ipm &ayiB D8^»B8 *n 
,po«fcnyB wyo ijn ^8T njnriB'BDB* 8 
".nyfi can i8B»yj p* MI jogD p» opy nyi w 
KWi* *i p» B«n »tf -fans .an* pK 
.BDsnayD TO nWp 8 /jfti 8 "»«* 
: aVaeny y^asya 8 o w 8 B$n v h i h T8*T 
.B383 n P » jyniwwnyB pK "ipnyii <?& BD^„ 
* . • . * 
.anyny; lyrjyB&ihi ojn ayn D«m /otwrpnyn n 
.181 Dp Bty&vyJDg SB S^^ B B»H 
an o'nytnyn ojn B»ipyj B8n birn wtyv *vn 
rs P T O P r« T3 war s DSD TSJtraTK IS 
)»TUTfPW/1K3 . " •'• 
j^cpsris jt p« unmans n inpwtjni jya ne viMrfyw s p*t is 
.D'enagw-pna pfi 
(...rinsr Kin *PW oyi a^ o »jhjn:s wp D»: pit yi"K onyotnyD ivc iw ;**) 
Djn T Q K O T DTP? 
wye ijb*»w « r ? is »n jjjem ami "IPPN TIK 
TWwyrbfcp pa y:K?sr» y»vr« n 
CIJ»E^B n .rcnye IMQP r» e r r ; : -
*>'-1*3 jyayp CKT iittBrqw nyuw pfi 
">n- pn ;yrjyr 7; |j#$? hyejrtfgfl: 
epmy: pn oyyty: PK 583nwt nyryn 
nyoDjrra nyn p« viypm nrir 
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